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TEACHERS IN A TWITTER: 
EDUCATOR PARTICIPATION IN TWITTER EDCHATS 
 
 
Candace Irene Bratton 
 
The purpose of this research was to investigate educator participation in edchats.  
The research questions addressed were the following:  
1. What does an edchat network look like in terms of followership and edchat 
interactions?  
 
2. What are the different modes of participation in an edchat? 
3. What is the ethos of an edchat?  
4. How are edchats organized by educators and edchats organized by companies 
similar to and different from each other?   
 
To address these questions, tweet data from 10 edchats was collected and analyzed using 
a mixed methods approach.   
Across edchats, social network structures were consistent with the Tight Crowd 
network structure often found in Twitter learning communities, and members frequently 
interacted with each other, with several having ties extending beyond a single edchat.  
Twitter users participated in edchats as moderators and participants through several 
 
                     
  
different modes by tweeting, retweeting, and sharing links and media.  Although most 
participants only tweeted once, a smaller group of participants was especially active.  
Edchat questions received multiple responses, providing the community with diverse 
answers to review and if desired, discuss further.  Across edchats, communities displayed 
an ethos of professionality, support, and fun without signs of the hostility known to 
plague Twitter.  Although edchats shared a similar discussion structure and spirit of 
support and positivity, edchats organized by teachers tended to focus on classroom 
practice in greater detail than company-organized edchats.  Distinguishing a teacher-
organized edchat from a company-organized edchat was often complicated due to the 
presence of companies in teacher-organized spaces as well as an individual’s ability to 
profit from their social media influence through self-promotion or as a product 
ambassador.  Edchats could provide an additional means of supporting educators by 
facilitating connection with a community of peers who can provide just-in-time support; 
however, their quality varies and much depends on the participant, highlighting the need 
for additional research to develop best practices for structuring and participating in 
edchats, especially to combat the risk of stealth advertising in these spaces. 
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I – INTRODUCTION 
Background and Context 
One of the biggest challenges in education today is how to provide K-12 
educators with quality professional development (PD) and support (Borko, 2004; Hill, 
2009; Jaquith, Mindich, Wei, & Darling-Hammond, 2011).  DeMonte (2013) described 
PD as “the link between the design and implementation of education reforms and the 
ultimate success of reform efforts in schools” (p. 2).  Furthermore, PD can help reduce 
teacher attrition by providing educators with the skills to meet challenges and respond to 
job stressors (Wood & McCarthy, 2002).  In an effort to better meet educator needs 
(Darling-Hammond, 1997), there has been increased interest in reform types of 
professional development, including study groups, mentoring, and coaching, which 
provide opportunities for collaboration and active learning and can be sustained over a 
longer period of time (Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, & Yoon, 2001).   
New media technologies facilitate connection as well as the ability to create and 
distribute content; they include social networks, blogs, wikis, and media sharing sites 




formal and informal learning, and enabled an era of connected educators (Leoni, 2013; 
Team ISTE, 2018) who propel their own professional learning through developing digital 
networks that they connect with whenever they choose around the topics they are most 
interested in, allowing them to easily exchange ideas with educators outside of their 
schools and districts.  Educators have long relied on colleagues and resources in their 
buildings and communities for support and advice, and many of today’s educators have 
begun extending their professional development by building digital professional learning 
networks (PLNs) (Forte, Humphreys, & Park, 2012; Krutka, Carpenter, & Trust, 2016; 
Trust, Krutka, & Carpenter, 2016; Visser, Evering, & Barrett, 2014) and participating in 
communities of practice via social media platforms (Trust, 2015; Trust & Horrocks, 
2017; Wesely, 2013).  The new media tools and platforms that educators have leveraged 
for professional growth include blogs (Deng & Yuen, 2011, 2013; Trust, Carpenter, & 
Krutka, 2017; Turvey & Hayler, 2017), Facebook (Steinbrecher & Hart, 2012), Google+ 
(M. Davis, 2011; Krutka et al., 2016; Trust et al., 2017), Ning (Krutka et al., 2016; Trust, 
2012; Trust et al., 2016), Edmodo (Trust, 2012, 2015), Twitter (Carpenter, 2014; 
Carpenter & Krutka, 2014; Forte et al., 2012; Gao & Li, 2017; Trust et al., 2016; Visser 
et al., 2014), Instagram (Rozen, 2018), and others.  
Macia and García (2016) found that although teachers prefer face-to-face 
interactions, they sought online collaboration spaces to continue their learning and 
mitigate feelings of professional isolation.  This finding was unsurprising given that U.S. 
teachers reported few opportunities to collaborate within their schools (Wei, Darling-
Hammond, & Adamson, 2010).  PLNs could enable teachers to provide and receive 




to feel valued within a community of professionals (Trust, 2013; Trust et al., 2016; Visser 
et al., 2014).  Trust et al. (2016) found that PLN experiences support growth in affective, 
social, cognitive, and identity aspects of teaching.  New media tools allow educators to 
draw knowledge from their PLN, and also to share their own knowledge, experience, and 
questions in a public arena where they are open to critique, discussion, and exploration, 
creating opportunities for collaboration and the generation and development of 
professional knowledge (Turvey & Hayler, 2017).  This knowledge exchange and ability 
to connect has facilitated the formation of digital communities of practice (Lave & 
Wenger, 1991) whose value stems from their ability to develop a collective intention to 
advance learning (Wenger, Trayner, & de Laat, 2011).   
Education researchers, educators, education companies, and even some school 
districts are beginning to explore Twitter edchats, live Twitter chats for educators to 
discuss various education topics, as a means of providing teachers with easy-to-access 
and cost-efficient PD that allows teachers to target specific areas of growth and connect 
with other educators (Carpenter & Krutka, 2015; M. Davis, 2011; Garland, 2012; 
Gilman, 2016).  Edchats have the potential to provide educators with the opportunity to 
learn and receive support from their peers, direct and personalize their professional 
learning, and also assume leadership roles while contributing to the edchat community 
(Ward, 2017).  However, edchats present challenges in that they are driven by voluntary 
participation (M. Davis, 2011), are generally not connected to formalized professional 
development (M. Davis, 2011), may or may not be structured based on best practices in 
adult or professional learning, and may not provide accurate information (Agichtein, 




What Is an Edchat? 
Edchats, Twitter events where participants meet, usually synchronously, to 
discuss education-related topics using an established edchat hashtag (M. Davis, 2011; 
Gao & Li, 2017; Visser et al., 2014; Ward, 2017), could offer teachers a means of 
building an online PLN (Carpenter & Krutka, 2014; Trust et al., 2016; Visser et al., 2014) 
or engaging with a chat-based community of practice (Wesely, 2013) either in place of or 
in addition to a real-life PLN or community of practice.  These edchats may be created 
and run by educators or by education companies and have become popular for a number 
of reasons.  Edchats provide teachers a means of connecting to other teachers in their own 
communities and around the world (Schulten, 2011; Visser et al., 2014; Whitby, 2013) 
and often allow them to engage with a supportive community (Krutka et al., 2016; Trust 
et al., 2016; Visser et al., 2014; Wesely, 2013).  This can be especially valuable to 
teachers who feel siloed in their work, such as teachers who may not have time to 
collaborate with other educators (Wood & McCarthy, 2002), who might be the only one 
in a particular role, or who may not easily be able to connect with their colleagues in 
person due to schedule or location constraints (J. Johnson, 2013; Wesely, 2013).  Because 
Twitter can be accessed on many different devices, edchats can facilitate “anytime, 
anywhere” learning (Carpenter, 2014; Carpenter & Krutka, 2014b; Gao & Li, 2017; 
Krutka et al., 2016; Trust et al., 2016; Visser et al., 2014; Weseley, 2013) as well as 
easier access to regular and ongoing PD (Visser et al., 2014).   
In explaining how #edchat, one of the first Twitter chats about education, came to 
be, educator and chat founder Shelly Sanchez Terrell said, “We all desired education 




explore, reflect and act on various issues which impact education” (Schulten, 2011, n.p.).  
Her co-founder, Tom Whitby, explained how they came to use the hashtag to grow the 
#edchat network, stating:  
   We realized that many valuable mini-discussions were taking place on Twitter 
with limited exposure, so we started [#edchat] to gather as many tweeters as we 
could, at the same place and at the same time, to discuss topics important to 
educators in general. (Schulten, 2011, n.p.)  
  
By 2011, #edchat had grown into one of the larger Twitter edchats, trending in Twitter’s 
top five hashtags and claiming to attract as many as 500 active participants and an 
estimated 2,000 - 3,000 lurkers (Schulten, 2011), though they did not indicate how they 
arrived at these estimates.   
Today, there are myriad different edchats participants can join.  Edchats may be 
organized by educators or education companies and often focus on teaching a specific 
grade level (e.g., early childhood, middle school, first grade), content area (e.g., math or 
reading), student demographic (e.g., deaf students or ESL students), region (e.g., South 
Africa), education issue (e.g., social justice), or instructional technique (e.g., using hip 
hop or games in instruction) (Blumengarten, n.d.; “Chats,” 2018).  The diversity of 
edchats organized around particular topics makes it easier for teachers to find and 
connect with these communities and also enables educators to tailor their learning to the 
key areas that most interest them.  Edchats may also have their own websites with 
additional edchat resources, including upcoming edchat dates, archives of past edchats 
(Veal, Cabeen, & Alvarez, 2016), and other content such as podcasts (Thomas, Blair, & 
Wolff, 2018) or wikis (Swiatek, 2009; Wesely, 2013), facilitating engagement and 




Despite differences in participant demographics, organizers, and topics, most 
edchats typically share a similar structure, with 5–10 questions being discussed 
(Mathison, 2017; Waters, 2014) over the course of 30–60 minutes (Bearden, 2013).  
Smaller edchats may include fewer than 10 participants while larger chats may attract 
thousands (Bearden, 2013).  Edchats may occur on a weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly basis 
(Spirrison, 2016).  At the beginning of an edchat, moderators remind participants of chat 
norms, such as how questions will appear (usually labelled with a “Q” and the question 
number) and how answers should be formatted (usually with “A” and the question 
number) (Mathison, 2017).  During the edchat, participants engage using a variety of 
Twitter features in a discussion structured by the moderators (Mathison, 2017; Waters, 
2014).  Participants can lurk (read tweets without tweeting or indicating they are a part of 
the chat), like or retweet another participant’s response, or create their own tweets as a 
means of participating in the chat (Gao & Li, 2017; Ward, 2017).  In addition to 
discussing a topic via tweets, participants and moderators may also share resources (Forte 
et al., 2012; Gao & Li, 2017) by including links or attachments (limited to video, gif, or 
image files at the time of this study).  Participants may choose to engage with the edchat 
hashtag during the time the chat occurs or outside of chat hours in order to connect with 
that community (Bearden, 2013; Whitby, 2013).  Once the edchat is concluded, many 
edchats are archived so that they can be referenced later (Bearden, 2013).  Although most 
edchats proceed as previously described, some edchats may choose a different approach, 
such as a slow chat where a question appears every day over the course of several days 
(Louwrens, 2016), or an edcamp-style edchat where participants ask discussion questions 




Potential Benefits and Challenges of Edchats 
Edchats offer educators the opportunity to direct their own professional 
development and learn from their peers at any time and from anywhere.  They also allow 
educators to assume leadership roles while contributing to a community (Ward, 2017) 
and building a professional identity (A. Fox & Wilson, 2015).  Edchats have been found 
to help educators to feel less alone in their work and to quickly find support while 
navigating role challenges (Trust et al., 2016; Wesely, 2013), which could support 
teacher retention and growth.  Edchats also offer organizations such as schools, districts, 
professional groups, and education companies the opportunity to connect with groups of 
educators in more informal ways; these interactions could be beneficial to educators since 
discussion amongst informal communities may be better suited to how people actually 
learn in comparison to formal PD (Greenhow & Gleason, 2012), but it is important to be 
mindful of other motives for participation, including profit and influence (Rozen, 2018; 
Singer, 2017).   
Edchats present challenges as well, including their rapid pace (Davis, 2015; Forte 
et al., 2012), the difficulty of navigating less recent tweets (Trust et al., 2016), the 
character limit on each tweet inhibiting deeper discussions (Carpenter & Krutka, 2015a; 
Davis, 2015; Gao & Li, 2017), and the intrusion of marketing tweets (J.-A. Fox, 2016).  
Because edchats are driven by voluntary participation and are generally not connected to 
formalized professional development (M. Davis, 2011), they may not be structured based 
on best practices in adult or professional learning, and may not meet participants’ key 
development needs or align with school or district professional development initiatives.  




challenging to ensure edchats provide accurate information; compounding this issue is 
the fact that Twitter as a platform has struggled to control the spread of false information 
and fake accounts (Confessore, Dance, Harris, & Hansen, 2018; Guilbeault & Woolley, 
2016).   
As edchats and other informal professional learning opportunities expand and 
educators begin to seek credit for their participation (M. Davis, 2011; Trust et al., 2016), 
it becomes increasingly important for educators as well as schools, districts, and 
education organizations to better understand edchats and how they can be best structured 
and implemented to support teachers.  Additionally, as informal learning opportunities 
grow, it is valuable to consider how they can inform and be informed by best practices in 
formal professional learning.   
The unknowns surrounding the impact of edchats on K-12 teachers (Carpenter & 
Krutka, 2015; Gao & Li, 2017; Trust et al., 2016; Visser et al., 2014) have raised several 
questions, including:  
• How accurate is the information provided in edchats? 
• What benefits does participation in edchats provide educators?  
• What are the strengths and weaknesses of edchats in developing educator skills?  
• What qualities of an edchat increase its effectiveness? 
• How do edchats compare to traditional PD?  
• Where should informal PD opportunities, including edchats, fit into an educator’s 
PD? 
 
• Should edchat participation count towards professional development hours for 
credentialing? 
 




In order to begin to determine approaches for answering questions such as the above, it is 
necessary to build a clearer understanding of what edchats are and how educators 
participate in them.  To contribute to the formation of that foundational knowledge, this 
research begins addressing existing knowledge gaps in edchat research by examining the 
modes of participation, social networks, and ethoses of edchats run by educators as well 
as by education companies to develop a clearer understanding of edchat communities and 
how educators engage in edchats.   
Purpose and Research Questions 
The purpose of this study was to explore how educators engage in edchats and 
connect with edchat communities, to build an understanding of the ethos, or spirit, of an 
edchat, and to examine similarities and differences across edchats.  Edchats make up a 
growing part of an ever-changing professional development landscape that educators are 
simultaneously navigating and building by effectively leveraging social media and 
content creation tools.  The sophistication and popularity of edchats and other forms of 
informal learning have provided additional opportunities for collaboration and 
professional development, but it remains unclear as to how to evaluate the quality of 
edchats or to determine how they might fit in with other formal and informal PD.     
Edchats have no required minimum participation and any Twitter user can 
participate, making it possible for diverse educators to interact with one another.  
Participants may be well connected to other edchat participants, or may have few ties to 
others, and may or may not choose to directly engage with other participants.  This 




outsiders with few connections engage at similar rates as others with many connections, 
networks with subgroups of users who primarily interact with each other, or others.  
Currently, although edchats are touted for their potential to connect diverse groups of 
educators, there is little empirical research about the social networks formed around 
edchats or about how participants interact during edchats; it is also unknown if network 
type varies by edchat or is relatively consistent and how this is correlated, if at all, with 
edchat activity.  A clearer understanding of these networks would provide insights into 
community structure as well as how connected participants are to each other, which could 
provide insights into how PLNs form, how members of different connection-levels 
engage, and how to strategically grow edchats and other online communities.   
Edchats can serve as standalone events or as a means of connecting with a 
community of other educators on an ongoing basis, and also offer several modes of 
participation within a single edchat.  Educators can play different roles in an edchat and 
within these roles can engage in the edchat in a variety of ways.  They may lurk and 
simply observe the chat by reading the tweets; others may engage by favoriting or 
retweeting others’ tweets; some may also participate by answering the prepared edchat 
questions or by responding to other participants with follow-up questions or comments.  
Understanding the modes of participation in edchats helps to identify different ways 
educators participate in the edchat community.  A clearer understanding of how educators 
participate can provide additional structure and detail valuable to beginning to evaluate 
edchats in a more nuanced way, as different modes of participation may offer different 




Because edchat participation is voluntary and educators can choose how and how 
often to participate, the ethoses of edchat communities may differ from other 
communities of educators, such as grade level teams or professional learning 
communities.  Educators may choose to engage in edchats for a number of reasons: They 
may feel connected to the community by a shared passion, by social ties to other 
members, by the desire to lead or build a reputation as an expert, by the culture and 
norms of a particular edchat, or by the knowledge the community provides as well as the 
convenience of accessing that knowledge.  Recognizing the unique ethoses of edchats can 
help to not only illuminate best practices in edchat engagement, but these findings could 
also apply to other environments where educators engage in professional learning, 
whether formal or informal, and be used to inform the development of more engaging 
PD.  
As edchats have become increasingly popular and diverse, comparing 
participation modes, social networks, and ethoses of different types of edchats could also 
reveal key similarities and differences across edchats, including educator-run edchats and 
edchats run by companies.  Because new media technologies also offer new means of 
generating revenue for both individuals and businesses, it is important to consider the 
financial motives of edchat community members when evaluating potential benefits and 
disadvantages, a topic that has been unexplored in existing empirical research.  
Additionally, few studies to date have explored multiple edchats, and similarities and 
differences across edchats can help to identify broader trends and best practices as well as 




Thus, in line with the areas of opportunity outlined above, this study attempts to 
answer the following research questions:  
1. What does an edchat network look like in terms of followership and edchat 
interactions?  
 
2. What are the different modes of participation in an edchat? 
3. What is the ethos of an edchat?  
4. How are edchats organized by educators and edchats organized by companies 
similar to and different from each other?   
 
Addressing these research questions fills important gaps in the literature on edchats and 
educators’ digital PLNs, as well as providing further insights into how edchats can 
support educators while illustrating best practices in informal learning and PD.   
Research Approach 
A mixed methods approach was selected for this study to provide more 
comprehensive insights into edchats than currently exists in the literature and to address 
the research questions, as described in more detail below.  Ten edchats were included in 
the study; five edchats were run by education companies and five by educators, to allow 
for comparison between corporate edchats and educator-run edchats and to uncover 
trends across edchats.  Twitter data was collected for each edchat by entering the chat 
date and the edchat’s hashtag into NodeXL, a tool that pulls tweets via Twitter's API 
platform.   
Social network analysis showed how participants interacted with others during the 




dense the edchat network was.  This provided insights into how accessible edchat 
networks might be to those with few connections to the edchat community versus those 
with many connections.  This analysis also demonstrated whether interactions amongst 
members were distributed across the edchat community or if one or more subgroups 
dominated the edchat.  The social network analysis provided an additional lens through 
which to interpret the quantitative and qualitative data by comparing the actions of 
participants with different ties to the edchat communities.   
Quantitative analysis reported the volume and distribution of key chat activities, 
including statistics on the number and type of tweets (including moderator vs. participant 
tweets), number of participants, and distribution of tweets by user.  This analysis 
indicated how participants and moderators engaged with the edchat, such as how often 
each user tweeted, shared links or images, discussed the edchat’s questions, and wrote 
their own tweets or retweeted.  These statistics reflected how common different actions 
are in an edchat, which indicated whether edchats were primarily focused on discussion 
or resource sharing as well as whether edchat participants tended to create their own 
tweets and resources or retweet others’ content.  Examining the distribution of tweets by 
user indicated whether users participated via tweeting at similar rates or whether a small 
group of participants tended to tweet much more frequently.  Comparisons of these 
statistics across edchats also provided insights into the similarities and differences of the 
communities formed around these hashtags.   
Although the quantitative analysis explored many aspects of edchat participation, 
qualitative analysis described other chat aspects that quantitative analysis could not 




analysis was used to gain a better understanding of the content, tone, culture, and social 
aspects of edchats.  Thematic analysis was selected to allow both structure and flexibility 
in analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006), and themes were shaped by the data itself rather than 
being chosen from a preselected set.  This ensured that novel themes were not omitted 
due to focusing on a predetermined set of themes.  The thematic analysis of edchat data 
was also chosen to expand the empirical knowledge of edchat ethoses, as much of the 
existing research has relied on surveys (Carpenter & Krutka, 2014; Trust et al., 2017, 
2016; Visser et al., 2014) rather than directly examining participant and moderator 
behavior.   
Rationale and Significance 
Educators are leveraging new media technologies for formal and informal 
learning across a variety of platforms, creating opportunities for new means of learning 
and collaborating across a variety of formal and informal learning opportunities.   
Although $18 billion is spent annually on teacher PD, only 29% of educators were highly 
satisfied by their formal PD offerings (K-12 Education Team, 2015), which has likely 
contributed to the growth of online informal learning communities.  Edchats offer 
educators the opportunity to direct their own learning in a cost-efficient and flexible way; 
educators can participate in edchats through varying modes of participation and from any 
place and at any time via several different devices.  I first encountered edchats while 
working as a product manager for an edtech development shop, which co-designed 
edtech products with teachers and was funded by education-focused non-profits and 




as one of the ways they connect with and learn from peers.  I was eventually connected to 
an employee at another edtech company who ran several edchats, including edchats 
organized by the company as well as other edchats organized in partnership with 
teachers.  Having worked as a teacher as well as for several edtech companies, I had 
perspective into the needs of teachers and companies.  I had also seen how companies 
collaborated with teachers in different ways, in some cases primarily benefitting the 
company by helping them to better understand customer needs or promote a product and 
in other cases in a mutually beneficial way that facilitated teacher growth as a means of 
ensuring product success.    
As edchats and other informal learning movements have grown, some educators 
have sought to have edchats counted towards formal PD requirements (M. Davis, 2011; 
Larkin, 2013) and some districts and schools are beginning to grant PD credits for 
participation (Kimbrough, 2015; Trust et al., 2016).  The relative newness of edchats and 
the gaps in the research surrounding them make it challenging for organizers to know 
how to best structure and run edchats, and for educators and districts to understand where 
edchats should fit into a teacher’s PD.  The diversity of opinions on edchats and on 
Twitter further complicate this issue, with some viewing time spent on Twitter as a waste 
(Tang & Hew, 2017; Visser et al., 2014) and others excited about the potential of edchats 
to support educators (Carpenter & Krutka, 2015; Visser et al., 2014; Wesely, 2013).   
Additionally, because edchats are a form of informal PD and usually organized by 
educators and education companies, they may or may not be structured based on best 
practices in adult or professional learning, may not provide accurate information, and 




Although there is a growing body of research around educator use of Twitter and 
participation in edchats, several gaps exist.  Much of the empirical research on educator 
social network use focused on pre-service teachers, rather than veteran educators or 
educators generally (Carpenter, 2014; Carpenter & Krutka, 2015; Deng & Yuen, 2013; 
Gao & Li, 2017; Steinbrecher & Hart, 2012), and often in the context of their academic 
coursework (Carpenter & Krutka, 2015; Carpenter, Tur, & Marín, 2016; Steinbrecher & 
Hart, 2012); given that 85% of educators on Twitter in the study by Visser et al. (2012) 
were 30 years old or older, these PST groups may or may not share similarities with 
organic communities of educators such as those found in edchats.  Gao and Li (2017) and 
Wesely (2013) detailed some of the activities that occurred during edchats; however, 
these studies did not detail the overall structure of a Twitter chat, which would be 
valuable to further research and help to identify best practices in edchats.   Additionally, 
much of the research has examined a single edchat rather than several chats (K. Davis, 
2015; Gao & Li, 2017; Wesely, 2013), so similarities and differences across edchats 
remain unexplored.  Within these studies, K. Davis (2015) and Gao and Li (2017) both 
studied #edchat, which appeals to a very large and very broad group of educators on 
Twitter who may differ from participants in smaller chats.  Gao and Li (2017) included a 
social network analysis, but it was based on chat activity and did not examine 
followership.  Finally, despite the growth of edchats run by educators as well as 
education companies, comparisons of teacher-organized and corporate chats have not 
been undertaken.  In conclusion, the scant research on the modes of participation and on 
the ethoses and network structures of communities formed in edchats create challenges in 




and their communities would be useful in beginning to form a perspective on evaluating 
edchats as a means of professional learning, which would not only be beneficial to those 
organizing and participating in edchats, but also to districts in determining how to best 
support the professional growth of educators.  Researching edchats could provide insights 
to inform the development of formal and informal learning opportunities to better meet 
educator needs by providing insights into the kinds of learning opportunities and 
communities educators participate in voluntarily.   
Key Terms 
The following terms appear frequently throughout the dissertation and have been 
defined as below:   
Community of practice (CoP): A group of people with a shared passion for  
something they do who learn how to do it better as they interact regularly; this 
group may be formal or informal.  
Edchat: A Twitter event where participants meet, usually synchronously, to discuss  
education-related topics using an established chat hashtag. 
Follow: Twitter users can follow other users to subscribe to their tweets and see the  
tweets of users they have followed on their homepage.  Users they have followed 
can send them private messages.   
Hashtag: A keyword written with a # used to index topics on Twitter, allowing Twitter  
users to easily find, follow, and participate in discussions on specific topics.  





Hub: A member of a social network with a much greater number of links to other  
members than the average in that network, and who connects different parts of the 
network.   
Isolate: A Twitter user with few connections to others who tweet using the same hashtag. 
Moderator: A Twitter user who organizes and/or runs a Twitter edchat. 
Node: In social network theory, a node represents a member of a network.  Nodes 
representing members of a network are displayed as points on social network 
graphs, with interactions representing links between nodes.   
Participant: A participant is a Twitter user who tweets using an edchat hashtag and is not  
an edchat moderator.  
Professional learning community (PLC): A group of educators who meet regularly to  
collaborate on curriculum, instruction, and assessment; the PLC tracks student 
progress and works together to reflect on and improve on their practice in order to 
maximize impact and document best practices for future use.   
Professional learning network (PLN): Adapted from Trust et al.’s (2016) definition,  
PLNs are uniquely personalized, complex systems of interactions consisting of 
people, communities, resources, and digital tools that support ongoing learning 
and professional growth.   
Retweet: Twitter users can share the tweets of other users with their networks by  
retweeting.  Retweets include simple retweets and modified retweets.  A simple 
retweet shares the tweet verbatim, whereas a modified retweet may include 





Tight Crowd network: A Tight Crowd network is a social network structure characterized  
by its density, with members having strong connections to one another and 
significant connections that bridge any sub-groups.  Learning communities often 
form Tight Crowd networks.  
Tweet: A tweet is a posting made on Twitter.  Tweets can be up to 280 characters and  




II – LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to better understand the modes of participation of a 
Twitter edchat, the ethos of various edchats, the social networks of edchats, and 
similarities and differences between educator-run and company-run edchats.  A thorough 
literature review was necessary to synthesize a body of knowledge related to the topic 
and to identify gaps in the research that might be further explored in the study.  Because 
new media technologies have facilitated additional opportunities for formal and informal 
learning, this review examined not only formal educator professional development and 
adult learning theory, but also included use of online learning and communities in formal 
and informal contexts to build an understanding of the various topics underpinning 
teacher participation in Twitter edchats.  
To that end, this chapter is divided into two sections.  The first section examines 
professional development for educators, focusing on best practices and challenges in 
professional development as well as the current state of educator PD to understand the 




section examines learning in online communities with a focus on learning via Twitter 
amongst professionals, primarily educators.   
Teacher Professional Development and Learning 
 This section examines the research on teacher professional development to build a 
perspective of where and why teachers seek out online learning opportunities such as 
edchats and where they might fit into their overall professional learning.  It begins by 
reviewing the literature to gain a perspective on the importance of PD and the qualities 
that make it effective before exploring the challenges in identifying and scaling impactful 
PD.  Then, it examines types of PD and teacher support networks that include a 
community.  PD that includes a professional community can provide educators with 
opportunities to actively learn (Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin, 1995; Fullan, 2007; 
Putnam & Borko, 2000; Schlager & Fusco, 2004), collaborate (Putnam & Borko, 2000; 
Schlager & Fusco, 2004; Schulten, 2011; Wesely, 2013), reflect on their practice (Trust 
et al., 2016), tailor their PD to their specific context (DuFour & Reeves, 2015; Schulten, 
2011), and support the development of a professional identity (S. A. Barab & Duffy, 
2000; Trust et al., 2016; Wenger, 2000).  However, these communities can be difficult to 
set up and support as well as to evaluate.       
The Impact and Importance of Quality Professional Development 
Professional development has become increasingly important due to the 
multifaceted and ever-shifting role of the modern educator (Kennedy, 2016), who must 




new technologies (Trust & Horrocks, 2017).  The goal behind requiring ongoing 
professional development is to ensure that teachers integrate new practices into their own, 
feel more confident in their abilities, and continue to improve as they progress in their 
careers (Darling-Hammond, Hyler, & Gardner, 2017), because “what and how teachers 
teach depends on the knowledge, skills, and commitments they bring to their teaching 
and the opportunities they have to continue learning in and from their practice” (Feiman-
Nemser, 2001, p. 1015).   
Research has found that high-quality PD, which will be explored further later in 
this chapter, has the potential to help stem early attrition (Wood & McCarthy, 2002), and 
is integral to teaching and student learning (Borko, 2004; Darling-Hammond, Wei, 
Andree, Richardson, & Orphanos, 2009; Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, & Yoon, 
2001; Kennedy, 2016; Van den Bergh, Ros, & Beijaard, 2014) and as a result, PD has 
become connected to many efforts to improve school performance (Borko, Jacobs, & 
Koellner, 2010; Schlager & Fusco, 2004).  Professional development is valuable in 
improving teacher effectiveness more so than class size and homogeneity of the student 
population (Darling-Hammond, 2000; Wright, Horn, & Sanders, 1997), as teacher effect 
is the single greatest factor impacting student achievement (Wright et al., 1997).  Teacher 
effects have been found to be cumulative and additive, and students who perform 
comparably may have very different outcomes depending on the sequence of teachers to 
whom they are assigned.  Students who had several highly effective teachers in a row 
showed much higher gains in achievement compared to students who had several 
ineffective teachers in a row, and the effects of high- and low-performing teachers on 




classroom (Sanders & Rivers, 1996).  Professional development is also crucial to 
ensuring that new knowledge and practices can be implemented successfully in schools 
(DeMonte, 2013).  In conclusion, providing educators with quality PD can positively 
impact both teachers and students and is key to educational improvements.   
Educators receive formal professional development as part of their pre-service 
training at the beginning of their careers as well as throughout their tenure.  The United 
Federation of Teachers’ (2018) website states that certified public school teachers are 
required to complete 175 hours of professional development every 5 years, an average of 
5 working days each year, in order to maintain their certification, although this number 
may vary by state.  Professional development hours may come from programs set up 
within their schools or from external opportunities, such as courses, conferences, and 
trainings, so long as they are approved by the teacher’s principal (United Federation of 
Teachers, 2015).   
Formal and informal learning in educator development. Educators have 
access to several different learning opportunities to support their development, and both 
formal and informal learning formats impact teacher learning (Bransford et al., 2000).  
Teacher learning can occur in a variety of contexts: in hallway conversations with 
colleagues, on-the-job while working with students, or in formal professional 
development sessions; recognizing formal as well as informal learning is crucial to 
understanding teacher-learners (Borko, 2004).  Dabbagh and Kitsantas (2012) described 
formal learning as learning that is institutionally sponsored or highly structured, such as 




informal learning is directed by the learner and may include observation, 
experimentation, reflection, or conversation with others.   
Applying these guidelines to teacher learning, formal learning may include pre-
service or in-service training, PD teachers receive from their district or schools in 
structured classroom settings, or other learning associated with earning a degree or 
credential.  Informal learning may include interactions with a PLN, discussions with a 
colleague, self-directed learning, or experiential learning.  In considering the needs of 
educators, it is necessary to consider both formal and informal learning, as they can 
support each other in an educator’s development (Borko, 2004; Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 
2012).  Additionally, it is also important to consider the social systems of which they are 
a part (Borko, 2004) as well as teacher identity (Avalos, 2013) when building an 
understanding of teacher learning.   
Defining Effective PD 
Although there is agreement regarding the importance of PD, it can be 
challenging to define what high quality PD looks like and what qualities make it 
effective.  In the last several years, there has been an increased demand for additional PD 
opportunities and evidence of program quality and effectiveness (Borko et al., 2010), 
prompting Guskey (2007) to argue that, “Never before in the history of education has 
greater importance been attached to the professional development of educators” (p. 3).  
The literature suggests that effective teacher professional development shares some or all 
of the following characteristics: engages teachers as active learners (Borko, 2004; 
Darling-Hammond, Hyler, & Gardner, 2017), treats teachers as professionals (Opfer & 




al., 2002), focuses on content (Darling-Hammond et al., 2017; L. Desimone et al., 2002; 
Kennedy, 2016; Opfer & Pedder, 2011), allows sufficient time for learning (DeMonte, 
2013; Yoon, Duncan, Lee, Scarloss, & Shapley, 2007), occurs regularly over time (Visser 
et al., 2014), allows teachers to quickly implement what they learn (Desimone et al., 
2002), encourages reflection (Luehmann, 2008; Turvey & Hayler, 2017), is social (L. M. 
Desimone, 2009; Garet et al., 2001; Timperley & Alton-Lee, 2008; Van den Bergh et al., 
2014), and helps to replenish motivation (Haynes, Maddock, & Goldrick, 2014).   
However, despite these attributes being commonly used in the literature to 
describe “high quality professional development,” (Hill, Beisiegel, & Jacob, 2013) a 
strong research foundation for guiding investment in PD is still developing, presenting 
challenges for educators and PD funders (Wayne, Yoon, Zhu, Cronen, & Garet, 2008).  
Exactly what good PD looks like in detail regarding content, format, or access is often 
vague (Borko, 2004; Wayne et al., 2008) and there are differences of opinion regarding 
best practices for researching and evaluating PD (Borko, 2004; Garet et al., 2001; Guskey 
& Yoon, 2009; Wayne et al., 2008).  There is little clarity on how to judge whether 
professional development includes a particular trait (Guskey, 2003), which characteristics 
are responsible for the effects of a particular program (Garet et al., 2001; Hill, Beisiegel, 
& Jacob, 2013; Wayne et al., 2008), and how these attributes best fit together within a PD 
opportunity (Hill et al., 2013).  It can also be difficult to evaluate professional 
development, as it can be challenging to recognize how different attributes influence each 
other and the overall effect (Hill et al., 2013; Wayne et al., 2008), how much time must 
pass after a teacher receives PD before an effect can be observed (Wayne et al., 2008), or 




(Avalos, 2013; Hill et al., 2013), culture mores (Avalos, 2013), or other PD the teacher 
received (Wayne et al., 2008) may have affected the PD’s impact.  Aside from 
complications of design, researching PD programs extensively can be expensive and 
time-consuming (Borko, 2004; Hill et al., 2013), the types of study design that can be 
implemented may be restricted by circumstances (Wayne et al., 2008), and the time 
required may make it challenging to find and keep participants (Borko, 2004; Wayne et 
al., 2008).   
Despite these obstacles, researchers have progressed in building a stronger 
foundation of knowledge about effective PD (Borko, 2004).  The What Works 
Clearinghouse (WWC) was created to offer high-quality reviews of studies on the 
effectiveness of educational programs, products, practices, and policies to make it easier 
to identify best practices supported by rigorous research (Yoon et al., 2007).  As part of 
this work, Yoon et al. (2007) analyzed 1,300 studies addressing the effect of PD on 
student achievement and found that only nine studies met the WWC evidence standards.  
In the authors’ opinion, this highlighted a dearth of rigorous studies addressing the topic 
(Yoon et al., 2007), but others have argued that the standards for inclusion were too 
restrictive (Stockard & Wood, 2017), as the WWC required that studies use randomized 
control trials or quasi-experimental designs (Yoon et al., 2007), running the risk that 
recommendations could be overly based on small, unrepresentative segments of the 
research (Stockard & Wood, 2017).  Interestingly, the nine studies found a moderate 
positive relationship between PD and student achievement, and the type of PD in these 




been strongly criticized for their ineffectiveness, but Yoon et al.’s study (2007) indicated 
that when done well, they can be quite effective (Guskey & Yoon, 2009).   
In evaluating professional development, Guskey (2003) questioned whether it was 
even possible to develop a meaningful list of PD attributes, as research challenges and 
contextual considerations could undermine its usefulness.  Guskey and Yoon (2009) 
advised that it is less important that a learning opportunity includes a specific attribute, 
and more important that it is meaningfully designed in alignment with a specific set of 
goals (Wayne et al., 2008) and then implemented well (Guskey, 2000), as the most 
effective PD will be that which thoughtfully includes practices chosen and adapted due to 
specific content, process, and context elements (National Staff Development Council, 
2001).  Similarly, Putnam and Borko (2000) explored several diverse PD opportunities 
for educators and found that depending on context, features that were desirable in one 
case may not be desirable in every case.  For example, they highlighted that situating the 
PD in the classroom was useful for supporting teachers in situating their learning in the 
context of the classroom, but in other cases, offsite PD may be more useful, such as when 
teachers need to make more drastic changes.  In conclusion, it is important for those 
selecting or designing PD to focus on the goals of the program as well as ensuring that 
the PD is meaningfully delivered to educators when considering what offering(s) might 
work best (Guskey, 2003; Putnam & Borko, 2000).   
Challenges of Ensuring Educators Receive Quality PD 
Despite so much focus on educator professional development in the last two 
decades, serious obstacles persist in ensuring educators receive effective PD.  Most 




experiences reinforce their existing practice rather than supporting them in changing their 
practice by implementing new skills and techniques (Hill, 2009).  Furthermore, many 
teachers believe that the PD that is available to them is not useful (Darling-Hammond, 
Wei, Andree, Richardson, & Orphanos, 2009b) and only 29% of teachers reported being 
highly satisfied with their PD offerings (K-12 Education Team, 2015).  Ineffective PD is 
often criticized for being a one-time event with no follow-up (Borko, 2004; Guskey & 
Yoon, 2009; Jaquith et al., 2011).  This results in a lack of support in implementing and 
reinforcing new techniques, and focusing on disconnected and narrow objectives rather 
than meeting the complex needs of multiple educators over the course of their careers 
(Opfer & Pedder, 2011).  Thus, the professional development does not necessarily 
contribute to the teacher’s repertoire of skills (Joyce & Showers, 2003), fails to align with 
district or state initiatives (Hill, 2009), and therefore does not improve teacher 
performance (Guskey, 2009).    
Navigating the professional development landscape, as well as the research 
examining it, is a complex endeavor.  Identifying high quality PD amongst numerous 
offerings can be challenging because there is no national infrastructure for professional 
development (Yoon et al., 2007), and programs frequently rely on teacher self-evaluation 
to measure success (Hill et al., 2013; Turvey & Hayler, 2017; Wayne et al., 2008), which 
does not take into account the impact on student outcomes or lasting change to teacher 
practice (Guskey, 2009).  Additionally, educational reform efforts often fail to develop 
the knowledge base and leadership skills of local instructional leaders (Koellner, Jacobs, 
& Borko, 2011) and the evaluation of PD options often fails to take into account variation 




Although there are specific PD programs that have been shown to improve 
educator knowledge and learning outcomes, these programs rarely reach teachers on a 
large scale (Hill et al., 2013), possibly due, at least in part, to the decentralized nature of 
the U.S. school system (DeMonte, 2013).  Educators receive access to different PD 
opportunities and this may vary by district, school, or individual depending on how PD is 
managed (Hill, 2009), and how PD is chosen varies from district to district and school to 
school (K-12 Education Team, 2015).  In some cases, the PD a teacher receives is chosen 
by the district, while in other cases, the teacher and principal may choose from a list of 
options or from any PD they would like to pursue (United Federation of Teachers, 
2015).  Therefore, teachers have varying amounts of agency in pursuing their own 
required professional development, with some having very little choice, and some having 
a great deal (Ingersoll, 2003).  Teachers who have little or no control over what PD they 
receive may not develop in their weakest areas or in the areas that would most impact 
students and the lack of choice may also negatively impact teacher feelings of agency 
(Ingersoll, 2003).  How professional development is funded also varies by district and 
sometimes even by school, meaning that teachers with similar development needs in 
different schools and districts may have access to unequal resources (Hill, 2009).  
Because there is so much variation in the PD a teacher receives, it is challenging to 
compare outcomes on a large scale (Hill, 2009) and identify what works well.   
Professional Learning Through Collaboration 
In an effort to better meet educator needs, there has been increased interest in 
reform types of professional development that are inquiry-based and which allow 




context (Borko et al., 2010) and that can be sustained over a longer period of time (Borko 
et al., 2010; Garet et al., 2001).  Forming communities to facilitate learning and 
development has become increasingly popular for both formal and informal learning 
amongst educators (Fullan, 2007; Schlager & Fusco, 2004; Trust et al., 2016) and in 
reviewing the literature on effective PD, Koellner, Jacobs, & Borko (2011) found that 
fostering a professional community is essential to quality PD.  Professional communities 
can provide educators with the opportunity to actively learn and collaborate (Putnam & 
Borko, 2000; Schlager & Fusco, 2004), participate in the development of learning 
opportunities, and work together to examine and reflect on their practice (Putnam & 
Borko, 2000).  One of the advantages of collaborative forms of PD is that educators can 
receive personalized support as they need it, whereas other forms of PD with more 
predefined and rigid content may address issues they may not encounter or they may not 
provide educators with the information they need when they need it (Borko, 2004; 
Kennedy, 2016).  Communities can also allow educators to personalize their learning to 
their specific needs and obstacles by directing their own learning (Koellner et al., 2011; 
Schlager & Fusco, 2004) and providing and receiving support, mentoring, and coaching 
(Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin, 1995).  The following sections examine a few 
popular examples of structures for collaborative learning for educators and explore their 
role in teacher learning as well as examining implementation challenges.   
Professional learning communities. Professional learning communities (PLCs) 
consist of a group of educators, usually based in the same school, who meet regularly to 
collaborate on curriculum, instruction, and assessment; the PLC tracks student progress 




and document best practices for future use (DuFour & Reeves, 2015; Fullan, 2007).  
PLCs enable teachers to provide and receive support around their own unique challenges, 
share best practices, and collaborate, helping teachers to develop professionally while 
also having opportunities to feel valued within a community of professionals and 
contribute to the development of a body of shared knowledge of best practices (Fullan, 
2007).   
A PLC relies on “an ongoing process in which educators work collaboratively in 
recursive cycles of collective inquiry and action research in order to achieve better results 
for the students they serve” (DuFour & Reeves, 2015, n.p.) and is built around the needs 
of a specific community of students and educators, rather than a top-down model of PD 
(Fullan, 2007).  According to Fullan (2007), PLCs help educators invest in implementing 
major systemic change, making it more likely that systemic changes persist and enable 
educators to feel connected to each other while developing their skills.  Educators may 
also benefit from PLCs because they facilitate the building of trust amongst educators in 
the same community, enabling them to more easily make difficult decisions (DuFour, 
2011).   
Providing teachers with access to other teachers in a way that allows them to 
focus on improving each other’s practice can be extremely valuable when done well, but 
many U.S. teachers struggle to find the time to engage in such activities in a productive 
and structured way, if at all, as a part of their normal workday (Fullan, 2007; Ma, 2010).  
This may be because they spend more of their day teaching than teachers in other 
countries (Darling-Hammond, Wei, Andree, Richardson, & Orphanos, 2009; Ma, 2010; 




plan independently rather than collaboratively (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009).  There is 
not clear agreement on how PLCs should be structured, such as by grade level, content 
area, experience level, or other means.  Common pitfalls of PLCs include that they are 
implemented poorly due to a misunderstanding of what a PLC is and is not in practice, 
they are often under-supported by school leaders, they depend on the quality and 
investment of participating educators, they may not document knowledge that can be 
built on when members join and leave, they may not facilitate the flow of ideas from 
outside of the school in which it resides (DuFour, 2011).  In addition, they may enable 
teachers to focus on techniques and topics that align with existing beliefs and practices 
rather than the intended effect of implementing new practices (DuFour & Reeves, 2015).    
Communities of practice (CoPs). Another form of professional community that 
has gained traction in education is the community of practice (Feiman-Nemser, 2001; 
Schlager, Fusco, & Schank, 2002; Stein & Spillane, 2005; Trust, 2015; Wesely, 2013).  A 
CoP is a group of people with a shared passion for something they do, who want to learn 
how to do it better as they interact regularly.  This group may be formal or informal 
(Wenger, 2000).  To be considered a CoP, three components are required: a domain, a 
community, and a practice.  The domain refers to a shared area of interest that defines the 
identity of the community (Wenger, 2000).  The community consists of members who 
interact with other members through discussion or joint activities, though not necessarily 
on a daily basis, developing relationships over time and through sustained interactions 
that enable them to learn from each other (Wenger, 2000).  Membership in a CoP implies 
a commitment to the domain and a common competence that distinguishes members from 




community’s resources, but must also contribute to the practice (Wenger, 2000).  The 
practice refers to the shared knowledge and resources developed by members as a part of 
their work as practitioners (Wenger, 2000).  A community’s value stems from its ability 
to develop a collective intention to advance learning, and the challenge of reaping that 
benefit lies in the work of maintaining it and ensuring sustained identification and 
engagement amongst participants, even if not all participants engage in the same way 
(Wenger, Trayner, & De Laat, 2011).   
CoPs engage in a range of activities to further their domain, such as problem 
solving, requesting information, documenting knowledge and identifying gaps, seeking 
advice, sharing experiences, and other means of collaboration focused on developing a 
shared domain (Wenger, 2000).  These activities are initiated based on the topics that 
members view as important and may be influenced by internal or external factors 
(Wenger, 2000).  Becoming part of a community of practice is not only about developing 
professionally through learning new knowledge and skills, but it is also a process of 
developing a professional identity through connection to a professional community (S. A. 
Barab & Duffy, 2000; Wenger, 2000).  In their research on teacher participation in 
blended CoPs, Trust & Horrocks (2017) found that CoPs provided teachers with 
reciprocal growth opportunities for developing across multiple professional domains 
while also being able to shape those domains.  
However, because the concept of a community of practice is quite broad, it can be 
difficult to identify, support, or evaluate CoPs; they can be formal or informal, members 
may take on different roles that may change over time, members may or may not be co-




to-day practice and the more intentional efforts to develop a specific skill or set of 
knowledge (Lave & Wenger, 1991).  Similar to PLCs, the quality of CoPs varies 
depending on the quality of their members and the culture of the particular community 
(Printy, 2008).  Common problems associated with CoPs include the hoarding of 
knowledge, clique formation, and exclusiveness with regard to membership (Printy, 
2008; Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002).  These issues can reinforce undesirable 
practices and stifle innovation (Orr, 1996; Wenger, 2000).     
Professional learning networks (PLNs). PLNs are another tool that educators 
can use to connect and collaborate (Trust et al., 2016) to engage in participatory and 
continuous learning (Krutka, Carpenter, & Trust, 2017).  Prior to the era of new media 
technologies, a teacher’s PLN often consisted of other teachers in his/her school, teachers 
he/she knew at other schools, communities the teacher is a member of, books and articles, 
and professional development sessions (Trust et al., 2016).  Today, an educator’s PLN 
may not only include resources and colleagues on their campus and that they interact with 
in person, but also websites, online communities, and colleagues spread across the world 
(Krutka et al., 2017; Schulten, 2011; Wesely, 2013) thanks to the increasing connectivity 
brought about by mobile technology, social networks, and the increasing ease of creating 
and sharing content (Kelly & Antonio, 2016; Krutka et al., 2017; Trust, 2012, 2013; Trust 
et al., 2016).   
Educators engage with their PLNs by having discussions with colleagues, both in 
person and online, participating in formal and informal PD, attending edcamps, observing 
other classrooms, writing blog posts, and participating in Twitter edchats, amongst other 




related to their own unique challenges, share best practices, and collaborate, helping 
teachers to develop professionally while also having opportunities to feel valued within a 
community of professionals (Krutka et al., 2016; Trust et al., 2016).  As mentioned in the 
previous chapter, in their research on PLN experiences, Trust et al. (2016) found that 
PLN experiences support growth in affective, social, cognitive, and identity aspects of 
teaching, but that there is little research examining these diverse and often complex 
networks.   
 Researching PLNs can be challenging due to their personalized nature.  Learning 
in a PLN can take many forms due to the diverse people and resources that can make up a 
PLN as well as the level of participation the teacher chooses to undertake (Trust et al., 
2016).  PLN interactions are generally transactional in nature and the learning that occurs 
may or may not be designed around specific objectives (Trust et al., 2016).  Because 
PLNs are informal and vary depending on a teacher’s connectedness across in-person and 
online communities as well as level of participation, they can be difficult to define and 
evaluate, and there is much less research on informal PD in comparison to formal PD 
(Fraser, 2010; Kyndt, Gijbels, Grosemans, & Donche, 2016).  Additionally, educators 
may not have a very strong PLN and even if they do, they may not be prepared to 
leverage it well.  Common challenges include limiting one’s engagement to those with 
similar views, failing to critically evaluate the quality of information and resources, or 
not leveraging it in a strategic way that most benefits their students (Krutka et al., 2017).  
Professional identity and sense of belonging. Educator professional 
development is a complex process which involves not only acquiring new knowledge and 




requiring educators to evaluate new knowledge against existing knowledge and values to 
determine how (or how not to) change behaviors moving forward (Avalos, 2013).  These 
decisions may be influenced by the teacher’s environment or school culture (Avalos, 
2013; Wenger, 2000) as well as by being part of a professional community (Wenger, 
2000).  After evaluating existing literature on teacher professional identity, Beijaard, 
Meijer, and Verloop (2002) found that teacher professional identity is often defined as an 
ongoing process of integrating the personal and professional sides of becoming and being 
a teacher, and that this identity may change over time due to environment, new 
knowledge, and interactions with others.      
Sense of belonging to a professional community can help to build a professional 
identity (A. Fox & Wilson, 2015), as becoming a part of a community involves becoming 
a particular type of person through belonging to that community (Wenger, 2000).  
Recognition by other members of a community, including colleagues and students, can 
help educators to self-identify as teachers (McNally, Cope, Inglis, & Stronach, 1994) and 
support that teachers receive from peers contributes greatly to job satisfaction, 
professional development, and teacher retention (Ingersoll & Strong, 2011).  Turvey and 
Hayler (2017) found that the greater the sense of belonging to a community, the more 
easily pre-service teachers were able to share challenges and collaborate with other 
members of the community.  Seeing such challenges discussed openly can generate 
opportunities for mentorship and support (Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin, 1995; 
Schulten, 2011) while also allowing others experiencing similar difficulties to feel less 
isolated (Nochumson, 2018), which can help to further strengthen the community and an 




practice, Trust and Horrocks (2017) found that teachers felt a reciprocal relationship with 
their community, in which the community supported their growth and development while 
the teachers also played a role in shaping the community.  Sense of belonging to a 
community may also evolve over time, as participants determine whether they want to 
remain on the periphery or become a more central part of a community (Schlager & 
Fusco, 2004; Turvey & Hayler, 2017).   
Although time spent on non-professional tasks may be tempting to discount as 
being wasted, it is important not to undervalue the social exchanges that can help to 
connect members of a community, as sense of community is tied to both task-based and 
socio-cultural interactions (Rovai, 2001).  Socializing with other members of a 
community can help to build camaraderie and increase sense of belonging (Rovai, 2001; 
Wenger et al., 2011).  In their study of pre-service teachers’ use of Facebook for learning, 
Steinbrecher and Hart found PSTs used the platform to socialize with other PSTs through 
friend networks and in work-centered groups by engaging in small talk and occasionally 
joking about the challenges they faced as pre-service teachers.  However, they also 
observed PSTs using Facebook to share resources and discuss upcoming lessons 
(Steinbrecher & Hart, 2012).  This resonated with the finding that it is necessary to build 
social ties before task-based work can take place (Rovai, 2001; Waltonen-Moore, Stuart, 
Newton, Oswald, & Varonis, 2006).  In conclusion, in evaluating PD with a community 
component, it is necessary to consider not only the changes it produces, but also the ways 
in which it enables educators to develop a sense of belonging to the group and 
camaraderie with other members while balancing completion of work tasks with 




Edcamps and the growth of informal learning opportunities. Educators have 
become increasingly organized in creating and developing informal learning 
opportunities focused on facilitating discussion and collaboration amongst educators, 
possibly due to a preference for amongst educators for participant-led, teacher-driven PD 
(Bond, 2015) as well as a sense of responsibility for their own professional development 
(McMillan, McConnell, & O’Sullivan, 2014).  Edcamps, a type of “unconference” often 
promoted via social media (Carpenter & Linton, 2016), are informal educator 
professional learning conferences that seek to “bring teachers together to talk about the 
things that matter most to them” (“Edcamp Foundation,” 2016, n.p.).  Since the first 
edcamp in 2010, more than 925 of these events have been held worldwide, and some 
schools and districts have begun to implement edcamp-style approaches into their own 
formal PD (Carpenter & Linton, 2016).   
Edcamps abide by a set of organizing principles: They are free to attend; they can 
be hosted by anyone; they consist of sessions that are determined on the day of the event 
by the attendees to ensure that they are spontaneous, interactive, and responsive to 
participants’ needs; they allow any attendee to present; and they encourage attendees to 
attend the sessions of their choice and to leave sessions that do not meet their needs 
(Carpenter, 2015b; “Edcamp Foundation,” 2016).  Carpenter and Linton (2016) 
speculated that educators would unlikely attend voluntarily if they did not perceive a 
need for PD, and found that the opportunity to collaborate, direct their own learning, and 
contribute to the learning of others were key motivating factors.  Survey data from 
Carpenter’s 2016 study of why educators attend edcamps indicated that edcamps’ 




appealing aspects.  However, likely due to their nascence, there are few studies of 
edcamps and little is known about how they impact teacher learning and practice, 
although their characteristics do not appear to align with those of effective PD found in 
the literature (Carpenter & Linton, 2016).   
The growth of informal learning opportunities has led researches to further 
examine what kinds of teacher learning occur in informal contexts (Trust et al., 2016; 
Wesely, 2013).  As informal learning opportunities like edcamps and edchats have 
grown, they have expanded beyond just grassroots communities of educators and drawn 
the interest and involvement of education companies and foundations (BrainPop, 2018; 
“Edcamp Foundation,” 2016; Gardner, 2016).  Several education companies host regular 
edchats (“Chats,” 2018), and edcamps have also been impacted by growing corporate 
interests.  One tenet of edcamps from Swanson (2013) is that they are non-commercial 
and do not allow vendors, but this tenet is notably absent from the Edcamp Foundation 
website (n.d.), which lists several foundations and companies as sponsors.  Currently, it is 
not clear how edcamps that involve companies differ from those organized by and for 
educators and what effects this has on their impact.   
Challenges in facilitating collaborative learning. Many of the learning 
opportunities explored, including PLCs, CoPs, PLNs, and edcamps, include learning 
through interactions with a peer community.  Teacher communities are often difficult and 
time-consuming to develop (Grossman, 2001) and groups of educators can as easily 
inhibit progress as facilitate it (Guskey, 2003).  Although educators generally welcome 
the opportunity to discuss their work and materials, the critical and challenging 




rarely occur (Borko, 2004) and a level of trust is necessary to ensuring these 
conversations take place in a respectful and collegial manner (Wilson & Berne, 1999).  
Being able to have these critical discussions becomes increasingly important as new 
media technologies enable teachers to draw from an increasingly large network of 
resources (Krutka et al., 2017).  Therefore, professional development leaders must 
facilitate the development of norms in these communities to ensure that meaningful 
learning can occur and be sustained (Borko, 2004).   
Learning in Online Communities 
This section focuses on the use of new media technologies for learning and 
includes an overview of existing empirical research in online learning as well as the 
impact of new media technologies on the culture of learning.  It begins by examining 
research on teacher participation in formal online PD to gain an understanding of the 
benefits and drawbacks of online learning for educators.  It then examines participation in 
informal online communities and edchats before proceeding to an exploration of the 
impact of new media technologies on the learning landscape.     
Participatory Culture and Peer-Based Learning  
New media technologies are interactive read-and-write Internet technologies that 
facilitate connection amongst users and include social networks, blogs, and media sharing 
(Greenhow et al., 2009).  The rapid proliferation of these technologies has facilitated new 
ways to deliver formal and informal learning as well as the formation of affinity spaces 




from their peers (Gee, 2004).  They have also made it easier for users to seek out 
knowledge in response to a problem or curiosity, expanding opportunities for formal and 
informal learning (Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 2012).  Today, many educators do not distinctly 
separate their online and face-to-face activities within their PLNs (Matzat, 2013).  These 
developments have reshaped ideas of where knowledge resides, how it is created and 
accessed (Dede, 2004), and the skills required to do so successfully (Jenkins, Clinton, 
Purushotma, Robison, & Weigel, 2006; Kabilan, 2005).  These spaces have also raised 
questions of whether and how to link formal and informal learning that often spans both 
in-person and digital spaces, and how to ensure online learning is meaningful and 
impactful (Dede, 2004).   
The wide adoption of new media technologies have redefined and blurred the 
roles of the content consumer and the content producer, making it easier than ever before 
for any user to create and share content and ideas and to receive feedback from others 
(Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 2012; Ito et al., 2008; Jenkins et al., 2006; Shirky, 2008).  Ito et 
al.’s (2008) statement, that “learning with new media [is] a process of participation in 
shared culture and sociability as it is embodied and mediated by new technologies,” (p. 9) 
applies not only to young people, but also to educators’ use of new media.   
The culture that has grown around these new media technologies values openness, 
communication, and dialogue (Greenhow et al., 2009), making them a good fit for 
teachers given the shift towards PD structures with similar values, such as edcamps, 
PLCs, and CoPs (Carpenter & Linton, 2016; Steinbrecher & Hart, 2012; Trust, 2015; 
Wesely, 2013).  Educators have leveraged these tools as a means of creating informal 




2015; Wesely, 2013), and they have facilitated the construction of participatory cultures.  
Jenkins et al. (2009) define a participatory culture as the following:  
   A participatory culture is a culture with relatively low barriers to artistic 
expression and civic engagement, strong support for creating and sharing one’s 
creations, and some type of informal mentorship whereby what is known by the 
most experienced is passed along to novices. A participatory culture is also one in 
which members believe their contributions matter, and feel some degree of social 
connection with one another. (p. 3) 
 
Forms of participatory culture can include collaborative problem-solving to complete 
tasks and develop new knowledge in formal and informal groups as well as formal and 
informal membership in online communities around different forms of media.  Edchats 
can be considered a form of participatory culture because they include discussion and 
problem solving amongst groups of educators and participants; in some edchats, members 
of the community may create resources including websites, images, and other resources 
to share with the community or to document the edchat (Wesely, 2013).  Jenkins et al. 
(2009) suggested that forms of participatory culture led to changed attitudes in who owns 
intellectual property as well as a more empowered conception of citizenship.  Although 
edchats do not raise questions of intellectual property in the same way that communities 
of remixers might, edchats do raise questions of who arbitrates knowledge, representing a 
paradigmatic shift in professional development as teachers become more organized in 
creating and delivering their own PD and the community becomes the curriculum 
(Shirky, 2008; Siemens, 2008).   
Forms of participatory culture are also valuable in that they can enable peer-based 
learning across a variety of modes of participation (Ito et al., 2008).  Ito et al. (2008) 
characterize peer-based learning as having a context of reciprocity (meaning participants 




model certain skills, but do not have authority over other users.  Despite the absence of a 
clear authority figure or a final evaluation, in cases where youth engaged with a peer-
based learning community with public discussion, they were motivated to develop their 
online identities and gain cache within the community through their exchanges with 
others, including providing meaningful and high-quality feedback on others’ works, and 
thus taking ownership of their own learning (Ito et al., 2008).   
Educator Participation in Formal Online PD 
Similar to face-to-face PD, a variety of diverse online learning opportunities, both 
formal and informal, exist for educators.  Formal offerings may be synchronous or 
asynchronous and may include strictly digital or blended offerings that also have a face-
to-face component (Dede, Jass Ketelhut, Whitehouse, Breit, & McCloskey, 2009).  
Formal online PD programs have grown rapidly, likely due to the challenge and expense 
of delivering in-person professional development to educators as well as the hope that 
online professional development can offer teachers a form of PD that fits within their 
demanding schedules, overcomes location constraints, begins to provide ongoing support 
that is real-time and work-embedded, and that can be quickly and efficiently delivered to 
multiple audiences (Dede et al., 2009; Guskey, 2009).  Other potential benefits include 
providing opportunities for reflection through asynchronous interaction and for learning 
via immersive virtual simulations (Dede, 2004), in addition to enabling easier access to 
experts and other resources that might not be more limited in face-to-face PD (Dede et 
al., 2009). 
Research has found that online PD for educators can be as effective as face-to-




Warren & Holloman, 2005) and best practices for the design of online instruction are 
being researched and defined (Clark & Mayer, 2012).  In an analysis of existing literature 
on online teacher PD, Kabilan (2004) found that teachers benefited from online PD in 
five areas: 1) motivation; 2) skills, knowledge, and ideas; 3) self-directed learning; 4) 
interactive competence; and 5) computer technology awareness and skills.  Not 
surprisingly, the similarities between online and face-to-fact PD also extended to the 
challenges of understanding what makes online PD effective (Dede et al., 2009) and in 
what situations it can be implemented most effectively (Dede et al., 2009; Kabilan, 
2005).  Building a research base is challenging because, much like face-to-face PD, there 
are many design obstacles in conducting the research (Rudd, 2001).  The current 
empirical evidence is scant and largely anecdotal, funding for larger and longer studies 
that would help to build a foundational knowledge base is limited, and many of the 
existing studies evaluating effectiveness using teacher self-evaluation or results measured 
immediately after the study that fail to capture long-term impact (Dede et al., 2009).  
However, one benefit of conducting research on online PD is that it allows for the 
collection of additional data, such as participant comments in discussion forums or page 
visits, which could provide additional insights into the program’s effectiveness (Dede et 
al., 2009; Kabilan, 2005).  Therefore, additional research on online teacher PD should be 
undertaken so that meaningful investments of time, money, and resources can be made to 
impact teacher learning.   
Educator Participation in Online Communities 
Teachers have engaged in online communities as a component of formal PD 




Trust et al., 2016; Wesely, 2013).  Research has found that participation in these 
communities can have several benefits.  In one study of online learning, pre-service 
teachers given access to a discussion forum with an active community of experienced 
teachers reported that participating in discussions helped them to develop an 
understanding of challenges facing experienced teachers and first-year teachers, enabling 
them to better prepare for similar obstacles and also find additional motivation to teach 
due to encounters with veteran educators who were also excited to learn and provide 
mentorship (Schlager, Fusco, & Schank, 1998).  This resonated with the finding that 
teachers who had access to a mentor reported higher job satisfaction (Carroll, 2007).  In 
other studies, teachers appreciated the ability to share challenges they were facing in their 
learning and receive encouragement from peers (Greenhalgh, Rosenberg, & Wolf, 2016; 
Trust & Horrocks, 2017) and to learn while also playing a role in shaping a larger 
community (Trust & Horrocks, 2017).  Steinbrecher and Hart (2012) described the 
behaviors of successful online communities of PSTs as sharing resources, feeling a sense 
of trust, displaying positive interdependence behaviors, and community-building 
interactions.  In some cases, educator participation in online communities has led to 
organization and political action.  In 2018, the organizers of the teachers’ strike in West 
Virginia credited the Facebook group for enabling them to more easily communicate and 
expand, and similar groups were also created in Arizona and Oklahoma (O’Donovan, 
2018).  In the case of the West Virginia teachers’ group, discussions included not only 
updates on government activities and protests, but also community-created memes as 
well as discussions of common challenges teachers faced in their work (O’Donovan, 




Educator Participation in Edchats 
Educators have organized edchats as a means of connecting and collaborating 
with other educators beyond the walls of their own school and to have a greater impact in 
their classrooms (Schulten, 2011).  Today, teachers represent one of the largest 
demographics on Twitter (Schulten, 2018) and make up over 50% of participants in state 
educational twitter hashtags (J. M. Rosenberg, Greenhalgh, Koehler, Hamilton, & 
Akcaoglu, 2016).  There are myriad different edchats participants can join focused on 
different topics (Blumengarten, n.d.), and the diversity of edchats makes it easier for 
teachers to find and connect with public communities where they can collaborate with 
peers and tailor their learning to the key areas that most interest them (M. Davis, 2011; 
Visser et al., 2014).  However, these learning areas may or may not align with district 
objectives for teacher learning.   
Though the empirical research on educator participation on Twitter, especially in 
edchats, is rather limited, there are many common conclusions across studies.  Teachers 
in several studies viewed Twitter and edchats as valuable tools for professional 
development (Carpenter & Krutka, 2015; Forte et al., 2012; Visser et al., 2014; Wesely, 
2013), and Visser, et al. (2014) and Wesely (2013) indicated that participants viewed 
edchats as a way to direct their own professional learning.  Additionally, edchat 
participation may help educators reflect on their practice (Carpenter & Krutka, 2015; K. 
Davis, 2015; Forte et al., 2012; Wesely, 2013), discover new ideas and gain multiple 
perspectives on a topic (Carpenter & Krutka, 2015; Gao & Li, 2017; Visser et al., 2014; 
Wesely, 2013), brainstorm ideas (Forte et al., 2012; Gao & Li, 2017; Greenhalgh & 




(Gao & Li, 2017; Greenhalgh & Koehler, 2016; Schulten, 2011).   Researchers have 
found that edchat participation provided teachers with an opportunity to connect to a 
supportive community (Carpenter & Krutka, 2014; K. Davis, 2015; Forte et al., 2012; 
Greenhalgh et al., 2016; Schulten, 2011; Trust et al., 2016; Visser et al., 2014; Wesely, 
2013), grow their PLNs (Britt & Paulus, 2016; Trust et al., 2016), share and discover 
resources (Forte et al., 2012; Gao & Li, 2017; Greenhalgh et al., 2016; Wesely, 2013), 
and develop a professional identity (Trust et al., 2016; Visser et al., 2014).  Common 
challenges in edchat participation included the rapid pace of edchats (K. Davis, 2015; 
Forte et al., 2012), spam (J.-A. Fox, 2016; Greenhalgh et al., 2016; Theriault, 2014), self-
promotion (Singer, 2017), and the 140-character limit (updated to 280 characters at the 
time of this study) inhibiting deeper discussions (Carpenter & Krutka, 2015; K. Davis, 
2015; Gao & Li, 2017).   
Modes of participation. Educators may engage with edchat communities, both 
during and outside of the chat, in many different ways.  Visser et al. (2014) found that 
teachers reported using Twitter primarily for professional use rather than personal use, 
and of those using it professionally, most frequently reported accessing the platform 
multiple times a day.  Greenhalgh, Rosenberg, and Wolf (2016) found that teachers 
tended to use Twitter to build community, ask for and provide support, engage with 
disciplinary conversation or contribute by sharing work, or connect with other 
communities.  Forte et al. (2012) found that resource sharing was the most common way 
educators engaged online in edchats, and Visser et al. (2014) found that educators 
reported primarily tweeting their own messages, rather than retweeting others’, in order 




tweets, found that participants chose to engage with the chat in a variety of ways, 
although their study did not account for lurkers.  The majority only contributed a single 
tweet and showed a limited amount of engagement with other participants, but a small 
group of active members not only tweeted the most, but also engaged the most with 
others.  Gao and Li (2017) stated these differences in participation and for most 
participants tweeting once is not a problem in online communities so long as enough 
members contribute in a meaningful way.  In their study, a smaller subset of participants 
were especially interested in the discussion, and in applying the discussion to improve 
their own and others’ practice.  Additional research on participation in edchats over time 
is needed to better understand how these communities are sustained and the impact of 
sustained involvement on participants, as regular and ongoing PD is more likely to lead 
to transformation of practice (Visser et al., 2014).   
Edchats as communities of practice. This knowledge exchange and ability to 
connect has facilitated the potential formation of digital communities of practice (Lave & 
Wenger, 1991) for educators, whose value stem from their ability to develop a collective 
intention to advance learning (Wenger, Trayner, & De Laat, 2011).  The openness of 
Twitter and that users can engage with a community without needing administrator 
permission as well as the diversity of edchats centered on particular topics make it easier 
for teachers to find and connect with these communities in comparison to private spaces.    
Twitter provides educators with opportunities to connect with communities and to share 
resources, and thus collaborate with other educators with similar needs or interests 




In her research on #langchat, Wesely (2013) found that the edchat was a 
community of practice in that domain, community, and practice characteristics of the 
edchat could be linked to sustained teacher learning; however, in this study, sustained 
learning was measured through surveys and artifacts from the edchat rather than as 
evidenced through shifts in teacher practice in the classroom.  Wesely (2013) also found 
that educators continued their collaboration outside of Twitter by collaborating in other 
online spaces such as blogs and wikis, which led her to conclude that edchats can 
function as communities of practice.  However, this finding assumed that modes of 
participation were similar and also depended on the use of tools outside of Twitter to 
document and continue to develop the knowledge discussed during the edchat, which 
may not be the case across edchats.  In an interview about #sschat (Schulten, 2011), the 
moderator described a challenge social studies educators faced in how to teach students 
about the death of Osama bin Laden in the classes occurring in the days after the event, 
given that there were no existing curricular materials.  A discussion using the chat’s 
hashtag led to a group of social studies teachers discussing lesson ideas and sharing 
resources, though it was not clear if these materials were iterated on and if so, how that 
was done.  However, in a different #sschat, participants did collaboratively develop 
materials using Google Docs to share at a conference (Schulten, 2011).  In conclusion, 
though the research is limited and should be extended, it appears edchats may function as 
communities of practice, but have required tools outside of Twitter to facilitate 
development of a domain, a shared area of interest that defines the identity of the 




Use of Twitter chats for professional learning. Other professionals have also 
used Twitter chats as a means of learning within a community, especially in medicine.  
Because of its potential to enhance learning and collaboration, Forgie, Duff, and Ross 
(2013) have made a series of recommendations for incorporating Twitter into medical 
classrooms.  In their thematic analysis of a Twitter chat, Richardson, Grose, Nelmes, 
Parra, and Linares (2015) found that nursing students and nurses were able to engage in 
an effective discussion of challenging topics in both English and Spanish, although part 
of this may have been due to background materials being posted in advance on the chat 
organizers website.  The researchers indicated that the format had the potential to engage 
a wide range of participants in a space that allows for equal participation, including, 
theoretically, the opportunity for students to challenge nursing educators and 
practitioners; however, the study found that discussion generally centered on the 
questions moderators posed, but that participants also posted their own questions for 
discussion.   
Challenges in Online Informal Learning 
Although informal learning has many potential benefits, it is not without its 
challenges, even in online environments which allow for anytime, anywhere access.  
Challenges include possible misalignment with formal PD, sustainability, quality of 
content, commercialization, and learner skills.  Since the early 1990s, education reform 
and teacher training projects have worked to create and support sustainable and scalable 
online communities for educators, but these communities are often separate from the 
local communities the teachers are a part of (Schlager & Fusco, 2004).  Schlager and 




teachers from their local peers and also make it more difficult to ensure informal learning 
aligns with district or statewide PD initiatives.  Although there is evidence of educators 
using informal online networks to collaborate with local peers, such as the organization 
of educators in West Virginia via Facebook (O’Donovan, 2018), in other cases educators 
may be connecting with peers distributed across states, districts, and countries (Schulten, 
2011; Wesely, 2013); much depends on the goals of the network, how it is organized, and 
ensuring that it is meaningfully designed to align with other PD opportunities.   
Additionally, because online informal learning is user-organized, it often relies on 
self-generated content.  Steinbrecher and Hart (2012) observed that online communities 
often struggle with low-level thinking consisting largely of reproduction of facts rather 
than analysis as well as simply sharing or comparing anecdotes, and that this low-level 
thinking frequently remained unexamined, even when the topics were provocative.  
However, it is possible that these communities had not progressed through the socio-
cultural stages necessary to build trust and connection before task-oriented and deeper 
discussions can occur (Steinbrecher & Hart, 2012).  In their research on user-generated 
and traditionally developed content, Agichtein, Castillo, Donato, Gionis, and Mishne 
(2008) found that there was much greater variance in the quality of user-generated 
content compared to traditionally developed content, likely due to the involvement of 
experts as well as processes requiring review and iteration of traditionally developed 
content.  In describing the quality of user-generated content, the researchers rated it as 
“from excellent to abuse and spam” (Agichtein et al., 2008, p. 183).  Further aggravating 
the quality issue is that social media platforms, including Twitter, facilitate the rapid 




low-quality content, can be especially damaging given that many users consume the news 
through social media platforms (Anderson & Caumont, 2014; Gottfried & Shearer, 2016; 
Jin et al., 2014) and the propagation of misinformation on Twitter can often resemble that 
of real newsworthy events (Jin et al., 2014).  Twitter has been plagued by fake news and 
its spread by bots, which represent 9–15% of active Twitter users (Lazer et al., 2018), 
especially leading up to the 2016 presidential election in the U.S. (Allcott & Gentzkow, 
2017; Guilbeault & Woolley, 2016; Silva, 2016), but issues of misinformation and its 
spread exist beyond the realm of politics.  In their study of misinformation during the 
Ebola outbreak, researchers found that most tweets contained false information about 
Ebola and 44% of tweets with misinformation were retweeted at least once and were 
undisputed (Oyeyemi, Gabarron, & Wynn, 2014).  Similarly, after the Boston Marathon 
bombing, Starbird, Maddock, Orand, Achterman, and Mason (2014) tracked three pieces 
of false information about the bombing on Twitter and found that the spread of 
corrections to the misinformation were muted compared to its propagation.  To date, 
research on the accuracy of information shared in teacher communities has not been 
undertaken, but this research is urgently needed given the use of Twitter edchats as a tool 
for teacher discussion and resource sharing.   
The commercialization of edchats and social media may also create complications 
and impact the quality of discussion that occurs.  Currently, there is scant research 
exploring the impact of advertisements on social media platforms, but Friesen and Lowe 
(2012) hypothesize that the content and placement of ads in social media disrupt the flow, 
rhythm, and sequence of the user experience, and it is unclear how the presence of ads 




companies might use social media to market their products, individuals, including 
educators, can monetize their social media accounts or use social media for marketing 
and advertisement (Singer, 2017), and they may or may not disclose their financial 
motives (Federal Trade Commission, 2017; Singer, 2017).  Today, educators can 
monetize their work using platforms such as Teachers Pay Teachers, and some educators 
use their social media accounts to advertise their products (Rozen, 2018; Singer, 2017), 
making evaluating the trustworthiness of edchat materials increasingly complex.   
There is also the issue of ensuring teachers are prepared to take advantage of 
online learning opportunities and to engage with informal and online communities.  First 
of all, learners must also be comfortable self-directing their own learning.  Self-directed 
learning is one tenet of andragogy, the method and practice of teaching adults, and is 
defined as “any study form in which individuals have primary responsibility for planning, 
implementing, and even evaluating the effort” (Hiemstra, 1999, p. 9).  Its goals are for the 
learner to develop the capacity to be increasingly self-directed as new knowledge and 
skills are acquired, to foster transformational learning enabled by critical reflection, and 
to promote social action (Merriam, 2002).  Self-directed learning assumes that adults will 
learn what is required to perform their evolving life tasks (Knowles, 1975).  It often 
occurs in informal contexts even when formal opportunities are available and can include 
engagement in different activities and with different resources, such as reading, engaging 
in discussion with other individuals or groups in person or online, reflecting, and others 
(Hiemstra, 1999).  To optimize learning conditions, opportunities for learning should be 
in balance with the learner’s level of self-direction (Hiemstra, 1999).  A learner’s level of 




higher level of self-direction when the learning relates to prior experience or knowledge 
(Candy, 1991).   
Jenkins et al. (2009) have also highlighted that new skills are needed in order to 
fully benefit from new technologies and online communities, and in reviewing the 
existing literature on teacher learning in online communities, Kabilan (2005) similarly 
concluded that many of the benefits of online learning found in the research related to the 
teachers’ ability to connect and collaborate with a network of peers through synchronous 
and asynchronous communication, which he termed “interactive competence” (p. 54).  
For educators, there is also the additional burden of determining whether the benefits of 
participation outweigh the risks.  The lines between what is personal and private are often 
unclear (Visser et al., 2014), many schools and districts do not have clear policies in 
place regarding online behavior (Steinbrecher & Hart, 2012), including whether online 
engagement in edchats or Twitter can be considered professional development.  Indeed, 
in some cases, educators have been reprimanded or even fired for their online activity 
(Steinbrecher & Hart, 2012; Visser et al., 2014), sometimes controversially (Cerullo, 
2017).       
Conclusion 
Edchats are a part of an increasingly complex PD landscape that includes a 
plethora of formal and informal learning opportunities that may be online, face-to-face, or 
blended (Trust et al., 2016).  Additional focus on teacher PD as well as interest in PD that 
provides additional opportunities for sustained collaboration (Borko et al., 2010; Darling-




(DuFour, 2007; Koellner et al., 2011; Trust et al., 2016; Wesely, 2013).  Edchats and 
other forms of informal online learning facilitate peer-learning and allow educators to 
develop networks for professional and moral support (K. Davis, 2015; Trust et al., 2016; 
Wesely, 2013); participation in these communities could also support the formation of a 
professional identity (Trust et al., 2016).  Because edchats are voluntary, edchats require 
participants to adjust behaviors and become more self-directed as they identify their own 
opportunities for learning and engage in them in the ways they see fit, which can include 
lurking, creating and sharing resources, engaging in discussion, or organizing and leading 
edchats (Schulten, 2011).  Since anyone can create, organize, or engage in an edchat, 
there are questions of content quality, what counts as PD, and how to evaluate informal 
learning, especially as some districts have begun to credit edchat participation as formal 
PD (M. Davis, 2011; Trust et al., 2016).   
To better understand how edchats could fit into an educator’s professional growth 
and development, this literature review examined existing literature across several areas 
related to edchats, including teacher professional development and learning in online 
communities.  The first section of this chapter examined best practices and challenges in 
teacher professional development to identify the learning opportunities available to 
educators and their impact to understand where edchats could fit into an educator’s 
overall development.  The second section focused on online learning, especially educator 
participation in online learning, including edchats, and an exploration of the concepts 
underpinning these activities.  This research sought to begin addressing gaps in the 
research by examining the modes of participation, social networks, ethos, and content of 





III – METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the modes of participation and 
ethoses of edchats, as well as the social networks formed by participants, in order to 
provide additional insights into how edchats might or might not support teachers.  The 
research questions addressed were the following:  
1. What does an edchat network look like in terms of followership and edchat 
interactions? 
  
2. What are the different modes of participation in an edchat? 
3. What is the ethos of an edchat?  
4. How are edchats organized by educators and edchats organized by companies 
similar to and different from each other?   
 
To address these questions, tweet data from 10 edchats was collected and analyzed using 
a mixed methods approach.  This chapter outlines the methodologies used to explore the 
above research questions and includes discussions of the following topics: (a) description 
of the site and participants, (b) methods of data collection, (c) data analysis, and (d) 




Site and Participants 
Study Site  
The site of this study was Twitter, specifically, 10 Twitter edchats that occurred 
during the month-long data collection period during the 2018–2019 school year.  Twitter 
is a popular microblog where users can create a free account and send messages up to 280 
characters that can include text, links, pictures, and videos.  Each user has a profile page 
where they can add additional personal information, including an image and a few pieces 
of personal information.  Users may use their real name or a pseudonym on Twitter 
(Confessore et al., 2018) and can follow other users in order to have their most recent 
tweets and activities displayed when they log into the site.  Users add specific hashtags to 
their tweets in order to start or participate in a conversation.  For example, participants 
who want to engage in the #edchat conversation will add “#edchat” to their tweets.  
Participants can choose to add one or multiple hashtags to their tweets, allowing them to 
engage with multiple communities at once.   
In order to determine which edchats to include in this study, it was necessary to 
develop a comprehensive list of edchats from which to select.  Similar to other forms of 
self-organized and informal learning, edchats present challenges to researchers because 
they are often decentralized, there is sparse documentation of the overall edchat 
landscape, and edchats can be created or disbanded at any time.  Despite this obstacle, 
some websites have attempted to provide extensive lists of edchats.  In this study, the 
pages that provided the more thorough lists, including lists of edchats and key details 




Cybraryman’s Edchat Page, and Tweet Reports.  Participate Learning is an education 
website with information about edchats and resources to support teacher participation.  
Cybraryman’s Edchat Page is part of a teacher-created website where anyone can add 
edchat details to a shared public calendar and list.  Tweet Reports is a website run by a 
marketing company that lists Twitter chats across topics, including edchats, and where 
users can submit chat details to be added to the database.  Drawing edchats from several 
sources ensured that the list did not skew towards edchats that were only listed on a 
single site and that the edchats studied were selected from a more complete pool.   
Each chat in the compiled list was then sorted into one of two groups based on 
whether it was organized and run by educators or by education companies.  This was 
determined by examining the details shared about the chat on the website listing it.  For 
edchats where the description was unclear or incomplete, recent hashtag activity and the 
profile information of chat organizers was examined until the hashtag could be 
confidently assigned to one of the two lists.  Hashtags meant for temporary use, such as 
those for a conference or single event, were excluded, as the activity and social networks 
of these events would likely differ from ongoing edchats.  Hashtags targeting a specific 
community outside of the U.S., such as #AussieEd were also excluded since the contexts 
in which teachers work outside of the U.S. is likely different from those of American 
teachers.  Since edchats can vary dramatically in size and may draw fewer than 10 active 
participants (“#100wcCHAT Archive,” 2017) or more than 500 (Schulten, 2011), each 
chat was also required to include at least 10 participants and 150 tweets in order to ensure 




Once the two lists were finalized, five edchats were randomly selected from each 
list by assigning each hashtag a random number using Excel’s random number generator 
and then choosing the edchats with the five greatest values.  Any edchat that did not meet 
the criteria mentioned above was replaced with the edchat with the next highest random 
number.1  The five educator-organized edchats were the following: #1stchat, #ellchat, 
#oklaed, #sschat, and #UCPSChat.  The five company-organized edchats included the 
following: #bunceechat, #istelitchat, #seesawchat, #squirrelschat, and #WATeachLead.  
For additional information about the selected chats, see Tables 1–2 on pages 60–61.  
Study Participants  
The participants in this study were the Twitter users who engaged with the 
selected edchats by tweeting using the chat hashtag during the edchat that took place 
during the data collection period.  Similar to other research on edchats (Carpenter & 
Krutka, 2014; Gao & Li, 2017; Visser et al., 2014), the participants in this study were 
more likely to be English-speaking teachers in North America, despite the fact that any 
Twitter user can participate in an edchat.  This was likely due to several factors: The 
edchats being studied often took place after the workday has ended in the U.S. and were 
therefore easier for American teachers to attend, had English hashtags, and were 
conducted in English.     
 
 
1 A total of three edchats were initially selected and then replaced with other chats from the list because the 
initially chosen edchat did not occur as scheduled during the data collection period.  It also appeared the 
edchat hashtag was no longer in use, as there had not been any recent tweets that included it.  However, 
none of the edchats selected that held an edchat were eliminated due to having fewer than 10 participants or 








  Edchat #1stchat #ellchat #oklaed #sschat #UCPSChat 
Target 
demographic 
First grade teachers K-12 educators of 
ELL students 








Day and time of 















60 min. 60 min. 60 min. 60 min. 60 min. 
Frequency Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly Monthly 
Moderators and 
participants 


















                   
 
Table 2  
Company-Organized Edchats 
Edchat #BunceeChat #ISTELitChat #seesawchat #SquirrelsChat #WATeachLead 
Target 
demographic  
K-12 educators K-12 educators K-12 educators K-12 educators K-12 educators in  
Washington state 
Day and time of 














60 min. 60 min. 60 min. 60 min. 60 min. 
Frequency 
 
Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly 
Moderators and 
participants 
30 12 31 15 33 
Tweets 
 
930 150 207 173 430 







Buncee is a creation 
and communication 
tool for students, 
teachers, and 
administrators. 
ISTE is a non-profit 
focused on edtech. 
 
Seesaw is an app that 
allows students to 
create digital portfolios. 
Squirrels LLC is a 
company that builds 




organized by a 
regional educational 
agency and a coalition 









While tweeting their introductions at the beginning of the chats studied in the pilot, 
participants identified themselves as preservice teachers, classroom teachers of different 
grade levels, administrators, and support staff such as school psychologists or special 
education teachers, primarily from across the United States.  Therefore, it was reasonable 
to expect that a larger set of edchats would attract a similarly diverse group of 
participants.   
Data Collection 
Once the 10 edchats were selected, Twitter data for each edchat was collected 
using NodeXL Pro, a third-party application that pulls data directly from Twitter’s 
application programming interface (API).  The data collected included tweet data, Twitter 
user profile details, and user social connections.  NodeXL Pro allows users to collect data 
less than eight days old directly from Twitter’s public API platform using features that 
are similar to Twitter’s Advanced Search.  For this study, shortly after each edchat 
occurred, the edchat’s date and hashtag were included as search terms to collect the 
tweets.  Only tweets that included the hashtag were collected, meaning that any tweets 
that did not include the hashtag were not included in the data set, such as direct replies to 
another user or tweets intended for the chat where the hashtag was omitted.  This ensured 
that the tweets collected were the tweets moderators and participants were most likely to 
see during the edchat.   
NodeXL tweet data included information about both the tweet itself as well as the 
user sending the tweet.  User data included the username of the account that sent the 




listed in profile), number of followers, number of followed users, total number of tweets, 
and where available, the user’s geographical location.  NodeXL tweet information 
consisted of the complete tweet text, tweet URL, tweet language (e.g., English, Spanish, 
etc.), the hashtag(s) included in the tweet, the app used to send the tweet (e.g., Twitter, 
Hootsuite, TweetDeck, Twitter for iPhone), the number of times the tweet was favorited, 
whether the tweet was a retweet, the date and time of the tweet, and whether media such 
as images or video were included in tweet.  To gather the participants’ social network 
data, the option to include social network data based on interaction (e.g., replying directly 
to or including another user’s handle in a tweet, retweets) and followship were selected in 
NodeXL.   
Data Verification  
Data collected for each edchat was verified against the data from Twitter’s 
Advanced Search feature by querying the chat’s hashtag and date.  It is best practice to 
rely on Twitter as well as an external source because, according to Marwick (2014), the 
big data analytics products using the Twitter API often suffer from incompleteness.  
Although some characters, such as some symbols, were incorrectly captured and needed 
to be corrected, the NodeXL Pro data presented a complete picture of the edchats in terms 
of the number of tweets and their text when compared to the Twitter Advanced Search 
results.  However, because NodeXL only captured the image URL, images were 
identified by entering the tweet’s URL into a browser and then manually copying them 
into the edchat’s data spreadsheet.  Many moderators use images to share the chat 
questions and to promote the chat, and participants will often use images to share best 




participants interact, and also suggested the amount of investment in an edchat and a 
Twitter community; therefore, it was crucial that this data was included.   
Data Analysis 
A mixed methods approach was chosen to best address the study’s research 
questions (R. Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004) and because of its strengths in examining 
multiple sources of evidence (R. Johnson, Onwuegbuzie, & Turner, 2007), which in this 
study, included descriptive statistics, tweet text, and social network data.  Mixed methods 
were also appealing because they allowed for a more complete and nuanced examination 
of the data than quantitative or qualitative methods could accomplish alone (Greene, 
Caracelli, & Graham, 1989; R. Johnson et al., 2007; Rossman & Wilson, 1985).   
In this study, aspects of some questions, such as modes of participation and 
analysis of social network density, were best addressed by quantitative methods, while 
others, such as defining the ethos of edchats, were best addressed by qualitative methods.  
Therefore, a mixed methods approach lent itself well to this study because it allowed for 
the combination of quantitative and qualitative approaches to increase the depth and 
breadth of analysis (R. Johnson et al., 2007).  Rossman and Wilson (1985) and Greene, 
Caracelli, and Graham (1989) found several reasons for combining quantitative and 
qualitative research: to facilitate confirmation or corroboration through triangulation, to 
enable or to develop analysis in order to provide richer data, and to initiate new ways of 
thinking by exploring inconsistencies in the data from across sources.  In this study, 
aspects of the research questions could have been completed using quantitative or 




qualitative analysis supported interpretation, clarification, description, and validation of 
quantitative data (R. Johnson et al., 2007).  Additionally, mixed methods also added 
value by enriching the depth of analysis (Greene et al., 1989; Rossman & Wilson, 1985) 
and provided a better understand of research problems than either approach on its own 
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007).  For example, the qualitative analysis of tweets provided 
insights into common roles and the ethos of the edchat, which in turn helped to explain 
variation in the number of tweets sent by participants and moderators.     
Once the data was collected, it was cleaned by ordering it chronologically and 
removing any tweets taking place outside of the edchat; this was necessary because 
NodeXL retrieved all tweets sent on the date of the hashtag, including those sent before 
or after each edchat took place.  The tweets were then sorted to separate the social 
network data, such as followership and direct interactions during the edchat, from the 
edchat tweet data.  This ensured tweets containing mentions were not counted multiple 
times in edchat descriptive statistics, as NodeXL created a data item for each user 
mentioned in the tweet in order to build complete social network graphs.  
Next, the tweets for each chat were read and reread on their own to get a broad 
sense of the edchat data (Braun & Clarke, 2006).  Tweets were then analyzed using 
quantitative and qualitative methods.  Quantitative analysis reported the volume and 
distribution of key chat activities as well as the structure of social networks based on 
direct interaction and followship.  The descriptive statistics illuminated differences in the 
modes of participation as well as between moderators and participants.  Social network 
analysis allowed for examination and exploration of the networks formed in edchats to 




Qualitative analysis described other chat aspects that quantitative analysis could not 
illuminate, such as nuances of communication, tone, and tweet functions.  This was 
necessary to evaluate modes of participation as well as the ethoses of edchats and to 
ensure comparisons across edchats were nuanced and meaningful.  The mixed method 
approach as well as the inclusion of 10 different edchats allowed for comparisons across 
edchats across a variety of characteristics.  Data from the analyses were then examined 
within and across edchats to explore and deepen the study’s findings (R. Johnson & 
Onwuegbuzie, 2004).   
Quantitative Analysis  
Quantitative analysis included statistics on the number and type of tweets 
(including moderator vs. participant tweets), number of participants, and distribution of 
tweets by user.  Participation was categorized into participants and moderators, and each 
user could only be categorized as one type.  Moderators were Twitter users who 
introduced themselves as moderators and/or worked for the group hosting the chat, and 
participants were identified as non-moderators who engaged with the edchat by tweeting 
using the chat’s hashtag.  Most moderators working for the group hosting the edchat 
explicitly identified themselves as company employees at the beginning of the chat or 
used an official chat username, in addition to introducing themselves as moderators.  The 
average number of tweets per edchat, participant, and moderator was calculated using a 
simple average.    
To provide descriptive statistics for tweet types, tweets were sorted into retweets, 
question tweets, answer tweets, and spam tweets.  Retweets, i.e. tweets where users 




were also counted separately because they reflect a different participant action.  Tweets 
require the user to create their own content, while retweets allow users to share another 
user’s tweet throughout their network with the push of a button.  Quoted tweets, where 
participants add their own commentary to another user’s tweet, and simple retweets, i.e. 
retweets without commentary, were both counted as retweets because both rely on 
Twitter’s retweet functionality.  Edchat moderators labeled question tweets with a Q and 
participants labeled answer tweets with an A, but in some cases, participants may have 
mistakenly labeled their answers with a Q.  Tweets answering a question that included an 
A label were counted as answer tweets, and participant tweets labeled with a Q that 
contained answers were also counted as answers.  Because spam has been noted as a 
problem in edchats (J.-A. Fox, 2016; Spirrison, 2016), spam tweets were counted, but 
were not included in the overall tweet count and similarly, the accounts sending the 
tweets were not counted as participants or moderators or included in social network 
graphs and calculations.  Spam tweets were defined as tweets that advertised a product, 
resource, or website sent without any context to the chat.       
Qualitative Analysis  
Qualitative analysis was used to gain a better understanding of the content, tone, 
culture, and social aspects of edchats, and thematic analysis was selected to allow both 
structure and flexibility in analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006).  Thematic analysis consisted 
of several steps: becoming familiar with the data, searching for themes, reviewing 
themes, further defining and naming themes, and producing the report (Braun & Clarke, 




adding bias and overlooking themes in the data by using predefined themes (Braun & 
Clarke, 2006).   
To perform the thematic analysis, tweets for each edchat were read and reread in 
order to become familiar with them.  Once familiarity was achieved, notes were taken on 
initial impressions of each tweet from each edchat to begin to identify shared traits.  After 
each tweet was reviewed in this way, the initial impressions were reviewed to begin to 
identify themes and subthemes within each edchat.  The tweets were then reviewed to 
determine how well the themes and subthemes developed from the initial impressions fit 
the original tweet and to evaluate whether the themes or subthemes needed to be revised.  
In categorizing the tweets into themes and subthemes, a single tweet could be 
representative of multiple themes.  For example, a tweet asking for advice on an obstacle 
that also contained a comedic gif would be categorized as both an example of edchats as 
spaces for advice or support as well as an example of edchats as a space for teachers to 
joke and connect socially.   
Next, tweets from all 10 edchats were read again to identify common themes 
within and across edchats and to continue to refine the themes.  This was done to ensure 
the themes selected were not overly rooted in the context of a specific edchat and could 
be applied across the data set.  Then, tweets from each edchat were read and sorted into 
themes, and examples of manifestation were identified and refined as additional data 
confirmed and challenged the chosen themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006) in each subsequent 
edchat.  This resulted in a list of themes and subthemes that captured trends within and 
across all 10 edchats.   Once the themes and subthemes were finalized, tweets from each 




tweet aligned with the final list of themes and subthemes and to ensure tweets were 
analyzed consistently across edchats.  This resulted in a set of themes grounded in the 
dataset that revealed common features of edchats as well as characteristics unique to 
specific edchats.   
Social Network Analysis  
The growth of PLNs as well as the increasing popularity of social media amongst 
educators have allowed teachers to build increasingly complex professional networks, 
including via edchats, but few studies have examined these networks using social 
network analysis.  Social network analysis provided insights into edchat networks by 
conceptualizing social structure as a network with ties connecting and channeling 
resources, focusing on the characteristics of ties rather than on the characteristics of the 
individual members, and viewing communities as networks of individual relations that 
people foster, maintain, and use in the course of their daily lives and work (Wetherell, 
Plakans, & Wellman, 1994).  Additionally, examining the regularities of network 
structures provided insights into the actions of actors within those networks (Otte & 
Rousseau, 2002), as social network structures often differ depending on the subject of 
conversation, goals for the interaction, and the people participating (Smith, Rainie, 
Himelboim, & Shneiderman, 2014).  Graphing social networks also helped to diagnose 
how information travels through a network and made it easier to gauge the health of the 
network and identify visual patterns, such as cliques, members who act as a bridge 
between different parts of the community, and accessibility to outsiders and less 
connected members (Scott, 2017; Smith et al., 2014).  For this study, social network 




interaction during the edchat as well as calculating the network density to better 
understand the network structure and how information flows through it.  The use of these 
different measures allowed for rich examination of edchat social networks as well as 
means for quantitatively comparing them to each other.   
Because the goal of the social network analysis was to better understand the 
networks formed around edchats, a global social network analysis was completed to map 
the community, rather than focusing on the networks of individuals (Otte & Rousseau, 
2002).  Moderators and participants represented nodes in the networks, and the 
connections, or edges, drawn between them were based on two factors: direct interactions 
(“replies,” “mentions,” and “retweets”) during the edchat and “follows.”  Direct 
interactions took place during the edchat and therefore included tweet data; followership 
data included whether or not one Twitter user followed another at the time the data was 
collected, but it did not include additional information about when the relationship began.  
Graphs of edchat social networks allowed for the examination of edchat social network 
structures based on how often different edchat moderators and participants directly 
engaged with each other during the edchat as well as whether or not they chose to follow 
each other, which could indicate a desire to engage with other edchat participants in the 
future, perhaps even outside of the edchat.  The graphs also made it easier to identify the 
presence of subgroups within each edchat social network.    
Beyond constructing the networks and visually identifying common structures 
and subgroups, measures were employed to quantitatively analyze the density and shape 
of edchat social networks based on followership.  Followership was selected as the 




user to remain connected to other members of the edchat social network beyond the 
single edchat.  The density of an edchat is defined as the number of connections that exist 
out of the number of total possible connections in the network (Luke, 2015; Otte & 
Rousseau, 2002).  Calculating the density of a social network provided a means through 
which to quantitatively evaluate the connectedness of each edchat network (Otte & 
Rousseau, 2002), facilitating comparisons across edchats.      
Pilot Study   
The methods selected for this research were tested in a pilot study.  The pilot 
study collected tweets from three edchats, one organized by educators, one by a non-
profit education company, and one by a for-profit education company.  These were 
chosen because they regularly occurred, were of a specific type (i.e., educator organized 
or company-organized), and consistently produced at least 100 tweets from 15–30 
participants.   
Data from all three edchats was analyzed using mixed methods, and each method 
was evaluated individually to better understand its strengths and limitations and to ensure 
that methods under consideration were complementary in their strengths and weaknesses 
before beginning the study (R. Johnson et al., 2007).  Quantitative methods consisted of 
descriptive statistics about the chat overall, such as total tweets, retweets, links and 
images shared, and spam tweets, as well as rates of participation at the user level to better 
understand moderator and participant roles.  Qualitative analysis consisted of thematic 




how participants interacted.  The themes included in the qualitative analysis were 
developed from the data collected rather than being selected prior to data collection.     
During the pilot, social network analysis was conducted on only one edchat due to 
reduced feature availability in the data collection and analysis tool.  However, for the 
edchat where social network analysis was performed, the resulting data was useful.  It 
indicated that the edchat’s social network was very dense, with most members connected 
to several other members, which helped to provide insights into the other quantitative 
data as well as the qualitative data for that particular edchat.  Although the social network 
analysis was not performed on all three edchats and was therefore limited in its overall 
impact, its use in the pilot confirmed the viability of the tool and method as well as its 
potential value to this study.  To ensure more broadly applicable results that furthered the 
existing empirical research, the study design was altered from the pilot to this study so 
that edchats were randomly selected for inclusion, with a minimal data threshold required 
to ensure sufficient data would be available for analysis.  In conclusion, the pilot study 
confirmed and allowed for the refinement of the approach chosen for this study. 
Ethical Considerations 
Internet research presents unique challenges in terms of participant privacy and 
ethics (Markham & Buchanan, 2012; Williams, Burnap, & Sloan, 2017) and this is 
further complicated by the rapid pace of technological advancement, which forces 
researchers to regularly evaluate their ethics in their work in shifting contexts (Markham 
& Buchanan, 2012).  Currently, there is not agreement amongst researchers on how to 




researchers have argued that existing ethical frameworks are not well suited to the study 
of digital data (Markham & Buchanan, 2012).  Amongst university review boards, there 
are differing perspectives on whether publicly available data meets the criteria of human 
subjects research (Vitak, Proferes, Shilton, & Ashktorab, 2017), meaning that researchers 
performing similar work may be held to different standards regarding participant 
protections.  Even legal limits may not provide adequate ethical guidance (Eynon, Fry, & 
Schroeder, 2008), as the use of publicly available data may not qualify as human subjects 
research according to the Code of Federal Regulations (Fiesler & Proferes, 2018).  For 
researchers, this raises several questions regarding participant consent and privacy 
protection (Williams et al., 2017).   
Existing research indicated that few social media users are aware that researchers 
could be using data about their online activity in their work (Fiesler & Proferes, 2018).  
Although edchats consist of publicly viewable tweets, which means anyone can access 
that content, it was only in 2014 that Twitter explicitly included in their terms of service 
that academics could use tweet data as part of their research (Fiesler & Proferes, 2018).  
Even if organizers and participants recognize that tweeting publicly means that anyone 
can see their tweets, they may not anticipate researchers writing about their activities 
(Markham & Buchanan, 2012), and there has been outcry when participants discover that 
their spaces are being observed, which can negatively impact participation (Bruckman, 
2002).  Finally, despite the fact that teachers are not considered a vulnerable population 
by research standards, there have been incidents where educators have been fired or 




controversially (Cerullo, 2017), necessitating additional consideration of privacy and 
ethics in this study.    
In their review of this study, the Teachers College IRB determined it did not 
qualify as human subjects research, meaning participant consent was not required.  
However, in light of the challenges mentioned above and per the Association of Internet 
Researchers (AoIR) guidelines, it was important to further consider the expectations and 
desires of participants as well as potential risks, as privacy must include a consideration 
of expectations and consensus (Markham & Buchanan, 2012).  Therefore, this study took 
several additional steps to protect participant privacy and to ensure the communities 
included in the study are not disrupted or negatively impacted (Bruckman, 2002).  This 
was especially important because it was not feasible to obtain informed consent from 
every edchat participant, as any Twitter user can participate in an edchat through a 
variety of functions, such as tweeting, retweeting, or favoriting a tweet, complicating 
identification of participants (Greenhalgh et al., 2016).   
To protect participants, and in line with empirical research on edchats (Gao & Li, 
2017; Trust et al., 2016; Wesely, 2013), this study has anonymized identifiable 
participant data such as usernames and personal information shared in the text of tweets, 
such as name and location.  This was done for individuals as well as for companies 
participating in edchats.  Pseudonyms for usernames were crafted to preserve the essence 
of the original and profile images were replaced with thematically similar stock images.  
For usernames linked to a company, the company name was retained if it was part of the 
edchat’s hashtag, but other elements, such as an employee name, were anonymized like 




slightly altered to prevent them from being easily found on Twitter (Greenhalgh et al., 
2016; Markham, 2012), since if tweets are included in an unedited format, participants 
could be identified by searching for the tweet text (Bruckman, 2002; Greenhalgh et al., 
2016; Williams et al., 2017).  Finally, images and links shared in tweets that contained 
personal information about the user were also adjusted to protect participant privacy.  
Links to personal content were replaced with random links.  Images containing pictures 
of individuals or personal information, such as school or district information or email 
address, have been blurred or had identifiable information replaced with the user’s 
pseudonym.  This was done to prevent personal images from being found using a reverse 
image search.  In published research on edchats, participant usernames were usually 
anonymized so that their identity is not revealed, but hashtags were not (Trust et al., 
2016; Wesely, 2013).  Consistent with this research, the edchat hashtags were not altered.  
However, to further protect the privacy of participants, the exact date of the edchat 
included in the study has not been disclosed.  In the case of #1stchat, a product being 
discussed was also anonymized to prevent the specific edchat, and its participants, from 
being easily identified.  In conclusion, several measures beyond what is required by the 
IRB were taken in order to protect edchat participants and communities from harm after 
careful consideration of existing research and ethics recommendations.    
Conclusion 
This chapter explained the methodology employed in this research, as well as the 
rationale behind the study design and mixed methods approach.  In this study, tweet and 




company-organized, using NodeXL Pro, in order to best address research questions 
related to the modes of participation, ethoses, and social networks of edchats.  The 
inclusion of multiple edchats of each type allowed for the discovery of trends and 
differences in order to address existing gaps in research on edchats.  Mixed methods were 
selected because of the diversity of research questions, some best addressed using 
quantitative methods and others qualitatively, as well as the opportunity to have explore 
findings in a deeper and more nuanced way that neither quantitative nor qualitative 
methods could have provided alone.  Although edchat data is public and participation in 
edchats is voluntary, measures were taken to protect participant privacy, including 
anonymizing usernames, slightly editing tweets, and not disclosing the exact edchat date 
to ensure the tweet is not easily searchable on Twitter.  Consistent with other research, 
edchat hashtags were not edited.  The study design and methodology were tested and 
refined through completion of a pilot study of three edchats to confirm that it was a viable 




IV – FINDINGS 
Introduction 
The research questions focused on the following: the social networks of edchats, 
the different modes of participation in an edchat, the ethoses of edchats, and the 
differences between educator-organized edchats and company-organized edchats. These 
questions were addressed using mixed methods.  As detailed in the previous chapter, 
Twitter data from 10 edchats was collected.  In total, the data included 3,981 tweets from 
10 edchats, as well as profile and social network information about 463 Twitter users 
who used the hashtags during the edchats.  The findings were organized to address each 
of the research questions in the order laid out above.   
Edchats as Social Networks 
In this study, edchat networks were graphed based on direct interactions occurring 
during the edchat (e.g., replies, mentions, and retweets) as well as on followership.  This 
approach was chosen to provide different lenses through which to explore edchat 
networks, with networks based on interactions providing a snapshot of the network 




social networks that persisted beyond the duration of the edchat.  Moderators and 
participants were included in social network graphs for each edchat.  Accounts sending 
spam were not included in these networks because they were not contributing to the 
edchat or engaging with other members; they were therefore not considered a part of the 
edchat social network.  Moderators were labeled to distinguish them from participants 
and for direct interaction graphs, nodes were sized in proportion to the number of tweets 
sent during the edchats.  This was done to better understand how role and tweet activity 
might be related to different measures of network connection.   
Edchat Networks Graphed by Direct Interaction  
Direct interaction between users during an edchat is not required for participation 
because all edchats were centered on a discussion of various questions organized around 
a common hashtag, which allowed all Twitter users to engage with any edchat tweet 
without their username being used in the tweet.  Although not required for edchat 
participation, almost all moderators and participants interacted directly with at least one 
other user by mentioning, retweeting, or directly replying to them (see Figures 1–31 on 
pages 79–80), and often demonstrated a sophisticated understanding of Twitter use in 
engaging individuals and a community simultaneously.  That direct interaction was so 
common during edchats also spoke to the flexibility and openness of the edchat; users 
could interact with the group or with an individual to best suit their own needs.  Finally, 
 
 
1 The network graphs (Figures 1–3 and 7–10) were included in this chapter to illustrate trends and highlight 
key differences across edchats. Additional social network graphs based on direct interaction as well as 




this level of direct interaction highlighted the open, friendly, and connected culture of 
edchats as encouraging of direct interaction.   
 
 
Figure 1. Social network graph of direct interactions during #WATeachLead with nodes 
sized by amount of tweeting. Members frequently engaged directly with moderators and 
participants, with moderators more often engaging in direct interactions than participants. 
 
Figure 2. Social network graph of direct interactions during #SquirrelsChat with nodes 
sized by amount of tweeting. Moderators and participants who tweeted more often during 
an edchat were also more likely to directly interact with other members of the edchat 
community during the edchat. All members of the network engaged directly with at least 
one other member, possibly because the network was small and consisted of members 
who were likely to know each other through their employment at Squirrels or their 





Figure 3. Social network graph of direct interactions during #ellchat with nodes sized by 
amount of tweeting. Nodes without arrows represent members participated in the edchat 
by tweeting using the chat’s hashtag, but did not retweet, reply to, or mention other 
members.  
There are several reasons edchat moderators and participants might have chosen 
to directly interact even though it was not essential to the function of the edchat.  One 
#ISTELitChat moderator used mentions to introduce the guest moderator and the 
organization, making it easier for other members of the edchat to view and follow those 
accounts (Figure 4 below).  Because Twitter users receive additional notifications for 
mentions and replies, their use could have been a means of ensuring the intended receiver 
of the message saw the tweet amongst the many other edchat tweets.   
 
 
Figure 4. Tweet from #ISTELitChat. The moderator announced a guest moderator using 
mentions, which produced links to those profiles, making it easier for participants to 




Moderators often responded directly to participants at the beginning of the edchat to 
welcome them individually (Figure 5 below).  Because this part of the edchat was one of 
the busiest, using replies helped ensure the user being replied to saw the moderator’s 
response and felt a part of the edchat community.  Additionally, to ensure other 
participants in the edchat would also see the response tweet, the moderator included the 
edchat’s hashtag.  Moderators also used mentions to engage specific participants and 
bridge parts of the edchat network, such as when a question was raised requiring the 
expertise of another participant in the network.   
 
 
Figure 5. Tweets from #UCPSChat. The moderator and participant exchanged greetings 
through direct replies. The responses also included the edchat’s hashtag so that it could 




Direct interactions were also useful in allowing moderators and participants to dive more 
deeply into a particular topic with a smaller number of users (Figure 6 below).  In 
conclusion, the use of direct interactions in edchats supported starting conversations and 
building relationships with specific members of the edchat community. 
 
 
Figure 6. Tweets from #oklaed. Participants used direct replies to have a discussion 





Most edchats’ direct interaction network graphs showed that moderators and 
participants directly engaged with diverse parts of the network, and this was true across 
the diverse edchats in this study with the exception of #ISTELitChat (Figure 7 below).  In 
#ISTELitChat, every participant was connected through replies, mentions, or retweets to 
one or both moderators, but only 2 participants of the 10 were connected to another 
participant through direct interaction.   
 
 
Figure 7. Social network graph of direct interactions during #ISTELitChat with nodes 
sized by amount of tweeting. Direct interaction during this edchat centered on 
moderators, with only two participants directly engaging with each other. 
This was the case even though participants were often connected through followership to 
moderators and other participants, further detailed in network statistics in Tables 3–4 on 
page 86.  During #ISTELitChat, the guest moderator was the author of a book about 
literacy practices that was being discussed in the edchat, and she frequently answered 
edchat questions herself rather than asking participants follow-up questions to further 
drive discussion.  This may have led participants to further interact with the moderator 




the questions with her own point of view, the moderator may have prevented participants 
from sharing or engaging with others if their response was not aligned with the 
moderator’s answers.  This network structure could also be indicative of a lack of 
cohesion or familiarity amongst participants, or a lack of familiarity with edchats, as 
participants may not yet have the skills to participate in the edchat while engaging 
directly with other participants.    
Edchat Networks by Followership  
Graphed by followership, edchat social network structures tended to be quite 
dense, with most members connected to several other members (Figures 8–10 below and 
on page 85).   
 
 
Figure 8. Social network graph based on followership for #WATeachLead. This dense 
network contained 1 isolate, and moderators were central to the network. This edchat was 
organized by educators participating in a year-long program, making it likely they would 





Figure 9. Social network graph based on followership for #1stchat. Several VidSpace 
product ambassadors attended the edchat, most of whom were on the periphery of the 
dense network.    
 
Figure 10. Social network graph based on followership for #sschat. Many of the 
moderators were guest moderators from edtech companies and had several ties to the 
community of #sschat teachers. The network contained 3 isolates and several 
participants, likely newcomers, were connected by a single member to the rest of the 
network.   
Consistent with other learning communities built around a common interest on Twitter, 
edchat social network structures graphed by followership were consistent with the Tight 




networks, like Tight Crowd networks, tended to be dense, consisting primarily of highly 
interconnected members who followed and interacted with other users who tweeted using 
the edchat hashtag.  Edchat networks also aligned with Tight Crowd networks in that they 
contained few isolates (Figures 8–10 on pages 84–85), indicating that edchats were rarely 
accessed by outsiders.  Participants with more connections generally tweeted more than 
members with fewer connections to the network, which is consistent with Tight Crowd 
networks where participants on the periphery are usually new to the conversation, and as 
a result are less active and have fewer connections.  Across edchats, moderators tended to 
be more central in these networks and to act as hubs, or key people in strategic locations 
at the group’s center (Figures 8–10 on pages 84–85).  This was unsurprising, given their 
role, the fact that they generally had a larger average network size than participants, and 
that they engaged in a high level of activity in edchats, both through direct interaction as 
well as tweeting during the edchat.  The density of the followership graphs showed that 
edchat members were likely to follow other members, and this was reinforced by the 
network density calculations (Tables 3–4 on page 86).  Because NodeXL did not provide 
details about when users followed others, this could indicate that new members joined 
edchats to further engage with users they already followed or were followed by, or that 
they followed others during or after the edchat to stay connected in the future.  In either 
case, high rates of followership suggested that edchat participants had access to a 
community that persisted beyond a single edchat.   
Followership statistics. Statistics measuring density by followership and follow 
reciprocity were calculated for each edchat to compare their networks quantitatively and 






Edchat Social Network Statistics for Teacher-Organized Edchats 
 
Table 4 
Edchat Social Network Statistics for Company-Organized Edchats 
 
 
2 Moderator and participant counts did not include spam accounts, as they were not classified as moderators 
or participants. 
Edchat #1stchat #ellchat #oklaed #sschat #UCPSChat 
Moderators2 2 2 2 15 3 













0.77 0.82 0.73 0.72 0.58 
Edchat #BunceeChat #ISTELitChat #seesawchat #SquirrelsChat #WATeachLead 
Moderators 7 2 4 4 3 

















quantitative measure of the level of connectedness of an edchat network and ranged from 
0, meaning none of the possible ties between members existed, to 1, meaning that all 
possible ties between all members were present.  Reciprocity indicated whether edchat 
network members were likely to follow another member who followed them and 
similarly, ranged from 0 to 1, with a value of 1 indicating that 100% of users reciprocated 
followership.  Measures of density and reciprocity could provide insights into how 
closely connected members of edchat networks are and how educators grow their digital 
PLNs by becoming part of an edchat network. 
Edchat networks overall were quite dense compared to other Twitter social 
networks, with most members having many connections to other members; however, a 
range of densities were observed across edchats, indicating that some networks, like 
#SquirrelsChat, tended to be more interconnected than others, such as #seesawchat.  For 
the most part, users tended to reciprocate followership with other members of the edchat 
network, meaning they would see each other’s tweets in the future and possibly engage in 
further discussions on Twitter, either within or outside of edchats.   
The diversity of edchats included in this study supported the identification of 
factors likely influencing density values and followership reciprocity ratios.  For 
example, where there was evidence of members having existing relationships on Twitter 
outside of the edchat, the edchat network tended to be denser.  #WATeachLead was 
organized by educators participating in a long-term professional development program, 
and therefore members had other opportunities to engage with each other.  
#SquirrelsChat and #BunceeChat included several moderators who worked together 




already, either through previous edchats, conferences, or through ambassador programs 
like Alpha Squirrels or Buncee Educators.  #UCPSChat and #oklaed had higher network 
densities than other educator-organized edchats, and this was likely because they focused 
on specific locations, making it more likely for participants to know each other outside 
the edchat.  In the case of #UCPSChat, being one of the smaller educator-organized 
edchats also made it easier for members of the network to identify each other.   
Differences amongst edchats with lower densities offered insights into factors 
influencing connectedness as well.  Amongst company-organized edchats, #seesawchat 
had a lower network density.  In this edchat, there were fewer tweets that indicated 
participants knew each other socially.  Although moderators were friendly and prompted 
participants to introduce themselves and share their role, there was no social “icebreaker” 
question that was frequently present in other edchats.  This could have made it 
challenging for participants to begin to connect to each other socially during the edchat.  
Finally, the questions focused on participants’ use of Seesaw, which did not drive much 
direct interaction in comparison to other edchats.  
Modes of Participation in Edchats 
Because participation was voluntary and Twitter features enabled many types of 
communication, educators were able to engage with edchats through many modes.  
Across edchats, educators participated in different ways across several metrics, including 
by tweeting and retweeting, sharing links and images, and using different apps and 
devices to engage (Tables 5–6 on pages 90–91).  The diversity in modes of participation 





Teacher-Organized Edchat Activity Statistics 









































4.6 3.0 7.4 9.4 3.0 
Retweets 
 
88 40 69 103 2 
Spam tweets 
 
6 2 8 1 0 
Questions 
 
5 5 9 6 4 
Answers 72 122 307 207 51 
 
 
3 The company name has been anonymized to prevent the specific edchat, as well as its participants, from 
easily being identified.  
4 Tweets per minute were calculated based on observed duration.  Edchats frequently ran longer than their 





Company-Organized Edchat Activity Statistics 


















930 150 207 173 430 
Avg. number 
of tweets per 
moderator 
 
65.7 47.5 17.5 21.3 45 
Avg. number 
of tweets per 
participant 
 





2 2 1 1 1 
Avg. number 
of tweets per 
minute 
 
14.4 2.3 2.4 2.6 5.7 
Retweets 
 
320 10 37 21 81 
Spam tweets 
 
0 0 1 0 0 
Questions 
 
6 7 6 5 8 
Answers 37 56 82 34 100 
 
 
edchats.  Moderator activity varied, suggesting lead and support roles with different 
responsibilities in running an edchat.  Although participants most frequently sent one 




content as well as in discussion with others, and the most active participant in terms of 
tweet count sent 161 tweets in a single #BunceeChat, highlighting a wide range of modes 
of participation.  Edchat members shared links and images at different rates and for 
different purposes, which were likely influenced by the unique culture and norms of each 
edchat.   
Moderator Rates of Tweeting  
Across all edchats, there were at least two moderators leading each chat, with an 
average of 4.4 moderators per edchat.  Moderator engagement, as measured by number of 
tweets, ranged widely (Figure 11 on page 93), with the most active moderators 
dominating a chat with over 100 tweets and the least active tweeting only once.  Rates of 
tweeting suggested that each edchat had a lead moderator as well as one or more 
supporting moderators.  Each edchat had one moderator who was much more active than 
other moderators and the nature of engagement by moderators tended to differ, with some 
moderators handling chat logistics and others focusing on interacting with participants. 
This highlighted the amount of effort and deliberate planning required to execute a 
successful edchat in that not only does the content need to be planned, but moderator 
roles and responsibilities must be determined.   
The moderators who tweeted the most frequently during edchats tended to spend 
more time directly engaging with participants by welcoming them, asking follow-up 
questions to further drive discussion, retweeting participant responses, expressing 
excitement or appreciation for the edchat community or its members, or sharing 
resources.  In comparison, supporting moderators spent less of their time directly 





Figure 11. Number of tweets sent by moderators during all edchats. Each bar represents one moderator. Almost all edchats had one 










































































































































































































































































reminding participants of norms for labeling tweets, tweeting or retweeting questions, 
sending notices that the next question was coming up, and answering questions about 
edchat logistics as they arose.  
Across edchats, moderators engaged with participants in different ways, which 
likely influenced participant activity in the edchat.  During edchats where the average 
participant tweet rate was higher, moderators supported engagement by encouraging 
some socializing, using mentions to suggest participants share their expertise on specific 
questions, asking questions that allowed many participants to contribute, and asking 
follow-up questions to facilitate additional discussion.  Moderator behavior may also 
have contributed to lower rates of participant tweeting in other edchats.  As mentioned 
earlier, during #ISTELitChat, the guest moderator not only tweeted questions, but also 
answered several of them herself, which may have inhibited participant discussion of the 
questions and led to this edchat having a lower average participant tweet rate than most 
of the other company-organized edchats.  Moderators from the company-organized 
edchat with the lowest average participant tweet rate, #seesawchat, did not include 
icebreaker questions, which may have led to less interaction among participants.  In 
conclusion, the amount and quality of tweeting by moderators can positively or 
negatively impact rates of participant tweeting during an edchat.    
Participant Rates of Tweeting  
Participants engaged in edchats through several modes, with most tweeting four 
times or fewer, and a small group tweeting at much higher rates (Figure 12 on page 95).  




educators to participate as they wanted, and tweets indicated a culture of transparency 
and acceptance regarding diverse modes of participation.     
Participants most frequently sent one tweet during an edchat, and the majority of 
participants sent fewer than four tweets.  Of the participants who sent one or two tweets, 
the tweets most commonly sent were a personal introduction at the beginning of an 
edchat and/or a goodbye tweet at the end.   
 
 
Figure 12. Rates of participant tweeting across all edchats. Participants most often sent 
only one tweet during the edchats, but a small group of participants sent at least 20 
tweets.  
The only edchat whose mode exceeded 2 tweets per participant was #UCPSChat, whose 
participants most often sent 5 tweets during the edchat.  This could have been because the 
edchat was small and many of the teachers were a part of the same district, it was 
attended by district leadership, it was connected to a PD initiative in that district so may 

























professional development.  During the edchat, participants were asked to share how they 
were implementing the initiative in their classrooms and to share best practices, but also 
to reflect on different aspects of their practice generally and in relation to the initiative.      
Although measures of tweeting can be helpful in understanding modes of 
participation, they should not be used exclusively to measure the value of edchats or the 
engagement levels of participants, as they did not fully capture the value derived from 
consuming edchat content.  Participants noted that they valued reading the discussion 
even if they did not contribute much by tweeting (Figures 13–15 below and on page 97); 
that some edchats included transcripts (Figure 37 on page 118) further reinforced that 
participants valued engagement with the edchat by reading the content.   
 
 
Figure 13. Tweet from #oklaed. A participant shared reading the edchat was valuable to 





Figure 14. Tweet from #sschat. A participant announced his intention to “lurk” during 
the edchat. 
 
Figure 15. Tweet from #oklaed. A participant announced she was taking a break from 
tweeting during the edchat. 
The most active participants seemed especially interested in the discussion topic as well 
as engaging with others both professionally as well as socially.  These participants were 
likely to respond to others to suggest solutions or resources to address challenges, to ask 
questions, or to delve into the more granular details of a topic.  In some cases, these 
members exhibited much higher rates of retweeting as well, distributing edchat content 




Tweets vs. Retweets 
During an edchat, participants and moderators could either write their own tweets 
or retweet another’s tweet.  Most of the tweets were original tweets (84%) rather than 
retweets (16%), indicating that participants and moderators preferred to express their own 
thoughts to participate in the edchat.  However, there was a range of retweeting across 
edchats, illuminating some possible motives behind retweeting.  Resources, such as links 
and images, shared during edchats were often retweeted, possibly as a means of 
distribution outside of the edchat network to a user’s followers; this was frequently 
observed in #1stchat and #sschat.  #BunceeChat included many more retweets (34% of 
tweets) than other edchats, primarily from several moderators and extremely active 
participants retweeting questions and responses throughout the edchat.  The retweeting of 
responses could have been to show support for the response (boyd, Golder, & Lotan, 
2010) or as a form of advertisement to attract additional participants to the edchat by 
sharing the retweet with their networks.  In contrast, #UCPSChat only had two retweets 
during the entire edchat, possibly because its discussion focused on implementation of an 
initiative specific to that district that might not be applicable across participant Twitter 
networks.   
Spam Tweets  
Although spam has been highlighted as a problem in edchats, spam tweets were 
rarely observed during edchats, and tended to be more frequent in larger edchats 
organized by educators, possibly due to the number of participants they attracted.  Spam 
tweets were defined as tweets sent using the edchat hashtag to advertise a product or 




appeared alongside tweets were not included in this count, as these did not include the 
edchat’s hashtag and may vary by user.   
Spam tweets were observed in 5 of the 10 edchats and represented 0.5% of tweets 
overall.  Across edchats, spam tweets generally consisted of announcements of other 
edchats or tweets from companies offering educational products.  Moderators and 
participants usually did not engage with the spam tweets and did not indicate that they 
noticed them.  One moderator did respond to a spam account (Figure 16 below), 





Figure 16. Tweet from #ellchat. The moderator’s response to a spam tweet. The spam 
tweet was distributed to several edchats.  
Links and Images Shared  
Because tweets allowed users to include more than just simple text, edchats 




gifs, and links to websites, downloadable materials, or other online media, enabling 
educators to share resources and materials that would be difficult to convey with text.  
During the 10 edchats observed, links and images were shared at different rates (Tables 
7–8 below), suggesting edchats have their own unique norms.   
 
Table 7 
Images and Links Shared in Teacher-Organized Edchats 
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11 9 16 2 9 
Percentage of 
tweets with links 
 
1% 6% 8% 1% 2% 
Images 
 




2% 21% 6% 6% 5% 
Edchat #1stchat #ellchat #oklaed #sschat #UCPSChat 
Links 
 
11 7 2 89 2 
Percentage of 
tweets with links 
 
3% 3% 0.3% 13% 1% 
Images 
 








Tweeting links allowed educators to share materials that they found useful in their 
classrooms, either in response to a question or to address a need voiced by an edchat 
participant.  Links shared included educational websites with teacher-created or 
company-created content, as well as books and articles related to the discussion taking 
place.  Two of the 10 edchats, #sschat and #seesawchat, tweeted links at higher rates 
compared to other edchats.  During #sschat, which was moderated by several civics 
organizations, moderators then shared links to their companies’ resources (Figure 17 
below), which allowed educators to quickly access materials related to the discussion to 
potentially leverage in their own classrooms.   
 
 
Figure 17. Tweet from a #sschat moderator. The moderator shared the company's teacher 
resources after discussion of edchat questions. 
Throughout #seesawchat, moderators and participants responded to questions 
about how they used Seesaw, a digital portfolio app where teachers can create activities 
for students, by sharing links to Seesaw activities they had created (Figure 18 on page 
102).  This enabled educators to “see” into others’ classrooms, and, in comparison to 






Figure 18. Tweet from a #seesawchat participant. A participant explained how she used 
Seesaw in her classroom and then shared a link to a Seesaw project she made as an 
example. 
Moderators and participants alike shared images, which served several different 
purposes, both professional and social.  Moderators frequently used images to share 
questions with participants, making it easier for participants to distinguish questions from 
other tweets.  In nine of ten edchats included in the study, images containing edchat 
questions were branded (Figures 26–27 on page 111), indicating the level of preparation 
that went into the edchat.  Images such as charts and definitions were also shared as part 
of the edchat content (Figure 21 on page 104).  In some cases, moderators used images to 
share a business card, indicating they viewed edchats as professional events and their 
Twitter identity as a professional one (Figure 22 on page 104).  Moderators and 
participants also shared images from their classrooms to demonstrate how they had done 
something (Figures 19–20 on page 103).  Social images included memes, gifs, and 




(Figure 23 on page 105).  In some cases, images were used for self-promotion as well as 
content delivery (Figure 24 on page 106).   
 
 
Figure 19. Tweet from #ellchat. A participant shared an image from her classroom and in 
her tweet text, described how she used it in her classroom.  
 
Figure 20. Tweet from #seesawchat. A participant shared a worksheet as an image. 
Notably, that worksheet included VidSpace branding, indicating the presence of that 





Figure 21. Tweet from #WATeachLead. A moderator shared an image to distribute 
background information related to the upcoming discussion. 
 
Figure 22. Tweet from #BunceeChat. A moderator shared a Twitter business card to 





Figure 23. Tweet from #sschat. A participant tweeted a meme to share a joke with the 
edchat.  
The diversity of images illustrated the flexibility in how educators can participate in an 
edchat as well as their goals for participation, with some seeking to engage socially and 
others, professionally.   
The number of images shared ranged from 2 in #ellchat to 32 in #ISTELitChat 
(Tables 7–8 on page 100), suggesting that the sharing of images may be a part of an 
edchat’s unique culture.  Few images were shared during #ellchat, likely due to 
moderators not using images in the way other edchats did.  It was also the only edchat of 
the 10 where moderators did not include questions in images and whose promotional 
materials suggested a limited skillset or willingness to invest in production of high-
quality images.  In contrast, the #ISTELitChat guest moderator shared many polished and 
branded images of reading spaces, as well as inspirational images throughout the edchat 





    
 
Figure 24. Tweets from #ISTELitChat. The moderator shared images with her username 
and group hashtag as part of the edchat discussion. These tweets were prepared in 
advance and sent via TweetDeck, indicating they were likely part of a self-promotion 
strategy.  
Modes of Access 
One of the attractions of edchats is their ability to be accessed at any time, from 
any place.  Twitter can be accessed from many different devices, including via computer, 
tablet, and smartphone, and the data indicated moderators and participants engaged with 
edchats using several different devices and apps (Figure 25 on page 107).  Almost all 
users participated using Twitter products, like Twitter, TweetDeck, and Twitter Lite 
rather than third-party products, perhaps due to their familiarity with Twitter.  Notably, 
most moderators and participants, 63.7%, participated in the edchat using mobile-specific 




applications.5  This could be due to the need to participate during other activities or while 
in transit, which were often explicitly mentioned in tweets (Figures 35–36 on pages 116–
117).   
 
 
Figure 25. App usage across edchats. Most moderators and participants tweeted using 
Twitter products on mobile devices.     
App usage also further distinguished moderators from participants and facilitated 
the identification of very active participants.  Although most users engaged with the 
edchat using a single app, 13.9% used multiple apps, usually one web app and a mobile-
specific Twitter app, suggesting participation using multiple devices.  These users tended 
 
 
5 Because Twitter data only listed the app used rather than the device, it is possible that these statistics 
underrepresented the number of tweets sent by mobile devices and tablets.  Applications like Twitter for 
iPhone are device specific, but Twitter and web-based apps can be used on computers and mobile devices 
using the phone’s web browser. 














to be moderators and extremely active participants.  Moderators may have used multiple 
apps due to their role.  Apps such as TweetDeck and Hootsuite allowed users to prepare 
tweets in advance and have them sent automatically at a specific time, which would have 
been useful for sending questions, notifications about upcoming edchats, and tweets 
reminding participants of how to format their tweets, enabling moderators to focus on 
interacting with participants and focusing on directing the conversation.  In conclusion, 
participants and moderators used several different devices and apps to engage with 
edchats, highlighting their ability to support educators with “anytime, anywhere” access 
(Carpenter, 2014; Carpenter & Krutka, 2014; Gao & Li, 2017; Krutka et al., 2016; Trust 
et al., 2016; Visser et al., 2014; Weseley, 2013).   
Edchat Ethoses  
 Understanding the ethoses of edchats provided insights into the attributes of these 
communities that attracted teachers to voluntarily participate.  All 10 edchats in this study 
functioned as flexible spaces where participants could engage through different modes to 
explore topics in education and also connect to a friendly and positive community, with 
some participants building relationships that lasted beyond a single edchat.  During 
edchats, tweets demonstrated that moderators and participants treated edchats as 
professional events, exemplified through development of a Twitter identity focused on 
teaching, development of materials to facilitate discussion, and questions geared towards 
implementing new practices.  However, edchats also functioned as social spaces and 
displayed a spirit of friendliness, positivity, and community.  Edchat members socialized 




Many moderators and participants engaged in exchanges that demonstrated an ongoing 
relationship and strong sense of familiarity, indicating strong social ties that extended 
beyond a single edchat and in some cases even beyond Twitter.   
Edchats as Professional Spaces  
Although edchat participation was voluntary and there was no indication any sort 
of professional credit was received for participation, many participants and moderators 
demonstrated that they viewed edchats as professional spaces.  For moderators, this 
included creating polished materials and images for use during the edchat as well as to 
promote it, vetting tools and content for their own use and the use of others, documenting 
edchats for future reference, and building an account with a specific identity, such as 
being an educator or being a part of a particular edchat.  For participants, this included 
attending edchats, engaging in on-topic discussion of the edchat’s questions, creating and 
sharing images and resources, discussing what they would apply in their classrooms, and 
building a Twitter account centered on their work as educators.   
Across all edchats, the usernames of many moderators and participants indicated 
their Twitter identities were grounded in their identities as educators or as official 
members of a specific edchat.  To moderate an edchat, companies frequently used an 
official company Twitter handle and teacher-organized edchats often had an official 
edchat account as well, such as @UCPSChatmod.6  In the case of #BunceeChat, all 
Buncee moderators used Twitter handles with the company name and their name, e.g., 
 
 




@BunceeMiguel, which made it easier to identify the users who worked for Buncee.  
Participants frequently had usernames that highlighted their role as a teacher, suggesting 
that they were primarily using this account for professional reasons or that they viewed 
their role as a teacher as a defining part of their identity.  Examples of usernames of 
participants and guest moderators included @MrOliver, @EatPrayTeach, 
@7thGradeTeacher, or @EdtechRoberts.  Additionally, several moderators and 
participants further reinforced a professional presence by sharing business cards (Figure 
22 on page 104) to introduce themselves during edchats.   
The content of edchats as well as the quality of their assets also suggested 
moderators wanted these events to be viewed as professional.  In almost all edchats, 
branded images were created specifically for the edchat (Figure 21 on page 104, Figure 
24 on page 106, Figures 26–27 on page 111, Figure 54 on page 135), giving it a more 
official and professional feel, while also making it easier for participants to easily identify 
the questions during the edchat.   
Moderators frequently used images to share edchat questions and content and 
often used an app such as Hootsuite or TweetDeck to have them automatically sent, 
indicating the creation of the materials and content was planned in advance of the edchat.  
The presence of branded materials may have also been important in presenting the edchat 
as a professional-quality event to participants.  Although the quality of questions varied 
(and will be discussed further as a part of differences between educator-organized and 





Figure 26. Question tweet from #seesawchat. The question text was included in an 
image, which made it easier for participants to distinguish questions from other tweets. 
The question also included the edchat’s hashtag and the company logo.  
 
Figure 27. Question tweet from #UCPSChat. The moderator opened the edchat by 







discussion of current educator practice, ideas in education, and introducing new 
techniques into an educator’s practice, further reinforcing that edchats were developed as 
professional events.  Several moderators also developed transcripts and archives for the 
edchats that were shared with the edchat community (Figure 37 on page 118) after the 
edchat.  The presence of transcripts and archives demonstrated that moderators viewed 
the edchat discussions as worth documenting and valuable for future reference for the 
community.   
In several comments, participants indicated they viewed edchats as a part of their 
professional learning (Figures 28–29 below and on page 113) or were attending in order 
to learn about that chat’s topic so that they could implement these ideas into their practice 
(Figures 30–32 on pages 113–114).     
 
 
Figure 28. Tweet from #SquirrelsChat. A participant tweeted about the lack of credit for 





Figure 29. Tweet from #sschat. A participant referred to the edchat as "sofa PD." 
 
Figure 30. Tweet from #sschat. A teacher shared he attended the edchat to learn how to 
incorporate the midterm elections into his instruction. 
 
Figure 31. Tweet from #oklaed. The moderator tweeted that he planned to implement 
another participant's activity into his classroom. 
These tweets pointed to edchats as an opportunity to gather ideas from other educators 




teachers to further discuss how to implement different activities and techniques with 
experienced peers (Figures 32–33 below), and as discussed earlier, share links and 
images like worksheets or activities that often provided further implementation support.   
 
 
Figure 32. Tweet from #oklaed. A participant requested advice on implementing 
practices discussed during the edchat with a specific demographic of students. 
 
Figure 33. Tweet from #oklaed. A moderator shared his own challenge in implementing 
inquiry-based instruction and a participant highlighted why teachers struggle with 




These exchanges provided educators with different tactics to address challenges, and in 
some cases, surfaced common obstacles and how to avoid them (Figure 33 on page 114).  
In most cases, the depth of discussion was limited to a single response, which indicated 
that most discussion focused on broader details and facilitated introduction to a topic 
rather than in-depth exploration of the details of a topic.  The most active participants and 
moderators often drove discussion further by asking questions or offering responses to 
another participant’s tweet.  This illustrated an increased level of skill in navigating 
edchats because it required participants to simultaneously engage in deeper discussion of 
existing tweets while new tweets appeared.   
Although edchats offered educators a great deal of flexibility and choice in how 
they participated in an edchat, several tweets indicated a sense of accountability, as well 
as norms for participation in an edchat.  As mentioned previously, a variety of modes of 
participation were observed across edchats, and members often shared how they planned 
to participate (Figures 13–15 on pages 96–97).  Additionally, participants often shared 
their desire to contribute to the community as well as to learn from it, revealing a sense of 
transparency within the edchat community.  Similarly, moderators and participants often 
shared if they were unable to participate as they normally would, such as due to conflict 
with work or life events (Figures 34–36 on pages 116–117).  These tweets also suggested 
that the norm was that moderators and participants would participate in the entire edchat 
and ideally without distraction, further reinforcing that members of the edchat network 






Figure 34. Tweet from #1stchat. A participant shared she was late because she was 
working.  
 
Figure 35. Tweet from #SquirrelsChat. The moderator shared she was on a road trip 





Figure 36. Tweet from #SquirrelsChat. A participant shared she was tweeting from 
outside her house because she was locked out.  
Participants also shared when they were unable to attend an edchat and expressed 
sadness or regret using emojis (Figure 37 on page 118below) as well as language 
expressing regret or frustration, such as “sorry,” “ugh,” and “rats” (Figures 37–39 on 
pages 118–119).  This not only indicated that the tweeter valued the edchat, but also 
suggested a sense of accountability to the community for their absence.  Notably, other 
members of the edchat community were often helpful in response and provided support 
in ensuring the absentee member could catch up (Figure 37 on page 118) or would not 





Figure 37. Tweet from #BunceeChat. A participant regretted missing the edchat and is 
told she will get a transcript.  
 
 
Figure 38. Tweet from #1stchat. A participant regretted missing the edchat because she 





Figure 39. Tweet from #sschat. A participant apologized for missing an edchat and asked 
when the edchat takes place; another participant shared the time and recommended a 
group to send edchat reminders.  
Taking this commitment to participation a step further, one #SquirrelsChat participant 
was not able to make the edchat during its scheduled time, but still participated 
asynchronously by answering all the chat’s questions even though the chat had ended 
hours earlier.7  The edchat’s moderator responded to thank him for his thoughts.  This 
demonstrated a commitment to the edchat on the part of the participant as well as the 
moderator who took the time to respond to him outside of the edchat.   
 
 





Edchats as Friendly and Positive Communities 
All 10 edchats observed were very friendly and positive spaces that attracted a 
diverse group of participants, ranging from pre-service teachers, to experienced educators 
of different grade levels and subjects, to administrators and school support staff.  
Although edchats centered on discussion of education-related topics, moderators and 
participants frequently interacted socially and discussed topics in professional terms as 
well as more casual ways, including through jokes, emojis, memes, and gifs characteristic 
of online social spaces.  As illustrated by the social network analysis, edchat social 
networks by followership displayed a Tight Crowd structure and members frequently 
engaged with each other directly; adding to this, tweets frequently indicated that the 
relationship between members of the edchat network was friendly and supportive and 
extended beyond the edchat, which likely contributed to the sense of community and high 
levels of positivity that permeated the edchats.   
Moderators set the tone for edchats as friendly and inclusive from the beginning 
of the edchat.  They often began by greeting the group, but also took the time to welcome 
individual participants and converse with them (Figure 5 on page 81, Figure 40 on page 
121), which inculcated a sense of belonging amongst participants and built camaraderie.  
These welcomes varied in how they were crafted, with some moderators opting to include 
fun images (Figure 5 on page 81, Figure 59 on page 141) which suggested the edchat 
would be a fun event.  Additionally, many edchats also included an icebreaker question 
that enabled participants to share personal information, like a favorite book or their 




engage with the edchat by tweeting and to begin to build social connections with the 
edchat community.   
 
 
Figure 40. Tweet from #SquirrelsChat. A moderator welcomed a participant individually.  
Beyond the initial welcome tweets, edchats continued to function as very positive 
communities, not only in the tone and enthusiastic spirit that permeated edchats, but also 
in how often moderators and participants expressed gratitude for the edchat or recognized 
the contribution of individuals or the group.  These sentiments were expressed in several 
different ways that were both appreciative and often fun (Figures 41–44 on pages 122–







Figure 41. Tweets from #UCPSChat. Exchange between two moderators, 
@UCPSChatmod and @EdTechRimer, and a participant, @jimjo3424. 
 






Figure 43. Tweet from #seesawchat. A participant thanked another participant for sharing 
a “next level” idea she could apply in her own classroom.  
 
Figure 44. Tweet from #seesawchat. A participant thanked “whoever created” an activity 




In these figures, it was noteworthy that no one role was being celebrated, but rather, a 
range of roles, including the work of the edchat as a group (Figure 41 on page 122), a 
specific moderator (Figure 42 on page 122), another participant (Figure 43 on page 123), 
and an unknown individual (Figure 44 on page 123), highlighting the depth of the culture 
of gratitude and recognition present in edchats.  
Although edchats were organized around the discussion of topics in education, 
they also served as fun and social spaces.  Examples of this included sharing fun images 
(Figure 5 on page 81, Figure 23 on page 105) and joking with each other (Figures 45–46 
below and on page 125).  
 
 
Figure 45. Tweet from #sschat. A participant shared a gif he used to reconnect with 





Figure 46. Tweet from #SquirrelsChat. A participant agreed with the moderator’s answer 
via gif. 
These tweets did more than add levity to the edchat.  In Figure 45, although the language 
was casual and the tone light, this tweet also demonstrated that teachers may need ways 
to engage students outside of academic content, the sort of advice more likely to come 
from a peer rather than from a formal training session.  The gif from #Squirrelschat 
(Figure 46 above) was shared to show agreement for a moderator’s response to a 
question.  The use of the gif was not only fun and in line with the culture of many online 
social spaces, but also represented a choice on the part of the participant.  Rather than 
liking the tweet or responding with text like, “I agree,” the participant went to additional 




socializing alongside discussion of education topics spoke to edchats as a hybrid space 
where participants could connect in professional and also social ways.   
 Conflict, disagreement, and incivility were rare, even when discussing hot-button 
issues such as politics.  Twitter’s challenge in controlling harassment and bullying has 
been well documented and has been an ongoing issue for several years (Hess, 2016; Y. 
Rosenberg, 2017), but edchats seem to be largely immune to these issues.  The only 
incident of disagreement noted during these events occurred during #sschat (Figure 47 on 
page 127).  Although the two participants, @SaLambert and @cartoonhistory, disagreed, 
they maintained a civil discourse and moderators did not intervene.  Rather than insist 
that one person was wrong, @cartoonhistory suggested their differences were grounded 
in different experiences.  Ultimately, @SaLambert resolved to try to find out more about 
social studies instruction.   
Edchats as close communities. Providing additional insights into relationships 
driving the density of edchat social networks, members of edchats frequently expressed 
how much they valued the other members of the community (Figure 41 on page 122, 
Figure 48 on page 128).  Participant tweets also expressed that edchats communities often 
extended beyond a single edchat (Figure 41 on page 122, Figure 50 on page 129) and in 
some cases moved beyond the digital space of Twitter (Figure 49–50 on pages 128–129).  
These tweets spoke to the increasing complexity and richness of at least some teacher 
PLNs and suggested that edchats can facilitate development of Twitter-based 






Figure 47. Tweets from #sschat. Two participants discussed a disagreement they had 





Figure 48. Tweet from #1stchat. A participant tweeted about how much he likes his 
edchat peers.  
 
Figure 49. Tweet from #BunceeChat. A participant tweeted that she was looking forward 





Figure 50. Tweets from #BunceeChat. A participant welcomed another participant and 
shared he met her in person at a past conference. 
Comparing Educator-Organized and Company-Organized Edchats 
In terms of network structure, modes of participation, and ethos, educator-
organized edchats and company-organized edchats were quite similar, with differences 
tending to be by individual edchats rather than by types of edchat.  The biggest difference 
observed based on organizer was in the content discussed, with teacher-organized edchats 
tending to include more detailed discussion of implementing teaching techniques in the 
classroom compared to company-organized edchats.  Across edchats, understanding 
financial motives was an extremely complex endeavor because of the presence of 
education companies in both company-organized edchats and teacher-organized edchats.  
In the same way, financial motives were hidden when individuals were promoting their 
own resources without disclosing their connection to those resources.     
Similarities  
Discussion structure and materials across edchats were quite similar, with all 10 




Moderators of several edchats, both teacher-organized and company-organized, ensured 
the edchat was documented for future reference on an external edchat website or using a 
tool archiving Twitter activity.  Nine of 10 edchats featured materials and images created 
for use during the edchat, indicating preparation in advance.  Moderators and participants 
were active in edchats through several different modes, but across educator-organized 
and company-organized edchats, participants most frequently sent one tweet and a small 
group tweeted at much higher rates.  Link and image sharing were observed in all 
edchats.  Variation in rates of image and link sharing depended on the edchat norms and 
the structure of the discussion, such as if there was a prompt to share an image or link or 
if the moderators planned to share materials as a part of the discussion.  Across edchats, 
moderators and participants primarily used Twitter products and mobile devices to 
engage with the edchat.    
Edchats centered on discussion of education topics and several moderators and 
participants demonstrated that they viewed these events as opportunities for professional 
collaboration with peers, but edchats also served exhibited a friendly and positive culture, 
where members engaged socially and had fun.  Several moderators and participants in all 
edchats indicated they had ties to other members that extended beyond a single edchat, 
which made sense given the Tight Crowd structure of edchat networks.   
Differences  
Although edchats organized by education companies drew fewer participants than 
educator-organized edchats, they tended to have more moderators.  This may have been 
because they were paid, or perhaps because they were smaller; the additional moderators 




Additionally, the extra moderators could have attended to ensure adequate support was 
available since the edchat constituted a company event.  Despite the presence of 
additional moderators available to support the discussion, the only edchat whose mode of 
participant tweeting exceeded 2 was an educator-run edchat, #UCPSChat, whose chat 
was connected to a PD initiative.   
One of the most striking differences between edchats organized by companies and 
those organized by educators was the content discussed.  Of the company-organized 
edchats included in this study, three were run by for-profit edtech companies, one was 
run by a non-profit, and one was run by an organization funded by state and federal 
grants.  Company-organized edchats run by edtech companies tended to focus on their 
own products and alternatives or competitors were not discussed, while the two other 
company-organized edchats centered their discussion on teaching practices.  Edchats 
organized by teachers, in contrast, tended to discuss the implementation of techniques 
more often and in more detail.   
Although the links shared across edchats included a mix of resources, company-
organized or guest moderated edchats promoted their own resources.  The guest 
moderators of #1stchat and #sschat all shared company-specific resources with 
participants, but the #1stchat moderator from VidSpace shared product materials 
throughout the edchat that seemed disconnected from the conversation; in contrast, the 
#sschat guest moderators shared links to their companies’ resources after educators had 
had a chance to discuss their own practices in response to questions, and the resources 
shared were related to the topic being discussed.  However, across edchats, in general, 




During #SquirrelsChat and #seesawchat, the edchat’s questions were strikingly 
similar to market research questions rather than questions focused on teacher learning and 
growth.  Several questions seemed geared towards better understanding how teachers 
used the product and what they wanted from the product or experience.  #SquirrelsChat 
focused on teacher PD preferences, such as what teachers liked and disliked about 
professional development they had attended and what features were most important in PD 
(Figure 51 below).   
 
 
Figure 51. Question tweet from #SquirrelsChat. This question and others seemed more 
geared towards market research than teacher learning, as the information collected would 
help Squirrels LLC better understand their customers, but did not encourage educators to 
explore why or they used technology in PD or how it impacted outcomes.   
The first question asked educators to share experiences from nightmare PD sessions, but 




focus on developing teacher buy-in to engage in PD, further suggesting the edchat was 
geared towards better understanding customer needs rather than supporting teacher 
learning.   
During #seesawchat, the discussion focused on how educators used the product to 
complete different tasks in the classroom.  Although this could have exposed educators to 
diverse ideas, this discussion would also have been valuable information to Seesaw 
product managers.  The questions asked were also worded to focus on the benefits of 
Seesaw (Figure 52 below) and failed to explore alternatives to the product.  
 
 
Figure 52. Question tweet from #seesawchat. This question assumed student use of 
Seesaw enabled students to reflect and see their growth.   
At other points, the edchat functioned as a product support interaction rather than an 
edchat.  Seesaw tweeted a reminder during the edchat for participants to update their 




installed; additionally, one participant only tweeted to ask about when a malfunctioning 
feature would be fixed.  
The two edchats not run by for-profit companies were more similar to educator-
organized edchats than to the edchats run by for-profit companies in that they focused on 
implementation of different tools and techniques into instruction and were not centered 
on a particular product.  #WATeachLead focused on incorporating findings from 
neuroscience research into teacher practice to help students embrace their potential to 
learn, while #ISTELitChat explored how teachers can build a culture of literacy in their 
schools.  Although the moderator of #ISTELitChat engaged in some self-promotion, the 
different techniques discussed did not require the moderator’s products.    
In contrast to the edchats organized by for-profit companies, educator-organized edchats 
tended to ask more questions focused on implementing a tool or technique in the 
classroom (Figure 53 on page 135), challenges they would encounter during 
implementation (Figure 54 on page 135), different ways of achieving an outcome, and 
reflection.  Discussion during these edchats also examined more granular details in 
implementation in the classroom.  Where questions were broader, they helped to generate 
several diverse ideas for further discussion.  For example, one question in #oklaed 
(Figure 54 on page 135) asked participants to share drawbacks to using inquiry-based 
instruction; the following question then asked participants to identify a drawback they 
had encountered and share a solution.  This discussion enabled educators to prepare for 
implementation challenges by helping them to anticipate them, recognize them when they 






Figure 53. Question tweet from #ellchat. This broad question asked teachers to share 
techniques for teaching growth mindsets and drew several diverse responses.  
  
Figure 54. Question tweets from #oklaed. The questions were structured to allow the 
group to identify challenges and solutions during the discussion.   
Stealth Advertising in Edchats  
In both educator-organized and company-organized edchats, individuals 
participated as a means of self-promotion by sharing resources whose success would 
benefit them.  Additionally, although this study has sought to distinguish between 
educator-organized edchats and company-organized edchats, the educator and corporate 
spaces overlapped in several ways.  Companies were guest moderators in two of the five 




collaboration between the edchat organizers and companies.  Finally, product 
ambassadors, teachers with official ties to companies, participated in edchats organized 
by educators and by companies.  The presence of product ambassadors, several of whom 
did not disclose their connection to the product being discussed,8 also made it difficult to 
recognize spaces where corporate interests might be present versus spaces where they 
would not.  All of these types of advertising in edchats highlighted the challenges facing 
participants in critically evaluating edchat content.   
Self-promotion was most noticeable during #ISTELitChat.  The chat’s discussion 
centered on a particular book and was guest moderated by the author, who shared an 
Amazon link early in the edchat so that participants could buy the book (Figure 55 
below).  Later on, the moderator shared tweets with images related to the discussion that 
included her Twitter username and the hashtag for a community she was connected to 
(Figure 24 on page 106).   
 
 
Figure 55. Tweet from #ISTELitChat. A moderator shared an Amazon link to her book.  
 
 
8 In the user details collected by NodeXL but not visible to participants during the edchat, several #1stchat 




The fact that these tweets were set up in advance using TweetDeck spoke to her use of 
the edchat as a means to promote her brand.  Also during this edchat, a participant 
recommended her own company as a “great resource” for literacy teachers (Figure 56 
below).  Although her username indicated her affiliation, she did not explicitly disclose 
her connection in the tweet itself.  In these cases, it became impossible to separate edchat 
content from self-promotion and advertisement.   
 
 
Figure 56. Tweet from #ISTELitChat. A participant recommended her own company's 
website as a "great resource" for literacy instruction. 
Interpreting tweets in company-organized edchats was also a complex endeavor.  
Companies organizing edchats frequently had ambassador programs, where educators 
could receive credentials and possibly other incentives, such as money, products, or 
access to trainings and conferences, for participation (Singer, 2017).  These programs 
have become a complicated issue in recent years as tech companies have sought to gain 
influence with educators, especially those with a strong social media presence (Singer, 
2017).  Several participants in #1stchat were VidSpace product ambassadors, and in 




“Alpha Squirrel,” (Figure 57 below), and members of #BunceeChat, including a teacher 
moderator, were Buncee Ambassadors.  
 
 
Figure 57. Tweet from #SquirrelsChat. A moderator welcomed a participant who was a 
newly minted Alpha Squirrel.  
The existence of these programs not only complicated the interpretation of information in 
company-organized edchats, but also across Twitter, as it may not have been clear when 
educators were expressing their own views and when they were tweeting in the capacity 
of product ambassador, and if there was a difference between the two.   
The presence of education companies was not restricted to company-organized 
edchats.  Two of the five educator-organized edchats observed were guest-moderated, 
meaning they were moderated by a special guest with expertise in specific areas, by 
education companies: #sschat, a chat for social studies educators, was guest moderated by 
several civics education organizations; #1stchat, a chat for first grade teachers, featured 
discussion about using VidSpace in classrooms and was guest moderated by a VidSpace 
employee.  It was not clear from the edchat whether and how these companies were 
vetted to host the edchat and how they benefited from their participation.  Though both of 




During #sschat, the guest moderators explained their company’s purpose and also shared 
resources with a large audience of social studies teachers, but usually maintained a 
neutral tone regarding their company’s materials.   
In contrast to #sschat, #1stchat was remarkable because of the comparative lack 
of transparency regarding VidSpace presence and interests.  This raised questions as to 
whether the edchat’s tweets should be read as authentic or whether the edchat was a case 
of astroturfing.9  Several participants indicated they knew the moderator or were 
VidSpace product ambassadors, and most of the ambassadors did not disclose their ties to 
VidSpace.  Additionally, it was not always clear what the moderator’s connection to 
VidSpace was.   
The moderator, @marytarai926, was using her personal Twitter account, whereas 
company-affiliated moderators in other edchats used an official company account or 
indicated if they would be using a personal account despite attending the edchat in a 
business capacity.  Although @marytarai926 disclosed that she worked at VidSpace, 
other aspects of her tweets suggested she was a passionate teacher rather than a VidSpace 
employee.  Her first tweet (Figure 58 on page 140) did not mention her connection to the 
company and although she mentioned it in a subsequent tweet (Figure 59 on page 141), it 
was unclear how noticeable this tweet was compared to the first tweet she sent (Figure 58 
on page 140), which contained images related to the flow of the edchat.  Also noteworthy 
was that the image welcoming participants to the edchat (Figure 58 on page 140) was 
challenging to identify as company marketing material.  Although it contained the 
 
 




hashtag VidSpace encouraged teachers to use to engage with a community of other 
VidSpace users, it was not branded to be consistent with other VidSpace marketing 
materials and also included a bitmoji, which was more commonly associated with user-
generated Twitter content rather than corporate marketing materials.  The image sent out 
to announce the first question of the edchat (Figure 60 on page 141) also included the 
text, “As a 1st grade teacher, my goal was to amplify my students’ authentic voices for 
authentic audiences,” suggesting she was a fellow teacher who loved VidSpace rather 
than an employee of VidSpace.  Also, the resources the moderator shared included 
materials that appeared to have been made by educators rather than by VidSpace, which 
further gave the edchat the feeling of being teacher-organized and run.   
 
 
Figure 58. Tweet from #1stchat. The first tweet from the moderator, who was an 





Figure 59. Tweet from #1stchat. The second tweet from the moderator in which she 
disclosed that she worked at VidSpace. 
 
Figure 60. Tweet from #1stchat. The moderator included information in Question 1 that 




In addition to the moderator, at least seven product ambassadors using personal 
Twitter accounts participated in the edchat, and only one disclosed that he was an 
ambassador.  The presence of several ambassadors who did not disclose their connections 
to the product raised questions of how many ambassadors were present and whether their 
attendance was requested by VidSpace.  Outside of the seven identified, no other 
moderator or participant profiles contained the word ambassador, but it was possible that 
other participants chose not to disclose that information during the edchat or to include 
that information on their Twitter profiles.  The content of #1stchat was overwhelmingly 
positive, especially when talking about the product (Figures 61–65 below and on pages 
143–144).  There were no criticisms of the product, comparisons with competing 
products, explorations of situations where the product should not be used, or discussion 
of challenges using the product that would have helped participants to evaluate whether 
they should use the tool or to prepare them to better navigate implementation challenges.  
The presence of product ambassadors made it difficult to evaluate the veracity of content 
presented in the edchat as it was not clear if these were teachers tweeting their own 
opinions or tweeting on behalf of VidSpace.  
 
  
Figure 61. Tweet from #1stchat. Participant tweet from a VidSpace ambassador who did 





Figure 62. Tweet from #1stchat. Participant tweets about VidSpace were very positive, 




Figure 63. Tweets from #1stchat. Tweets from product ambassadors who did not share 
their company affiliation during the edchat.   
 
Figure 64. Tweet from #1stchat. The VidSpace product ambassador who did disclose his 





Figure 65. Tweet from #1stchat. A participant shared how she used VidSpace. 
#1stchat highlighted some of the challenges of for-profit companies sharing 
teacher-organized spaces.  Although discussing how to implement a new tool or 
technique can be helpful to educators, evaluating whether the edchat was driven towards 
meeting teacher needs or selling a product quickly became complicated because social 
media spaces face challenges in ensuring users can distinguish advertising from non-
advertising content (Federal Trade Commission, 2017).  Ambassador programs and the 
connections between education companies and teachers with strong online presences 
represented another complexity in navigating these spaces (Singer, 2017).  As observed 
in #1stchat, brand ambassadors may or may not choose to disclose affiliations with 
education companies, making it more challenging for all edchat participants to determine 




V – DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
This study examined a range of edchats to better understand their social network 
structures, modes of participation offered, culture and content, and how they vary by 
organizer.  Social media platforms have become spaces where knowledge sharing, public 
discussions, debates, and disputes are carried out (Smith et al., 2014), and teachers have 
leveraged new media technologies to facilitate connection and collaboration in digital 
spaces.  Today, teachers participating in edchats can quickly and easily share and access 
resources (Forte et al., 2012; Gao & Li, 2017; Visser et al., 2014; Weseley, 2013) and 
advice (Trust, 2013; Trust et al., 2016; Wesely, 2013) across small and large networks, at 
any time and from anywhere and via the mode of participation that best suits their 
individual needs (Gao & Li, 2017).  Their connection to these groups can not only 
support professional learning and fight feelings of isolation, but also help educators to 
develop a professional identity and sustain their motivation through challenges 
(Carpenter, 2015a; Steinbrecher & Hart, 2012; Trust et al., 2016).  Given the increased 
interest in educator development and use of PLNs (Krutka et al., 2017; Trust, 2012, 2013) 




edchats could provide an additional means of supporting educators, but the opportunity to 
monetize social media activity in these spaces presents risks.  A deeper and more 
nuanced understanding of edchats is necessary in supporting educators and districts as in 
determining if and how educators should participate, as well as for informing the design 
and structure of future edchats.   
Contributions to Existing Research 
This study was designed to address several gaps in the existing literature and to 
support the development of a more robust body of knowledge on edchats for researchers, 
educators, school districts, and PD developers.  Much of the existing empirical research 
on edchats has focused on a single edchat (Britt & Paulus, 2016; K. Davis, 2015; Gao & 
Li, 2017; Luo, Sickel, & Cheng, 2017; Wesely, 2013) and has therefore not been 
sufficiently broad to gain an understanding of edchats more generally.  Of these studies, 
several have examined #edchat (Britt & Paulus, 2016; K. Davis, 2015; Gao & Li, 2017; 
Luo et al., 2017), which appeals to a very large and wide-ranging group of educators on 
Twitter who likely differ from participants in smaller chats.  Narrow focus on a single 
edchat in these studies also meant that similarities and differences across chats remained 
unexplored, including comparisons of educator-organized and company-organized 
edchats.     
As edchats and other forms of informal learning for educators have grown, it has 
become increasingly critical to understand who participates and how to determine 
whether or not and how edchats fit into an educator’s PD.  Much of the existing empirical 




teachers (Tang & Hew, 2017).  With a few exceptions (Gao & Li, 2017; Nochumson, 
2018; Wesely, 2013), where teachers have been studied, it has predominately been pre-
service teachers and often in the context of their academic coursework (Carpenter, 2015a; 
Carpenter et al., 2016; Greenhalgh et al., 2016; Luo et al., 2017).  Given that 85% of 
educators on Twitter in the study by Visser et al. (2012) were 30 years old or older, these 
PST groups may or may not share similarities with organic communities of educators 
such as those found in edchats.  Therefore, it was beneficial to examine edchats as they 
occurred to contribute to an understanding of how educators organically engage in 
edchats.   
In examining the existing literature on edchats, gaps in the study design of 
existing research informed the design of this study.  First, several studies have relied on 
educators’ perceptions of edchats (Carpenter & Krutka, 2014; Trust et al., 2017, 2016; 
Visser et al., 2014); second, a dearth of studies have examined data from several edchats, 
as most have focused on a single edchat (Britt & Paulus, 2016; K. Davis, 2015; Gao & 
Li, 2017; Luo et al., 2017; Wesely, 2013); third, few studies have included social network 
analysis (Gao & Li, 2017) and relatively little is known about the structure of educator 
PLNs (Trust & Horrocks, 2017).  In light of these gaps, it was determined that examining 
data directly from multiple edchats using mixed methods would most meaningfully 
contribute to empirical knowledge of edchats, as it would provide information about 
network structures and what actually occurred across several different edchats.   
A mixed methods approach was also appealing because of the potential to 
contribute to the existing body of empirical research on edchats and educator use of 




relied on qualitative methods, and examined participants’ views through the use of 
surveys (Carpenter & Krutka, 2014; Visser et al., 2014) and interviews (Cho, 2016; Cho 
& Jimerson, 2017; K. Davis, 2015; Wesely, 2013).  Other studies have examined 
participant activity on Twitter during edchats through qualitative analysis of tweet 
content (Cho, 2016; Cho & Jimerson, 2017; K. Davis, 2015; Holmes, Preston, Shaw, & 
Buchanan, 2013; Richardson, Grose, Nelmes, Parra, & Linares, 2016) or netnography 
(Wesely, 2013).  Gao and Li’s (2014) study was unusual in that it did include a 
quantitative analysis of #edchat activity, but it did not account for moderator and 
participant roles in an edchat.  Despite the potential of social network analysis and the 
recent interest in researching teacher PLNs, few studies of edchats have undertaken social 
network analysis as part of their research.  Of the research reviewed for this study, only 
Gao and Li (2014) included social network analysis as part of their research on #edchat, 
but their study only examined direct interaction and did not include followership.   
Edchats Offered Access to Dense Networks 
Today’s teachers have PLNs that are increasingly complex and span online and 
offline spaces (Carpenter & Linton, 2016; Trust, 2013; Trust & Horrocks, 2017).  
Teachers are more easily able to connect with other educators outside of their own 
schools, districts, cities, and even countries to collaborate and give and receive support 
across a variety of platforms and learning experiences, including edchats.  However, 
there has been little empirical research about the structure of teacher PLNs (Trust & 
Horrocks, 2017) and to date, very few studies have explored edchat social networks, 
which may constitute a piece of an educator’s PLN.  Gao and Li’s (2017) study included 




examine followership.  The findings of this study supported Gao and Li’s (2017) finding 
that educators interacted directly with other members of the network during the edchat, 
which is not necessary for successful participation in an edchat and spoke to a desire to 
engage directly with other teachers as well as with the broader edchat community.  It 
extended existing research by graphing edchat social networks by followership and 
indicating that they shared a Tight Crowd structure, a structure common amongst online 
Twitter learning communities (Smith et al., 2014).  The Tight Crowd structure indicated 
that members of an edchat network tended to have connections to other members that 
persisted beyond the time of a single edchat, which resonated with Carpenter and 
Krutka’s (2015) research in which teachers reported having sustained relationships with 
peers on Twitter.   
Edchats Offered Varied Modes of Participation  
Because participation in edchats was voluntary and participants could choose to 
lurk or tweet to request advice, answer questions, or engage in social or topic-related 
discussion with other members of the edchat community through direct replies, many 
modes of participation were observed.  The findings from this study indicated that 
edchats offered a great degree of flexibility and agency in how and how often educators 
could participate.  Educators often disclosed their plans for participation with the 
community, and those who lurked indicated they found reading others’ responses 
valuable.  Although answering questions was not required, each question received several 
answers, providing teachers with several responses to consider.  Because responding to 
questions was not compulsory, educators could decide to engage where they believed 




amongst a subset of participants, which allowed participants the option to explore topics 
more deeply by adding their own insights or asking questions.   
On average, moderators tweeted more than participants, and the distribution of 
tweets from all 10 edchats indicated that one moderator acted as a lead moderator and 
therefore tweeted more frequently than other moderators.  Across all 10 edchats, there 
was a range of activity amongst participants, with participants most frequently tweeting 
once and a small group tweeting at significantly higher rates.  This echoed Gao and Li’s 
(2017) finding that participants most frequently sent a single tweet during the edchat and 
that a small group was much more active.  However, Gao and Li (2017) did not 
distinguish moderators and participants; therefore, it was not clear if the highly active 
group they identified included moderators.  Gao and Li (2017) and Visser et al. (2014) 
found that educators were more likely to write original tweets than to retweet; in this 
study, participants and moderators across edchats also preferred to write their own tweets 
rather than retweet the tweets of others.  In this study, rates of retweeting varied 
substantially across different edchats, indicating edchats had different norms for 
retweeting, which could explain the difference across studies.     
The edchats include in this study shared links at varying rates, with tweets 
containing links representing 0.3% - 13% of tweets across edchats.  Even at the high end 
of the range of observed, the amount of link-sharing observed in edchats was 
substantially lower than boyd et al.’s (2010) finding that 22% of tweets contained a link 
and Forte et al.’s (2012) finding that 25% of educator tweets contained a link.  This was 
likely due to the fact that these studies focused on hashtag activity in general, which 




that edchat participants struggled to keep up with the rapid pace of an edchat, and 
therefore, the low rate of link sharing during edchats could have been due to the difficulty 
of finding, copying, and pasting links into a tweet while keeping up with the 
conversation.  Supporting this idea, links shared in edchats were often included in tweets 
sent via apps that allowed users to draft tweets in advance and have them sent 
automatically, and moderators were more likely than participants to use these apps.  This 
would mean that links shared during edchats were more likely to be preplanned rather 
than being shared in the moment in response to specific requests or discussion points.  
Additionally, links were more often shared during company-organized edchats or 
teacher-organized edchats with a company guest moderator, possibly as a means of 
advertising resources to educators.     
Data on the sharing of images during edchats was not found in existing literature; 
this research indicated that images were tweeted during edchat discussion to share 
glimpses into a classroom, share resources like worksheets, disseminate edchat materials 
like definitions, to joke, or as an individual identifier, like a business card or bitmoji.  The 
varied uses of images spoke to the ethos of the edchat as well as edchats’ diverse modes 
of participation.  The rates of image sharing varied across edchats, but generally was 
higher than rates of link sharing, possibly due to edchat norms as well as Twitter features 
that allowed users to quickly and easily add a gif or image to a tweet.   
Several studies have focused on Twitter edchats as having the potential to provide 
opportunities for anytime, anywhere learning (Carpenter, 2014; Carpenter & Krutka, 
2015; Gao & Li, 2017; Krutka et al., 2016; Nochumson, 2018; Trust et al., 2016; Visser 




edchats using different devices; Visser et al. (2014) did examine device usage, but relied 
on self-reported data.  This research found that most moderators and participants tweeted 
using mobile devices, supporting Visser et al.’s (2014) finding.  Although mobile access 
was not surprising given the prevalence of smartphones, it was notable how common they 
were given the challenges of typing on these devices, especially compared to a computer 
or tablet.  Multiple tweets also indicated that moderators and participants were active in 
the edchat while engaging in other activities (e.g., on a road trip, locked out of the house), 
further highlighting the accessibility of edchats and their ability to fit into the lives of 
educators.   
Edchats Offered Positive and Supportive Environments to Engage With Peers  
Existing empirical research as well as blog and news articles written about 
edchats have described them as supportive and positive (Carpenter & Krutka, 2015; K. 
Davis, 2015; Nochumson, 2018; Ward, 2017; Wesely, 2013), especially in contrast to 
other discussion spaces on Twitter (Hess, 2016; Jackson & Foucault Welles, 2015; Y. 
Rosenberg, 2017).  This study confirmed that edchats, whether organized by educators or 
companies, have a supportive and positive ethos, and several exchanges indicated a high 
level of familiarity and trust amongst network members.  This quality, in combination 
with their flexibility, likely makes them appealing to educators, whose field has 
documented common challenges such as numerous job stressors (Carpenter & Krutka, 
2015; Darling-Hammond, 2007) and being siloed (Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin, 
1995; Trust et al., 2017).  Participants’ enthusiasm for collaboration via Twitter and 
edchats starkly contrasted the cynicism regarding other forms of PD (Carpenter & 




finding that edchats offered agency and flexibility for moderators and participants to 
engage professionally and also socially with peers.  No tension between professional and 
social engagement was identified, indicating that edchats can accommodate both.  
Overall, the edchat communities in this sample seemed to be very supportive, friendly, 
and positive environments where educators could discuss education, share ideas and 
advice, connect socially and professionally, build relationships, and find support via a 
variety of modes of participation.   
Harassment and bullying were absent from the edchats included in this study, and 
tweets expressing disagreement between participants was very rare.  Although the 
absence of bullying and harassment can be considered a positive attribute, the lack of 
disagreement is more complex.  When conducted in a respectful way, disagreement can 
enrich discussion and help to expose participants to nuances they may not have 
previously considered (DuFour, 2007).  From the edchats observed in this study, it was 
not clear why disagreement was so rare.  In online spaces where disagreement is rarely 
observed, common causes included homophily1 (Thelwall, 2009), social media spaces not 
being conducive to the type of disagreement that leads to growth (Friesen & Lowe, 
2012), and discussion being at such a basic level that there is little to discuss or disagree 
about (Steinbrecher & Hart, 2012).  In their research on Facebook, Friesen and Lowe 
(2012) suggested that Facebook’s features, such as liking and sharing content, did not 
support growth in that they were built for supporting rather than disagreeing with an idea.  
Twitter shares similar features in likes and retweets, so it is possible that the features 
 
 




restrict constructive disagreement.  Additionally, the ephemeral nature and speed of 
edchats as well as the character limit could also present challenges in constructing and 
supporting constructive arguments.       
Commercial Intrusion in Educator Communities  
Open networks of educators, such as those formed through edchats, offer 
education companies the opportunity to directly engage with educators.  Companies may 
use Twitter to provide product support (Smith et al., 2014), such as by answering 
questions from customers or providing recommendations for product use.  Companies 
may also use Twitter to market their products, including by advertising to customers 
through purchased ads, sending tweets related to a specific marketing campaign or 
company goal, or analyzing Twitter data to better understand how customers use and feel 
about their product.   
Existing research on edchats has not examined company-organized edchats, but 
concerns about corporate influence in educator social network spaces have been raised 
about product ambassador programs and relationships between education companies and 
educators, especially teachers with a strong social media presence (Singer, 2017).  
Because many educators view edchats as a form of PD (Nochumson, 2018) and because 
it is not always clear what content is advertisement on social media (Federal Trade 
Commission, 2017; Singer, 2017), commercial activity in edchats may present several 
risks to educators, who may be exposed to advertisements not clearing labeled as such or 
may take part in unpaid market research under the guise of an edchat.  These risks also 
impact districts considering providing PD credit for informal learning events.  




and by the companies themselves, makes it especially challenging for educators to avoid 
interactions with companies on Twitter.   
This study contributed to existing literature by examining differences between 
educator-organized edchats and company-organized edchats to begin to illustrate some of 
these potential risks and recommendations for ensuring company presence in these spaces 
does not negatively impact educators.  This study identified several ways advertisements 
were present in edchats, which included potential astroturfing as well as spam and 
disclosed and undisclosed self-promotion.  Additionally, this research found several 
differences between educator-organized and company-organized edchats.    
Edchats organized by educators and by companies also differed in how they 
interacted with educators.  Edchats involving for-profit companies tended to ask broader 
questions in comparison to edchats organized by non-profits or educators.  These broader 
questions were less likely to lead to detailed discussion amongst participants in 
comparison to the questions asked during educator-organized edchats, possibly because 
the answers they generated were not at a sufficiently deep level to inspire additional 
dialogue (Steinbrecher & Hart, 2012).  In the case of educator-organized edchats, it was 
possible to tailor their demographic to large groups of educators as well as smaller 
groups, such as all social studies teachers or just teachers in a particular district.  
Company-organized edchats were more likely to attract a variety of educators interested 
in a particular product, which may have made it challenging for participants to deeply 
discuss topics whose applications could vary substantially across a broader population of 
educators.  The company-organized edchats involving non-profits, #WATeachLead and 




#WATeachLead targeting Washington teachers in a year-long development program and 
#ISTELitChat focusing on literacy teachers.  The narrower participant demographic and 
lack of affiliation with any product or company may have contributed to their questions 
requiring specialized knowledge.  These edchats also had a stronger focus on classroom 
implementation, such as the applications of neuroscience research to educator practice or 
techniques for building literacy cultures in schools, than the other company-organized 
edchats.  They also discussed a wider range of solutions not tied to a particular product.   
However, several of the broad questions observed in the edchats of for-profit 
companies were similar to market research questions in that they focused on customer 
preference more than exploring teacher practice.  For example, during #SquirrelsChat, the 
discussion focused on educator PD, but several questions were about teacher PD 
preferences and the moderators did not explain why they had chosen this topic.  Because 
the company promoted their products by offering training sessions to educators at 
education conferences (Squirrels LLC, 2017), it was possible for the company to use this 
information to inform the development of their own PD sessions.   
#1stchat and #sschat highlighted the ways that education companies can occupy 
educator-organized spaces.  During #sschat, moderators from several education 
companies shared links to their materials but did not attempt to center the discussion 
around their products.  In contrast, #1stchat revealed several possible dangers of 
education companies entering educator-organized spaces, such as possible astroturfing 
through grassroots-styled edchat materials and the presence of product ambassadors who 
did not reveal their ties to the company.  This presented challenges in evaluating the 




Although open groups enable anyone to engage with group members, this 
openness also makes the community vulnerable to commercially driven activities such as 
advertisement and self-promotion.  Spam has been identified as a problem on Twitter 
(Aswani, Kar, & Vigneswara Ilavarasan, 2018) as well as in edchats (J.-A. Fox, 2016; 
Theriault, 2014), but relatively few spam tweets were observed during the edchats in this 
study.  However, spam tweets were most often observed in educator-organized edchats 
rather than company-organized edchats, with four of the five educator edchats including 
spam tweets in contrast to one company-organized edchat.  As educator-organized 
edchats were generally larger than company-organized edchats, this finding aligned with 
research by Kelly and Antonio (2016), who noted that as open online educator 
communities became more successful in terms of size and activity, commercially driven 
activity increased.  Educator-organized communities may also be more likely to receive 
spam tweets because of their lack of affiliation with a product or company, whereas 
company-organized edchats may include demographics of educators who have already 
expressed a preference for a competing product.  Studies examining the presence or 
impact of self-promotion and advertisement via product ambassadors on edchats was not 
found in existing literature, although there is increasing concern that education companies 
(Singer, 2017) and individual educators (Rozen, 2018) may be leveraging their social 
media influence for profit without disclosing their financial interests.  Self-promotion was 
observed, such as participants sharing links to their own materials or the #ISTELitChat 
moderator sharing branded images and a link to her book’s Amazon page. 
Although the FTC has guidelines that would address several of the challenges 




implemented by edchat participants, including moderators and product ambassadors for 
education companies.  The FTC states, “if there’s a connection between an endorser and 
the marketer that consumers would not expect and it would affect how consumers 
evaluate the endorsement, that connection should be disclosed” (n.p., 2018).  
Additionally, these guidelines affirm that even if product ambassadors include their 
affiliation in their profile, they should still indicate their connection to the company when 
tweeting about the product since not everyone who sees a tweet will also see their profile.  
It is unclear if these issues persist in edchats because of a lack of awareness or a lack of 
enforcement (or both) of these guidelines.  Regardless of the cause, for edchats to provide 
value to educators, it is critical that these guidelines be enforced.  To address this issue in 
edchats, a three-pronged approach is recommended: a) additional effort should be made 
to spread awareness of the FTC guidelines in edchats; b) moderators should remind 
participants of these guidelines at the beginning of each edchat alongside edchat norms 
about question and answer formatting and encourage participants to report spam to 
Twitter; c) accounts that frequently violate these guidelines should face consequences 
from the FTC as well as Twitter.   
Factors to Consider in Evaluating Edchat Use 
This study begins to illustrate the variation that can exist across edchats and 
highlights the challenge in evaluating edchats in general.  In the 10 edchats included in 
this study, several modes of participation were observed, and the depth of discussion 
varied across edchats.  Further complicating evaluation is that edchats can adopt several 




where questions are posted daily and users may answer them asynchronously, and 
edcamp-style edchats, in which participants create the questions for discussion.  Edchat 
participants and modes of participation may change over time, and edchats may be 
designed for niche audiences or for broader groups of educators.  They can be connected 
to other PD initiatives, as was the case with #UCPSChat and #WATeachLead, or 
standalone events.  Although some edchats exist solely on Twitter, some edchat 
communities allow for further engagement with the edchat content or other members 
through hashtag activity outside of the edchat or on edchat websites or other online 
platforms.   
All of these varying attributes allow for a range of experiences to fit diverse 
learning needs.  In beginning to consider how to evaluate edchats, it is important to 
consider the goals for participation, how and when that outcome will be measured, and 
the ways that an edchat can and cannot fit those goals.  For example, an educator who is 
interested in developing basic knowledge about a topic might consider different edchats 
or modes of participation from an educator who is interested in joining an edchat to 
mentor other teachers or build a supportive community to provide advice for day-to-day 
challenges.  Additionally, teacher-organized edchats might allow for more in-depth 
discussion on a variety of topics; company-organized edchats could be useful in 
supporting implementation of a specific product a teacher already uses, but would likely 
be less useful in selecting a product from a range of options since not using the product or 
using a competing product were not discussed.  The type of edchat and whether it 
includes opportunities for collaboration outside of the discussion may also be taken into 




edchats as a means of seeing inside of other classrooms might consider slow chats, where 
participants have more time and flexibility to share images, or explore communities 
where members frequently use the hashtag outside of the edchat.   
Finally, it is important to consider the limitations of edchats, namely the rapid 
pace and character limit, as well as the presence of potentially misleading or false 
information.  The speed of edchats as well as the 280-character limit may make it 
challenging for educators to consider any one idea in depth, and the rarity of 
disagreement may make it unlikely that opposing points of view would be voiced.  
Additionally, the presence of product ambassadors and individuals promoting their own 
products complicate evaluation of a tweet’s trustworthiness.  There is also the possibility 
that edchat moderators and participants could share false information that would be 
difficult to fact check during an edchat, making it important for educators to validate 
edchat recommendations using other sources of information, such as existing research or 
small action experiments, prior to implementing a particular practice widely.       
Recommendations 
This study was undertaken to develop a deeper understanding of edchats and 
techniques for studying them in order to support educators, PD organizers, district 
decision-makers, and researchers in evaluating if and how teachers should participate in 
edchats.  It addresses important gaps in the existing research by capturing actual 
interactions for a sample of edchats and examining differences between private/public 
sponsorship and intent, thus providing empirical data for the recommendations.  




the development of other forms of PD.  The findings from this study could also support 
edchat organizers, both educators and companies, in improving the health and quality of 
their chats, as well as tech companies developing tools for edchat participation.  The 
following recommendations (summarized in Figure 66 on page 171) are intended to 
support deliberate and structured thinking about edchats by edchat participants, edchat 
moderators, districts, and PD designers.     
For Educators Joining Edchats  
Edchats offer educators a supportive space to connect with their peers and engage 
in discussion of education issues through several modes.  These discussions offered 
teachers the opportunity to begin to explore different topics, think about implementing 
techniques, share resources, ask for advice from peers, encourage and provide guidance 
to other teachers, and build a support network.  Edchats can offer educators the 
opportunity to further develop an identity as an educator in a flexible and supportive 
space.  For educators looking to build a network of peers, tweeting to answer questions as 
well as to engage directly with other participants can facilitate discussion with a group or 
specific individuals, and can provide opportunity to engage with those who may have a 
different perspective or expertise.  Teachers should not only feel free to participate in a 
variety of ways, but also to solicit advice from the community during the edchat or using 
the hashtag outside of the edchat.  These questions can draw various responses and help 
teachers to address day-to-day challenges quickly.  Educators should also be willing to 
respectfully disagree with the content or to ask questions to further drive discussion and 




the edchats observed, conversations critiquing ideas can further strengthen community 
knowledge and support learning (Borko, 2004).  
Despite the potential benefits of edchats, these spaces are not without risk.  
Although they offer educators the opportunity to participate as often or infrequently as 
they want and to solicit support in response to challenges as it is needed, edchats can be 
problematic as a form of PD, in that participation may or may not be consistent over a 
period of time and the chat may not be designed to achieve specific learning goals.  
Guskey (2009) stated the inconsistent results of high-quality PD is a product of poor 
planning and lack of alignment to results, and stressed that for PD to be effective, it must 
be carefully and deliberately planned.  The quality of the content presents another risk, as 
it is user-generated and can vary widely compared to professionally-developed materials 
(Agichtein et al., 2008), making it possible for teachers to be exposed to false 
information.  Additionally, educators must also be aware of the presence of educators as 
well as businesses in edchats, regardless of the group organizing the edchat.  The 
presence of ambassador programs and the use of Twitter for marketing and self-
promotion adds additional complexity to participants successfully navigating these 
spaces.  Educators and districts should consider how to ensure they do not act on 
misleading information, such as by confirming there is additional research supporting 
what is learned in an edchat, prior to changing their practice.     
Educators typically have access to a variety of formal and informal PD options 
across digital and non-digital spaces.  The potential risks and benefits of edchats to 
educators surface the need for additional work to develop a set of criteria for evaluating 




educator’s overall PD.  In choosing to participate in informal PD, educators should 
consider their own goals, interests, and any areas of growth identified by their school 
leader to determine which opportunities might best meet their needs.  To ensure that 
informal and formal PD is aligned, educators could also consult with their school leader 
or PD professional to support identification of useful informal PD.  For educators seeking 
credit for participation in informal professional learning, they should discuss this with 
their school leader in advance of their participation and determine what is needed to 
receive credit, such as a record of participation (e.g., edchat archives) or reflection on 
how the learning event impacted their practice.  This conversation would also be a good 
opportunity for the educator and the school leader to discuss the school’s online behavior 
policy.  In selecting edchats to participate in, educators should explore different edchats, 
either by joining an edchat or reviewing transcripts of past edchats, to determine which is 
the best fit.   
For Moderators  
Moderator actions can have a strong impact on participant engagement in an 
edchat.  Moderators are often responsible for determining the edchat’s format, topic, and 
questions.  In organizing an edchat, moderators should take into account participant 
needs, goals, and interests in determining how to structure a particular edchat given the 
format’s flexibility.  Moderators can take advantage of existing Twitter features such as 
polling to connect with potential participants and understand what would best meet their 
needs or get feedback on how the previous edchat went.  Moderators can also structure 
questions to align with best practices in PD to encourage reflection on current practices or 




debate and more in-depth discussion.  If participants tend to avoid conflict, questions 
such as, “What objections would you expect to encounter?” or “What are the tradeoffs of 
implementing this practice and how will you mitigate them?” could help to take into 
account other points of view about an idea.  Moderators can also consider using questions 
to encourage further discussion amongst participants; this occurred in #oklaed when the 
moderator first asked participants to share challenges they anticipated in implementing a 
new practice and then followed up by asking participants to review these answers and to 
respond directly sharing a solution if they had successfully overcome one of these 
obstacles.  For moderators working on behalf of an education company, it is critical to 
evaluate edchat questions to determine whether and how teachers would benefit from 
their participation in the edchat.  In cases where the questions are geared towards market 
research rather than teacher support or learning, edchat participants should be made 
aware that that is the purpose of the event.  This could be achieved through the moderator 
making a formal announcement, referring to the event as a Twitter chat rather than an 
edchat, and using a different hashtag to minimize confusion.    
During the edchat, moderators should balance social interactions with 
professional discussion.  Although joking and socializing may seem trivial, they 
contribute to the development of the edchat community and ethos in a valuable way.  The 
success of tools for building communities depends on several factors, including 
sociability and the establishment of common ground amongst participants (Killeavy & 
Moloney, 2010; Preece, 2000), indicating that at least some socialization is valuable for 
forming a community where professional learning can take place.  Moderators can 




directly, and modeling the behavior they would like to see participants exhibit, such as 
sharing a fun meme or gif and embodying a supportive and positive spirit.  However, this 
must be balanced with meaningful discussion of professional topics.  Based on the 
edchats in this study, moderators can support participant engagement in the edchat by 
asking follow-up questions to encourage additional discussion, using mentions to engage 
participants with a specific area of expertise, and not dominating the discussion with their 
own answers, as this may discourage participants with alternative points of view from 
participating (Lowes, Lin, & Wang, 2007).   
Moderators should also model and encourage respectful disagreement to support 
participant growth and prevent homophily.  Although participants shared resources and 
the practices they used, they did not engage in critical conversations, which are necessary 
for development of new skills and the transformation of practice  (Borko, 2004).  
Moderators can support these conversations by building trusting communities and 
ensuring these conversations take place in a respectful and collegial manner (Wilson & 
Berne, 1999).   
Moderators also play a crucial role once the edchat has ended.  During this study, 
tweets about archives and transcripts were observed in several edchats, and several 
edchats had their own web pages.  Documentation can be valuable to supporting edchat 
development as well as facilitating participant engagement outside of the edchat.   
For Districts and PD Designers  
Educators benefit from both formal and informal learning opportunities (Dabbagh 
& Kitsantas, 2012), and have an increasing number of informal learning options as their 




challenges and opportunities for districts and PD designers.  Districts and PD designers 
have the opportunity to further support educators by helping them to develop a strategy 
for their informal learning, educator-directed learning that may include observation, 
experimentation, reflection, or conversation with others (Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 2012) 
across a variety of online and in-person spaces, and also to learn from the successes of 
informal learning opportunities.   
Informal PD and edchats can offer insights into the traits of PD that educators 
participate in voluntarily, which could inform the development of formal offerings.  
Networks that persist, that retain members and continue to attract new teachers, take into 
account the daily pressures of teaching while also pursuing greater goals (Lieberman, 
2000).   Educators have reported that several traits of edchats are appealing, such as their 
positive and supporting ethos (Carpenter & Krutka, 2015), the opportunity to collaborate 
with peers (Trust et al., 2016), choice and flexibility (M. Davis, 2011; Visser et al., 
2014), accessibility (Carpenter, 2014; Carpenter & Krutka, 2014b; Gao & Li, 2017; 
Krutka et al., 2016; Trust et al., 2016; Visser et al., 2014; Weseley, 2013), and the 
opportunity to benefit from and contribute to a community (Wenger, 2000).  PD 
designers can consider incorporating some of these traits into formal PD to support 
increased teacher engagement.   
In this study, edchat members expressed frustration with participation in informal 
PD going unacknowledged or with PD being inflexible and not personalized.  Districts 
can support educator informal learning in a number of ways.  Some districts have begun 
to provide continuing education credit for informal learning opportunities, including 




decisions were made or what educators are expected to do to demonstrate participation.  
For districts providing credit for participation in edchats, there is a need for further 
research to inform the development of criteria for evaluating edchats, as the quality can 
vary, with some edchats functioning more as marketing events than teacher learning 
opportunities.  The varied modes of participation edchats allow could also affect teacher 
learning, but at this time, it is unclear how.  Additionally, limitations in Twitter features 
could make demonstrating participation challenging for educators.   
Even if districts choose not to provide PD credit for, they should be prepared to 
engage in discussion of teachers’ informal learning to ensure that each teacher’s formal 
and informal learning opportunities align.  Districts may also want to share recommended 
informal learning options with educators or provide training on topics such as how to set 
up a professional social media presence or how to identify advertising and astroturfing in 
social media spaces.  This would not only help educators to build the knowledge and 
skills to participate in informal learning spaces, but also could be incorporated into 
training on district media policies.  Districts can also help teachers feel recognized by 
encouraging teachers who have taken on leadership roles in informal learning 
communities to share their work with colleagues and schools, in an informal or formal 
capacity.   
Districts and PD designers could also consider forming their own edchats or guest 
moderating a chat.  This could be done to support other professional development 
initiatives in the district, as was the case during #UCPSChat.  Such an event could lead to 
a better understanding of where formal PD efforts are succeeding, support developing ties 




could also be a component of a long-term development initiative, as was observed in 
#WATeachLead.  These events could help to provide additional opportunities for 
educators to develop PLNs and could provide experienced educators with opportunities 
to lead and create a space for early-career teachers to receive support.  However, this 
should not be undertaken lightly: teacher communities are often difficult and time-
consuming to develop (Grossman, 2001) and groups of educators can as easily inhibit 
progress as facilitate it (Guskey, 2003).  Edchats require advanced planning, not only in 
terms of defining moderator roles and promoting the edchat, but also in designing and 
developing quality content, as any PD must be carefully and deliberately planned to be 
successful (Guskey, 2009).  Additionally, the presence of district officials in an informal 
learning space could substantially change its ethos in that it could inhibit honest 
discussion (Marwick & boyd, 2011), alter the modes of participation (i.e., participants 
feel compelled to tweet), or quell some of the fun and social qualities observed in edchats 
if participants view them as formal professional events.     
For Tech Companies  
Although edchats were not part of Twitter’s initial intended use, given their 
popularity, Twitter could develop additional features to improve participant experience in 
edchats.  Because privacy and maintaining a separation between professional and social 
identities are two reasons educators identify for not using social media (Steinbrecher & 
Hart, 2012), additional privacy options could help to broaden edchat participation.  This 
could include options to create private hashtags only available to approved Twitter users 
so that chats do not have to be public, reducing barriers to participation while also 




groups, where moderators would act as administrators in admitting new participants and 
only those admitted would be able to view hashtag activity amongst the group members.  
However, the downside of this privacy is that it might hinder the flow of new participants 
and new ideas into the chat and make it harder for teachers still developing an edchat 
PLN to access information.  Other spaces, such as closed Facebook groups, offer many of 
these affordances, but would require teachers to maintain a social presence in multiple 
online spaces in order to participate in edchats and private group discussions.   
Tools for making it easier for edchat moderators and participants to identify 
advertisements would also be valuable for improving the edchat experience and to 
support enforcement of FTC guidelines.  Although Twitter currently allows users to 
report spam or suspicious content, there is no way for users to see which tweets have 
been reported by others, which would be valuable given how rarely FTC guidelines were 
followed during edchats.  However, this could result in behavior akin to downvoting on 
other platforms, as users could report content they do not agree with regardless of 
whether it is spam.  Additionally, for product ambassadors and users who use their 
personal account for work, it would be valuable to be able to designate a tweet as being 
part of an official promotion with a single click when the tweet is being drafted; this 
would be especially valuable given the rapid pace of edchats.   
Participants and moderators used various third-party applications to participate in 
edchats and there are many opportunities to continue to develop these tools.  Participate 
Learning, a company that provides teacher professional support tools and resources, 
offers a chat tool for users with additional functionality to participate in and review 




pause a live chat, tweet, or view the tweets organized into questions and answers during 
the live chat.  After the chat, participants can review chat resources, tweets, and review a 
list of participants.  Tools like these offer an alternative for educators who may want 
additional support to participate in edchats that Twitter does not offer.  This study found 
that third-party apps are not used at high rates compared to Twitter apps, so although 
other tools may provide new ways to engage with Twitter, they are much less likely to be 
used by edchat participants.  Participate Learning’s chat tool and others may not be as 
widely used because they require users to access them outside of Twitter.  Therefore, 
having these tools available on Twitter would enable edchat moderators and participants 
to more easily access and use them.   
Tools that facilitate documentation and organization of edchats can support the 
development of an edchat body of knowledge while also making the materials more 
accessible to participants who were unable to attend the edchat or would like to refer 
back to them later.  However, several tools for documenting Twitter activity do not allow 
users to iterate on the content.  Without the ability to organize and build on these 
materials, it would be challenging for users to refine a body of knowledge over time that 
can support the formation of edchat-based communities of practice such as those 
observed by Wesely (2013).  It would be beneficial to develop tools for organizing and 
editing the resources and ideas shared during an edchat.  Furthermore, it would be useful 
to be able to access an archive of activity at the user level.  Users should be able to easily 
download a history of their engagement, including lurking, with specific hashtags.  This 




educators could choose to share this information with researchers or could use this as 
documentation of participation if their district provides PD credit for edchat participation. 
 
 
Figure 66. Recommendations for ensuring edchats are impactful. This figure presents a 
brief summary of the recommendations explored on pages 161–171. 
Limitations and Future Research 
Limitations of This Study 
The relative newness of edchats presents many challenges for research.  While 
this study was able to contribute to existing research on edchats by providing insights into 
the structures of their social networks, modes of participation, and culture as well as 
differences and similarities across edchats, there were several aspects of edchats that this 
study was not able to address.  First, it is possible there are some limitations due to 
sampling constraints.  Because there is no official list of edchats or a way to retrieve all 
For tech companiesFor PD designers and districts
▪ Support educators in developing a strategy for informal 
learning
▪ Consider including features of edchats in other forms of 
PD
▪ Develop a plan for if and how informal PD will be 
credited
▪ Improve features of Twitter and apps building on Twitter 
API to support edchat participation
▪ Develop features to enhance privacy and combat stealth 
advertising
▪ Develop new tools to facilitate and document edchats
For educators
▪ Explore participation through diverse modes
▪ Be aware of stealth advertising
▪ Discuss informal learning plans and goals with PD leaders
For moderators
▪ Tailor the edchat to participants’ needs
▪ For moderators from edchat companies, be transparent 
when the edchat constitutes market research
▪ Encourage deeper discussion, including respectful 




edchat hashtags from Twitter, a list needed to be developed.  Although this list was 
developed using three sources, it is possible that edchats that were included on any of 
these websites differed from edchats that were not.  Two of the lists allowed visitors to 
add entries to the database of edchats, while the third did not indicate how it collected its 
data.  Edchats with members who visited these sites and who wanted to build awareness 
of the edchat may have been more likely to be included in this study.  Second, this study 
focused on edchats that took place in the first half of the 2018–2019 school year, which 
could have impacted edchat participation as well as content.  Teachers may feel 
differently in the first half of the school year, when there are less likely to be stressors 
and disruptions due to high-stakes testing (Koretz, 2008), which could allow them more 
time and agency to think about their classroom instruction.  Additionally, while a 
substantial amount of data was captured, it is possible that some tweets were not captured 
due to missing or incorrect hashtags.  As mentioned earlier, many teachers struggle to 
participate in edchats because of their format and pace.  Even for experienced chat 
participants and moderators, it can be challenging to react and respond to the numerous 
tweets and include proper chat labeling (such as the hashtag and A1, A2, etc. to indicate 
that it is an answer to a particular question), making it possible that some tweets went 
uncollected.  These missing tweets could have provided valuable insights into how 
struggling participants engage, but as they were too difficult to track down, were not 
included.  Also, it is difficult to measure the total number of edchat attendees, as there is 
no tool or method that measures the number of lurkers (participants who do not tweet, 
favorite, retweet, or respond to other’s tweets).  Lurkers may benefit from following the 




relation to active participants and if and how they engage with the hashtag outside of the 
chat.    
Methodological Challenges    
Similar to other forms of self-organized and informal learning, edchats present 
challenges for researchers.  Because any Twitter user can create a hashtag, it is therefore 
possible for any user to create their own edchat at any time, making it challenging to 
document what edchats are occurring across Twitter.  Edchats may be organized by 
organizations or individuals and the hashtag may be intended for temporary use, for 
example at a conference (Eventbrite, 2017; Willaman, 2015), or over the course of many 
chats over a longer period (Gao & Li, 2017; Schulten, 2011).  Additionally, because any 
user can use a hashtag, the same hashtag may be used for different purposes by non-
overlapping groups (Greenhalgh et al., 2016).  As a result, the hashtags used for edchats 
can change over time, making it challenging to document a complete list of edchats.  
Although several individuals and companies have endeavored to make a complete list of 
edchats, none of the lists identified for this study was complete or downloadable.  As 
edchats are studied in the future, researchers should strive to assemble their own list of 
existing edchats to support further exploration of these spaces.     
Several challenges were encountered during this research that could explain some 
of the reasons that researchers have more frequently studied edchats through interviewing 
and surveying participants rather than collecting and analyzing Twitter data.  Although 
several tools for Twitter research exist, many were prohibitively expensive, primarily due 
to the cost of complete data, or data that is guaranteed to include 100% of tweets for a 




with third-party data collection tools using the Twitter API also comes with the risk of 
incomplete data (Marwick, 2014), especially with larger queries.  Twitter throttles data 
for queries that approach the 18,000 tweet limit (Smith et al., 2010), which the Social 
Media Research foundation has described as being “based on unknowable parameters” 
(Smith et al., 2010, n.p.).  This creates additional burdens for researchers in collecting 
data, in that they be well-funded enough to purchase complete data or they must ensure 
their parameters are unlikely to return results near the limit and then verify the data 
against Twitter’s Advanced Search.  Additionally, the data collected from Twitter’s API 
failed to indicate the device used to send the tweet, presenting limitations in analyzing the 
number of moderators and participants who engaged via computer or mobile devices.   
Twitter’s data pricing also creates challenges for third-party companies.  
Texifter’s Sifter was initially selected to collect the data because it was successfully used 
in the pilot study and had extended their social network data collection and analysis 
features, but NodeXL Pro was ultimately used because Sifter shut down shortly before 
the data collection period began.  In a note about the service shutting down, Texifter’s 
founder stated that the company was unable to come to an agreement with Twitter that 
would enable it to continue to provide its services, including access to Twitter’s complete 
historical data, to a largely academic audience (Shulman, 2018).  The sustainability 
challenges of third-party tools present additional challenges to researchers.   
Several third-party tools were also limited in their available features, making it 
challenging for researchers to collect and analyze data.  Many tools, including free 
options such as TAGS, collected data via Twitter’s public API, but few captured data 




data that may be queried at a time from Twitter’s API.  Using separate tools to gather the 
social network data presents obstacles because it would require the data to be gathered 
consecutively, with the need to review the tweet data to determine what social network 
data is required, and it was possible that the social networks could change as a result of 
edchat interactions or other interactions on Twitter.  Therefore, it was preferable to 
collect the data at once with a single tool, but fewer tools offered this feature.  The 
absence of this feature in free tools as well as the time required to retrieve the data may 
have contributed to social network analysis being less frequently undertaken in research.  
Although NodeXL offers this feature at a student rate, it required the user to run the 
program on a PC.  Even with a powerful PC and a data set from a small edchat, NodeXL 
ran slowly and the user interface was sometimes inefficient.  In this case, it was more 
efficient to clean the data and perform the analysis using Python code in Jupyter 
Notebooks than to continue to use NodeXL.  Once the data was collected in NodeXL, 
using Jupyter Notebooks allowed not only for the calculation of edchat metrics, but also 
the development of social network graphs.  Because Python is a popular language with 
relatively easy syntax and Jupyter Notebooks are free, these options could provide 
researchers with a means of more easily analyzing Twitter data once it has been 
collected.  Sharing Jupyter Notebooks on GitHub or other websites where the code can be 
accessed and iterated on by others would also facilitate advancements in research on 
edchats as well as other Twitter-based communities.  
Areas of Future Research 
Many questions remain about if and how edchat participation can support 




the effects of edchats on educators.  A clearer understanding of who participates in 
edchats would help to determine whether edchats appeal to a specific demographic of 
teacher or could have a broader impact across several groups of educators.  Examining 
social network graphs over time can provide insights into how an edchat community 
changes and how teacher participation alters over time.   
To better understand how edchat experiences affect teacher practice, further study 
is necessary to determine whether and how educators adjusted their practice due to edchat 
participation, including to better understand how and why they changed their instruction 
and where those changes are or are not aligned with best practice as identified by 
research.  Additionally, recognizing the variables that contributed to those effect would 
be valuable.  Edchats varied in the level of depth of discussion, amount of tweeting, and 
number of links and images shared; it is unknown if any of this variation in activity 
changes the effect on participants.  Additionally, further research examining why teachers 
share links, images, and resources with their networks would be valuable to building an 
understanding of how teachers view their roles in edchat communities as well as how 
information can be spread through edchat networks.  For example, are worksheets more 
likely to be retweeted than links to research on instructional practice?  It would also be 
useful to better understand whether moderator actions and question structure altered 
participant outcomes in order to define best practices for organizing edchats.  This 
knowledge would support moderators in identifying the types and number of questions to 
include, such as a mix of questions about current practice, questions that encourage 




Mode of participation as well as role in the chat could also influence edchat 
participant outcomes given the wide range observed across edchats.  It would be worth 
investigating whether the impact of edchats differs for moderators and participants and 
across modes of participation.  Examining the length of participation in an edchat as well 
as the structure of the session, the influence of teachers’ years of experience, subject area, 
and frequency of collaboration within and outside of school would help to further 
understand the impact of edchats on diverse educators.  Given that educators may engage 
with an edchat community outside of the edchat by tweeting using the chat’s hashtag, 
understanding the similarities and differences in interactions that take place during and 
outside an edchat could provide addition insights into how educators participate in edchat 
communities.   
This study, as well as the existing research, does not deeply explore the content of 
edchats, how it is linked to goals for participant learning, or how it is designed and 
developed.  Given that the rapid speed of edchats does not necessarily facilitate in-depth 
discussion of tweets or shared materials, and misinformation spreads rapidly on Twitter 
(Jin et al., 2014; Starbird, Maddock, Orand, Achterman, & Mason, 2014), poor quality 
content has the potential to negatively impact educators, and this topic has not yet been 
explored in the context of edchats.  The type of device used could also impact an edchat’s 
content and quality of content.  In this study, most participated using smartphones rather 
than computers, and it is possible that the length and content of messages could vary due 
to challenges of quickly typing on smaller devices without keyboards.  
Examining other informal communities of educators could also provide insights 




r/education and other subreddits and includes features not found on Twitter, such as 
upvoting and downvoting responses.  Further exploration of informal educator 
communities on Reddit and other sites could help to illuminate the role of a website’s 
features in encouraging or discouraging disagreement. 
Edchats offer educators a space to engage with a supportive network of peers, 
discuss education topics, and give and receive advice and support in a self-directed way.  
To continue to improve the quality of edchats and ensure they are a good use of 
educators’ time, it is important to document best practices in edchats, especially since 
anyone can create and moderate an edchat and this study demonstrated some of the 
potential risks to educators due to individual and corporate financial interests.  
Additionally, it is critical to develop a clearer understanding of which needs edchats meet 
for educators and which needs they do not, as participation is voluntary, and it is not clear 
whether edchats are designed as one-time events or for regular participation.  This could 
include guidelines on structuring edchats to ensure they align with best practices in 
professional development and are based on recent educational theory, such as 
encouraging reflection, being grounded in teacher practice, or providing the resources 
needed to implement a new technique well.  Despite these limitations and open questions, 
the findings of this research study help to gain a better understanding of the benefits and 
challenges of edchat participation amongst educators.  However, given the growth rate of 
edchats as well as the urgency of improving professional support that is affordable and 
easy to access, further research to answer these questions should be undertaken, 
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Social Network Graphs by Direct Interaction 
 
 
Figure A67. Social network graph by direct interaction during #1stchat with nodes sized 
by amount of tweeting. Almost all members of the network engaged directly with others. 
The lead moderator from VidSpace engaged in the highest amount of direct interaction 
with other members of the network, and product ambassadors also frequently engaged 
directly with other members of the network.  
 
Figure A68. Social network graph of direct interactions during #ellchat with nodes sized 
by amount of tweeting. Nodes without arrows represent members who participated in the 
edchat by tweeting using the chat’s hashtag, but did not retweet, reply to, or mention 






Figure A69. Social network graph by direct interaction during #oklaed with nodes sized 
based on amount of tweeting. The moderator and participants who engaged directly with 
others most often also tweeted at higher rates. Several members of the network engaged 
by tweeting using the edchat hashtag, but did not engage in direct interaction with others 
and tweeted less frequently.   
 
Figure A70. Social network graph by direct interaction during #sschat with nodes sized 
based on amount of tweeting. The guest moderators and several participants often 
engaged directly with others, and the size difference of the moderator nodes further 
supported the existence of lead and support moderators. Several members of the network 
engaged by tweeting using the edchat hashtag, but did not engage in direct interaction 





Figure A71. Social network graph by direct interaction during #UCPSChat with nodes 
sized based on amount of tweeting. Although much of the direct engagement centered on 
the moderator, the more active participants engaged directly with each other as well. 
 
Figure A72. Social network graph by direct interaction during #BunceeChat with nodes 
sized based on amount of tweeting. This edchat included several moderatos and very 
active participants, including some product ambassadors, who frequently engaged with 





Figure A73. Social network graph of direct interactions during #ISTELitChat with nodes 
sized by amount of tweeting. Direct interaction during this edchat centered on 
moderators, with only two participants directly engaging with each other. 
 
 
Figure A74. Social network graph of direct interactions during #SquirrelsChat with nodes 
sized by amount of tweeting. All members of the network engaged directly with at least 
one other member, possibly because the network was small and consisted of members 
who were likely to know each other through their employment at Squirrels or their 





Figure A75. Social network graph of direct interactions during #seesawchat with nodes 
sized by amount of tweeting. The moderator and participants who engaged directly with 
others most often also tweeted at higher rates. A subgroup of three participants who 
engaged directly with each other but not with other members can be seen at the bottom 
right of the graph.  
 
 
Figure A76. Social network graph of direct interactions during #WATeachLead with 
nodes sized by amount of tweeting. Members frequently engaged directly with 








Social Network Graphs by Followership 
 
 
Figure B77. Social network graph based on followership for #1stchat. Several VidSpace 
product ambassadors attended the edchat, most of whom were on the periphery of the 
dense network.  
 
Figure B78. Social network graph based on followership for #ellchat. With the exception 
of 1 isolate, all members were connected through followership to at least one other 





Figure B79. Social network graph based on followership for #oklaed. Members were 
typically connected to several others in the large network.  
 
Figure B80. Social network graph based on followership for #sschat. Many of the 
moderators were guest moderators from edtech companies and had several ties to the 
community of #sschat teachers. The network contained 3 isolates and several 






Figure B81. Social network graph based on followership for #UCPSChat. Most members 
were connected by followership to several others and since this edchat was designed for a 
single district, it was possible participants knew each other.   
 
Figure B82. Social network graph based on followership for #BunceeChat. This edchat 
was very dense and included several moderatos and very active participants, including 





Figure B83. Social network graph based on followership for #ISTELitChat. Several 
members of the network followed the guest moderator. Although most members were 
connected to at least one other moderator or participant, two participants were isolates.  
 
Figure B84. Social network graph based on followership for #seesawchat. In this 
network, moderators had fewer connections by followership than several participants. 
Teachers in this edchat in some cases shared links to Seesaw activities they had created, 





Figure B85. Social network graph based on followership for #SquirrelsChat. All 
members were connected to at least two other members and moderators were more 
central to the network than participants.  
 
Figure B86. Social network graph based on followership for #WATeachLead. This dense 
network contained 1 isolate, and moderators were central to the network. This edchat was 
organized by educators participating in a year-long program, making it likely they would 
have had opportunities to build social ties outside of the edchat.   
  
